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ÑçËjÖ]<í×ò‰_æ<Øé×vjÖ]<ÜãÊ<îÊ<Õ‚Â^Ši<l^Û×ÒV <
@عاطفى @compassionate  يشبه  resemble 

  resemblance  تشابه trick= deceive  خدعة/يخدع
 impersonate  يتقمص stalemate  ورطة

 loyalty  ولاء dilemma  معضلة
 disloyalty  خيانة trap  مصيدة/ فخ 

 loyal \ faithful  مخلص popularity  شعبية
 wicked = villain  شرير support  دعم/ تأييد 

 throne  عرش  responsibility  مسئولية
 coincidence  مصادفة irresponsibility  عدم مسئولية

  decent  وديع manipulate  يٌحرك
 risky  مجازف fate  قدر

 naive  ساذج destiny  مصير
 cunning\crafty\sly\furtive  مكار/ ماكر withdraw  ينسحب

 mischievous  شرير brotherhood  أخوة
  adventurous  مغامر insatiable= glutton  أكول/نهم

 honour  كرامة/ شرف  conscience  ضمير
 struggle  يكافح/ كفاح  bother  يضايق
 triumph= victory  إنتصار betrayer\traitor  غدار/خائن
 courage\bravery  شجاعة fairness= justice  عدل

 chivalry  شهامة helpful  خدوم
 nobility  نبٌل helpless  بائس

 morals  دروس مستفادة favour  جميل/ معروف 
 values  قيم victims  ضحايا

 strengths  نقاط قوة survivor  ىناج
 weaknesses  نقاط ضعف murderers  قتلة

 features= traits  سمات tit for tat  العين بالعين
 cruelty  قسوة principles  مبادىء

 bloody  دموى camouflage  تمويه
 coward  جبان misjudge  بسىء الحكم

 sacrifice  تضحية/ يضحى  affinity  نسب/ مصاهرة
 carefree  غير مبالى  lackeys  )ما يلدغ به(أذناب 

 trust  يثق/ ثقة  humorous  خفيف الظل
  obedience  طاعة dominant  مسيطر/مهيمن

 mislead  يضلل reckless  ورمته
 diabolical scheme  مخطط شيطانى coax=flat=praise  يمدح

  engaged=betrothed   Plots and counter plots  مخطوبة
   المكيدة والمكيدة المضادة scold  يؤنب

 shrewd  داهية traumatic ordeal  محنة مؤلمة
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General Summary: @âbÇ@—î‚Üm 
 

            This adventure romance sets in Ruritania, an imaginary \ fictional country 
in Southern-eastern Europe, in the nineteenth century. The main character in the story 
was Rudolf Rassendyll, a 29-year-old English gentleman. He was well-educated, 
handsome, rich, happy and led a carefree life. His sister - in- low, Rose, insisted that 
he should find a job. He agreed to that when Rose got him a job as an attaché to the 
ambassador, Sir Jacob Borrodaille. 
     However, before he started working, he wanted to go for a holiday. He decided 
to visit Ruritania, to witness the coronation of King Rudolf the fifth, which would be 
held in Strelsau, the capital city. On his way there, he stopped at Zenda where people 
were amazed at him because he looked very similar to the King. He was so fascinated 
with the Zenda castle and the woods. So, he took a walk and by chance \ accident, he 
met King Rudolf the fifth and his two loyal followers, Colonil Sapt and Fritz 
Tarlenheim. The King liked Rassendyll and invited him over to his hunting lodge. 
          Duke Michael, the King's half brother, who was also known as Black Michael 
(Because of his black hair) ,  wanted to be crowned instead of his brother so he decided 
to poison him by sending him poisoned cakes. That was to sabotage the coronation 
ceremony because Duke Michael himself wanted to be the King. The King's advisers, 
Sapt and Fritz, persuaded \ convinced Rassendyll to impersonate the King in order 
to save the King's throne and life. 
         While the real King was kidnapped by the Duke and was imprisoned in the 
Zenda Castle, Rudolf Rassendyll was crowned as the King at Strelsau. Duke Michael, 
being very mean, knew that he had to get rid of Rassendyll at first before killing the 
real King. Consequently, he hired killers, famously known as 'The Famous Six' to kill 
Rassendyll. However, Rassendyll managed to escape. 
        Flavia, the King4s cousin and also his fiancée, she did not know that 
Rassendyll  was not the real King although she insisted that the King had changed. 
Things got complicated when people expected King Rudolf the fifth to set a date for 
the wedding. So, Rassendyll with the assistance of Colonel Sapt and Fritz planned to 
save the King from Zenda Castle. As Rassendyll and his men quietly advanced upon 
the Castle, Duke Michael was killed not by them but by Rupert Hentzau, the chief 
of 'The Famous Six' over the love of a beautiful Frenchwoman, Antoinette.  
      At the end of the story, Rassendyll rescued the King and went after Rupert but 
he escaped. The King thanked Rassendyll for saving his life and throne. Rassendyll 
returned to England heartbroken and lived with the memories of his sweetheart. 
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Quotations 
ò–ÔÛa@Þbİic@´i@‰aì§a@òÔíŠİi@å’îmìØÛa@Þaû�@āŠÈä�Z  

Chapter  � 

Váæ‚ŠéÖ�e<�…çÖ<æ]<Ù‚ß‰]…<l†eæ…<äé}]æ<‡æ…<äé}]<íqæ‡æ<Ù‚ß‰]…<ÌÖæ�æ…<� ‚ã�¹] 

Rose      : " Rudolf, you're 29 years old," " Are you ever going to do anything useful?" 
Rudolf  : " Rose," " why should I do anything? I have nearly enough money to do  
           anything I want to, and I enjoy an important position in society: my brother's  
           Lord Burlesdon and you are a countess." 
Rose      : " But you've done nothing except;;." 
Rudolf  : " Be lazy? It's true. I'm a member of the Rassendyll family and our family   
          don't need to do things." 

Öƒ<ð^ßm_<Ù‚ßé‰]…<l†eæ…<ÌÖæ�æ…<ç}]æ<‡æ…<tæ‡<Üãé×Â<Ø}�<…]ç£]<Ô <
Rose      : " Robert. I'm so happy you're back!" 
Robert  : " What's the matter, my dear?" 
Rudolf  : " She's angry  because she thinks I don't do anything." 
Rose     : " It's not just your red hair that makes you different from your brother."  
                " He also realizes his position in society has responsibilities. You only see    
           opportunities in yours." 
Rudolf  : " To a man like me , opportunities are responsibilities," 
Rose     : " Good, because I have some news for you," " Sir Jacob Borrodaile tells me  
          he'll offer you a real opportunity. He's going to be an ambassador in six  
          months' time, and he says he's happy for you to work for him. I hope you'll  
          take this job, Rudolf." 
Rudolf : "If in six months' time I'm in a position to take the job, then I'll certainly say yes." 
Rose     : "Oh, Rudolf, how good of you!" 
Rudolf : "Where will he be working?" 
Rose     : "Sir Jacob doesn't know which country it will be, but he's sure it'll be a good embassy." 
Rudolf  : "For you I'll do it, even if it's a terrible embassy," 

]�×¨]<îÊ<íéÂ^Ûjqý]<ØÒ^�¹]<àÂ<h^jÒ<íe^jÓe<ÝçÏé‰<äÞ]<ÌÖæ�æ…<Üâ�}_<á_<‚Ãeæ<
Rose     : "You're going to write a book? That would be such a good thing to do, wouldn't it Robert?" 

Robert  : "Yes, indeed. Writing a book's the best way to get into politics," 
Rudolf  : "You're right," 
Õ^ßâ<íéÓ×¹]<í×ñ^ÃÖ]<°eæ<Üãßée<gŠßÖ]<í×‘<oéu<^éßéjè…æ…<íÖæ�<îÊ<äi‡^q]<î–Ïè<á]<Ù‚ßé‰]…<ÌÖæ�æ…<…†Î<á]<‚Ãeæ<<<<

"<t�fË×è÷]<í×ñ^Â"<<íéÓ×¹]<í×ñ^ÃÖ]<ð^–Â]<‚u]<kqæˆi<îjÖ]æ<Ù‚ß‰]…<^é×éÚc<íŠéjÞçÓÖ]<íè…ƒ<àÚ<Ù‚ß‰]…<á]<oéu<J<†Ú
ßé‰]…<ÌÖæ�æ…‘]<Øe^Î<Õ^ßâæ<^ŠÞ†Ëe<äj×u…<Ùæ]<îÊ<Ù‚ï„Ö]æ<±†èˆéÊ<t…çq<îÚ]‚ÏÖ]<ìõ^Î‚<<Ý]†i�eæ<ì…^ËŠÖ^e<ØÛÃè

æ<Õ^ßâæ<îËv’Ö]<‚Þ]†i�e…]ç£]<…]�<^Ûãßée<l^Š×¢]<‚u]<îÊ<ímønÖ]<°e<±^jÖ]V <
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Bertram  : "We've had quite a few important people visiting the city recently," 
Rudolf     : "Anyone I'd know?" 
Bertram  : "Well, I met Antoinette de Mauban today," "You've probably heard of    
           her. She's a lady who's well known for her wealth and ambition. But      

           she's leaving Paris today, we don't know where she's going to next." 
Rudolf     : "So why did she come to Paris?" 
George    : "She was a guest of the Duke of Strelsau," "I met him at the embassy yesterday.     

            He's the half-brother to the King of Ruritania. People say he was his father's   
           favourite son. He's gone back for the coronation. Although I don't think     
           he'll enjoy it very much because he probably wishes he were the King. I don't    
           think he likes being only a Duke." 

Bertram : "I hear he's clever man, though," 
George    : "He's extremely clever, I'd say," 

<t…çq<íÃè�çi<îÊ<á^Ò<‹è…^fÖ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<ÌÖæ�æ…<ì…�^ÇÚ<‚ßÂæì…^ËŠÖ^e<ØÛÃè<ï„Ö]<<kßèçjÞ]<ì�çqçÚ<kÞ^Ò<Õ^ßâæ
Ù‚ßé‰]…]<t…çq<Ù^ÏÊ<…^ŞÏÖ]<íŞ¦<î×Â<á^eçÚ<ï�V <

George   :  "You have an important person to travel with," "That's Antoinette de      
             Mauban and she's also going to Dresden,"  
<Ùæ]<î–Î<]‚Þˆe<ÙˆÞ<^Ú‚ßÂæ<Õ^ßâ<ì…çã�¹]<íÃ×ÏÖ]<ì…^è‡<ÄéŞjŠè<îju<]‚Þ‡<íŞ¦<îÊ<Ùˆßè<á]<Ù‚ßé‰]…<…†Î<^â‚Ãeæ

<l^Þ^£]<‚u^e<í×éÖK<Ñ‚ßËÖ]<ífu^‘<Øe^Î<Õ^ßâæ<Ñ�^ßËÖ]<ØÓè^Ú<Ñæ‚Ö]<Ý�^}<á^âçqæ<^ãéjße]æJ <
The innkeeper      : "We all know Duke Michael," "He's always lived in Ruritania  
                    and he cares about the people, so people like him. As for the   
                     King, well, he's almost stranger. He's been abroad for most of  
                     his life and not many people even know what he looks like. Now   
                     the King's staying in a hunting lodge in the forest, very near to  
                       Zenda. From there he'll travel to the capital for his coronation."  
                     "I wish he'd stay there in the forest." "People say he only likes  
                      hunting and good food. He should let the Duke become our King.         
                                 And there are many others who think the same." 
The older daughter   : "Well I don't like Duke Michael," "They say the King has       
                    red hair, just like you.!" 
Rudolf                    : "Many men have red hair like me." 
The innkeeper        : "How do you know the King has red hair?" 
The old daughter   : "Johann, the Duke's servant, told me," "He's seen the King    
                     at the hunting lodge." 
Rudolf                     : "But why's the King here, if it's the Duke's land?" 
The old lady           : "The Duke invited him, sir," "The Duke's in Strelsau, preparing     
                     for the coronation." 
Rudolf                     : "So they are good friends?" 
The old lady           : "I don't know if you can be good friends if you want the same thing." 
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Rudolf                  : "What do you mean?" 
The old lady        : "Duke Michael would like to be King, too, I'm sure." 
Rudolf                  : "Well! I feel quite sorry for the Duke, but it's right that the      
                   elder brother becomes King." 

ğøñ^Î<á^âçq<Üãé×Â<Ø}�<í¿v×Ö]<å„â<îÊæ<
Johann                 : "Who's talking of the Duke?" 
The old lady        : "We have a guest, Johann," 

ğøâ„Ú<ğ̂òé�<ï]…<çÖ<^ÛÒ<í�â�<îÊ<ð]…ç×Ö<îŞ}æ<äjÃfÎ<Ä×}<Ù‚ßé‰]…<ÌÖæ�æ…<á^âçq<ï]…<^Ú‚ßÂæ<
The old lady         : "What's the matter, Johann?" "This gentleman's come to our        
                    country to see the coronation." 
One of the daughters : "It's the red hair," "We don't often see it in our country unless     

                     you're part of the King's family, the Elphbergs. Many of them    
                     have red hair." 

äÖ<øñ^Î<ğ̂Î‚¦<á^âçq<†¿Þ<ÜmV <
Johann  : "Good evening, sir. I'm sorry, I didn't expect to see any new guests here." 
Rudolf  : "Don't worry," "It's late and time I went to bed. I wish you all a good     
           night. Thank you, ladies, for our conversation,"  
Johann  : "Sir, have you ever seen our King?" 
Rudolf  : "No, I've never seen him, but I hope to do so on Wednesday at the coronation." 

<Ýçée<sèçjjÖ]<ØfÎ<±^jÖ]<ÝçéÖ]<|^f‘<îÊæ<Eð^mønÖ]<Ýçè<D<ÌÖæ�æ…<á]<Ü×Â<^Ú‚ßÂ<á^âçq<|]�‰]Ù‚ßé‰]…<æ^Š×è�‰<±]<^ãrjÚ<
<E<íÛ‘^ÃÖ]<DîßÆ<†q^i<àÚ<äqæˆj¹]<äj}]<ÄÚ<ÜéÏè<á]<ÌÖæ�æ…<î×Â<š†Â<J<íÃ×ÏÖ]<ì…^èˆÖ<gâ„è<á]<ÌÖæ�æ…<…†Î<^â‚Ãeæ

<Ùˆß¹]<±]<Ùç‘çÖ]<àÓµæ<Ü~ËÖ]<Ñæ‚Ö]<ÙˆßÚ<^ãË×}æ<îñ^Ú<Ñ‚ß}<^�çuæ]‚éq<íéßfÚ<kÞ^Ò<îjÖ]æÜ~ËÖ]<<^Ú]<Ä‰]æ<Ðè†�<àÂ
†Šq<Ðè†�<àÂ<¼ÏÊ<^ãéÖ]<Ø‘çjÖ]<ÜjéÊ<íÃ×ÏÖ]K<Ü~ËÖ]<Ùˆß¹]<°eæ<^ãßée<Õ†vjÚ<ï†eçÒ<J<l^e^ÇÖ]<îÊ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<î�³<Üm

å^rÊ<lç‘<ä¿Îæ]<^Ú‚ßÂ<]‚Þ‡<íÃ×Î<îÊ<�éÃÖ^e<Ü×uæ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<ØËÆ<…^r�÷]<‚u]<Ø¾<k�æ<Õ^ßâæJ <
u<ÜéãßéÖ…^i<áçÊ<‹jè†Êæ<ke^‰<ØéÞçÖçÒ<Øe^Î<Õ^ßâî‰…^<K±^jÖ^Ò<…]ç£]<…]�æ<Ô¹]<îŞe^•V  

    Fritz \ Sapt         : "Why look at him! It's amazing! He looks like the King!" 

Sapt                    : "He's about the same height as the King, too!" "This really is extraordinary.    
                   What's your name, sir?" 

Rudolf Rassendyll  :"Perhaps you can tell me what your names are first?" 
Fritz                    : "Of course. This is Colonel Sapt, and my name's Fritz von      
                   Tarlenheim. We both work for the King of Ruritania." 
Rudolf Rassendyll     : I'm Rudolf Rassendyll. I'm a traveller from England and was an  
                 officer in the Queen's army." 
Fritz                   : "Well, we're officers for our King, so we understand each other well!" 
Sapt                   : Rassendyll, Rassendyll," "I know! Are you one of the Burlesdon?" 
Rudolf Rassendyll  : "My brother's the new Lord Burlesdon," "So, do I really look like the King?" 
Fritz                   : "You could be twins." 
Sapt                    : "Although you look like identical twins, you do not have identical    
                   personalities or skills. You two seem very different. If you were   

                   an officer for the Queen's army. Rassendyll, you must be good with a sword!" 
Rudolf Rassendyll   : "Is the King not a fighting man?" 
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Fritz                       : "The King likes to live well," "Let's say he prefers eating to    
                    action, but he's a kind man and he's our King. We'd do anything for him." 
Rudolf Rassendyll       : "Perhaps we are alike then," "because I like to have an easy life, too!" 

ğ̂è�^ßÚ<Ô×¹]<Ý‚Î<í¿v×Ö]<å„â<îÊæ<
The King                 : " Fritz? Where are you. Fritz?" 

‹jè†Ê<]‚eæ<ðæ‚ãe<Ù‚ßé‰]†Ö<Ù^Îæ<^Ï×Î <
Fritz                         : "It's the King! He's coming here now." 

â‚Ö]<àÚ<�†‘<Ù‚ßé‰]…<å]…<^Ú‚ßÂæ<ì†r�Ö]<Ì×}<àÚ<Ô×¹]<îi]æ^Ûãßée<äf�Ö]<ì‚�Ö<í�J <

Chapter  � 
������� 	
 ���
� ����� ����� ������ ������ � ‚ã�¹] 

The King                  : " Colonel, Fritz: who is this gentleman?" 
Ô×Û×Ö<Ù‚ßé‰]…<ÌÖæ�æ…<Üè‚Ïje<Ý^Îæ<ke^‰<Ý‚Ïi<ä¿v×Ö]<å„â<îÊæJ <

The King                  : " It's good to meet you , cousin! You must forgive me if I     
                      seemed surprised, as it's not every day that you see your double!" 

Rudolf Rassendyll    : " I hope you're not angry," 
The king                     : " Whether I like it or not, you can't help looking like me".      

                       No, I'll happily help you. Where are you travelling to?" 
Rudolf Rassendyll    : " To Strelsau, sir. To the coronation." 

<°×q†Ö]<±]<Ô×¹]<†¿Þæ<E<‹jè†Êæ<ke^‰<Dğøñ^Î<ğ÷]ö‰<ÜãéÖ]<äqææV <
The King                  : " What would my brother Michael think if he saw us two together!" 
Fritz                        : " But sir," "I don't think it would be a good idea for Mr         

                        Rassendyll to visit Strelsau now." 
The King                  : " Really? What do you think?" 
Sapt                        : " I agree. He mustn't go," 
Rudolf Rassendyll    : " Don't worry, sir. I understand the problem," "I'll leave Ruritania today." 
The King                  : " You don't need to go now!" " Please first you must eat with  
                       me tonight. You don't meet a new cousin everyday!" 
Sapt                        : " Remember, sir, that we have an early start tomorrow," 
The King                  : " We can still eat well,"" " and good food is more important  
                       than sleep! Now Mr Rassendyll, what's your first name?" 
Rudolf Rassendyll    : " The same as yours," 
The King                  : " Come, then, cousin Rudolf. I don't have a house here, but   

                      I'm staying in the place my brother Michael uses for hunting.  
                      It's not the palace that I'm used to, but it will do for few days." 

â‚Ãeæ^<<Õ^ßâæ<‚é’Ö]<ÙˆßÚ<±]<°ãrjÚ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<‚éŠÖ]æ<Ô×¹]<î�³áÒ̂<<á^Ú�^}<‚qçèEÌè‡çq<<D<Ô×¹]<Ý�^}î’~�Ö]<
¤]æ„Ö]<Øq†Ö]<á^âçq<Ý]<á^Ò<†}÷]<Ý�^îi÷^Ò<…]ç£]<…]�<á^Ó¹]<ÔÖƒ<Ø}]�æ<íÞ^£]<îÊ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<ä×e^Î<ïV <

The King                : " Is dinner ready yet, Josef?" 
<á^Ò<‚ÏÖæ<Ý^ÃŞÖ]<àÚ<íµ†Ò<l^éÛÒ<Ìè‡çq<Ü�<†–u]<^â‚ÃeæÙ‚ßé‰]…<<^Ãñ^qØÒ̂Ê<]�nÒ<<‹jè†Êæ<ke^‰<á]<Àu÷<äßÓÖæ

<±^jÖ]<ÝçéÖ]<îÊ<p]‚u÷]<gfŠe<ğ]�nÒ<]ç×Ò^è<�<E<sèçjjÖ]<Ýçè<D±^jÖ^Ò<Ý^ÃŞÖ]<ì‚ñ^Ú<î×Â<…]ç£]<…]�æV <
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Fritz                      : " The Colonel and I have to leave here at six tomorrow morning," 
                                  "We ride to Zenda and return with a guard of soldiers to      
                     take the King to the station." 
The King                : " It's very good of my brother to let me use his guards,"  
                                  "But Rudolf, forget these two men! We don't need to get up   
                     so early, so eat some more, cousin!" 

øñ^Î<ÔvÓÖ]<˜Ãe<Ìè‡çq<Ü�<†–u]<îju<ØÒ÷]<îÊ<Ù‚ßé‰]…æ<Ô×¹]<†Ûj‰]æ⁄V <
Josef                      : " The Duke said I was to give you this at the end of your meal," 
The King                : " Well done, Michael! He knows me well!" 

Ö<^ÛÒ<Üãße<ÔvÓÖ]<Ô×¹]<ØÒ]æ…<ØÒ]<‚ÏÖæ<íÖæ^ßjè<ðî�<Ùæ]<á^Ò<çvÒ<Ù‚ßé‰]<ğ]�nÒ<ð^�ÃÖ]<îÊ<ØÒ]<äÞ÷<å‚u]æ<äÓ<gâƒ<Üm
ŠÖ]<Ý^³<îÊæ<Ýçß×Ö<ÄéÛ¢]æ<ä¿ÎçéÖ<ð^¹]<äé×Â<gÓŠè<ke^Še<Ù‚ßé‰]…<ðîqçÊ<^u^f‘<íŠÚ^¤]<íÂ^…]ç£]<…]�<±^jÖ^ÒV <

Rudolf Rassendyll    : " That wasn't funny," 
Sapt                        : " Nothing else would wake you up. It's five o'clock," 
Rudolf Rassendyll    : " Five o'clock? But it's early and;;.." 
Fritz                        : " Rassendyll, you must come and look at this." 

×Ú<Ô×¹]<á^Ò<oéu<Ô×¹]<íÊ†Æ<±]<íÂ]…ƒ<àÚ<‹jè†Ê<å„}]æíeçÃ’e<‹Ëßjèæ<ğ]†Û¦<äãqææ<š…÷]<î×Â<îÏJ <
Fritz                        : " We've been trying to wake him up for half an hour, but we can't" 

ğ̂òéŞeæ<^ËéÃ•<á^Ò<ï„Ö]æ<Ô×¹]<˜fÞ<Œ^Îæ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<îß©]æ<
Rudolf Rassendyll    : " It must've been those cakes that he ate last night!  
                                      Do you think he was poisoned?" 
Sapt                        : " We don't know, we must get a doctor." 
Fritz                        : " There's no doctor for fifteen kilometers and even  
                                       a thousand doctors won't make him better today," 
Rudolf Rassendyll    : " But what about the coronation?" 
Fritz                        : " We must tell the people of Ruritania that he's ill." 
Sapt                        : " If he's not crowned today, I don't think he'll ever be King," 
Rudolf Rassendyll    : " But why?" 
Sapt                        : " The whole country's waiting for him today. Most of the army is       

                       waiting too, with Duke Michael leading it. They won't be happy," 
Fritz                        : " We must tell everyone what's happened and make the most of it." 

ğøñ^‰<Ù‚ßé‰]…<±]<äqçiæ<ke^‰<äËÎæ]<ä¿v×Ö]<å„â<îÊæV <
Sapt                        : " Do you think that he was poisoned?" 
Rudolf Rassendyll    : " Yes, I do," 
Sapt                        : " Then who did it?" 
Fritz                        : " It must have been Duke Michael!" 
Sapt                        : " Yes, he did this so that his brother cannot be crowned," 
                                    "You don't know what the Duke is like, do you, Rassendyll?   
                      If Rudolf doesn't become King, Duke Michael will take the crown." 

ğøñ^Î<ke^‰<ÌÎæ<^â‚Ãeæ<kÛ‘<îÊ<ÄéÛ¢]<‹×qæV <
Sapt                       : " I have an idea! It was lucky we met you yesterday, because   
                      you can go to Strelsau to be crowned." 
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Rudolf Rassendyll     : " Me? That's impossible!" "People would realize that I'm     
                       not the King! And don't forget that I'm English!" 

Fritz                         : " It would be easy to forget that, because your German's perfect.  
                       And if we dress you in different clothes, no one will know." 
Sapt                             :" If you don't go to Strelsau, Duke Michael will be King tonight,   
                      and the King will either be dead or in prison," 
Rudolf Rassendyll     : " I understand what you're saying, but the King would never     

                       forgive me if I ;;;" 
Sapt                          : " Our country needs this!" 
<_†Î<‚ÏÖæ†}_<…^é}<‚qçè<÷<äÞ]<ğ̂Ò…‚Ú<š…÷]<î×â<îÏ×¹]<Ô×¹]<±]<ğ]†¾^Þ<kÛ‘<îÊ<íÊ†ÇÖ]<Ùçu<…æ‚è<Ù‚ßé‰]…<ÌÎæ<Üm

ßé‰]…<�fÃi<ke^‰ðæ‚ãe<Ù‚ßé‰]…<ÙçÏè<á]<ØfÎ<ÜŠje]<äÞ÷<Ù‚V  
Rudolf Rassendyll     : "Very well, I'll go." 
Sapt                         : "We won't wait for Michael's guards but leave for Strelsau at once." 
                                     "We can hide the King in the cellar so when the guards arrive  
                       they'll think no one's here." 
Fritz                         : "What if they search the building?" 
Sapt                         : "Josef will say the hunting lodge is empty, this is our only chance." 
Rudolf Rassendyll     : "How will we get the King to Strelsau?" 

 ���� ���� �� !" ���� #$% & '(�) #$* +��,) �$%&  

Sapt                         : "Tonight we sleep in the palace," "As soon as we are alone   
                      in the King's bedroom, you and I will leave and come back  
                      here on our horses. Fritz can stay and guard the King's bedroom  
                      in the palace, and I will tell Josef to get the King ready for  
                      the journey back. The King will then return to the palace with  
                      me in the dark. Meanwhile, you will ride as fast as you can  
                      to the border and try to leave the country before it's light.   
                      Do we all agree on this plan?" 
Fritz                       : "It's a good plan," 

<á^âçq<Ý]<äÚ�^¤]<á]<]çÒ…�]<ÜãßÓÖæ<íÊ†ÇÖ]<±]<åç×·æ<Ô×¹]<½^ÏjÖ^e<‹jè†Êæ<ke^‰<Ý^Îæ‹Šrji<Üãé×Â<<ÜãéÖ]<l†¿Þæ
ke^‰<Ù^ÏÊ<h]†Çj‰^eV <

Sapt                       : "I think she heard us," "After we've moved the King, I'll speak to her." 
e<Ìè‡çq<Ý^Î<ð^ßm÷]<‹ËÞ<îÊæ‚ßé‰]…<‹éf×jÊ<‹jè†Ê<�^Â<^Ú‚ßÂæ<Ô×¹]<‹eøÚ<Ùğøñ^Î<Ù‚ßé‰]…<±]<†¿ßV <

Fritz                        : "You know, I think we can do this." 
Rudolf Rassendyll    : "What happened to Johann's mother?" 
Fritz                        : "She's locked in the cellar with the King," "Josef will let her    
                     out later, after Michael's gone. But I'm sure, when they find  
                     that the King is not here. Michael will realize we know about his plan." 
Sapt                        : "Let's go," 
Fritz                        : "Is all safe here?" 
Sapt                        : "No, nothing's safe anywhere, but we must do our best," 
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<íŞvÛ×Ö<ÜãÏè†�<îÊæ<äŞ¤]<„éËßjÖ<ÄéÛ¢]<‚Ãj‰]<^Ú‚ßÂæE]‚Þ‡<íŞ¦<D…^i<Ù‚ßé‰]…<ke^‰<�}]<äi^éuæ<Ô×¹]<�è
<å�}]<äÚ]‚}æ<åõ^Î‚‘]æ<äËÃ•<½^ÏÞ<äi^Ú^Ûjâ]æ<äi†‰]’jè<ÌéÒ<äÞ]<å�}]æ<†’ÏÖ]<îÊ<Í†<Eke^‰<D<å…]çœ<áçÓé‰

Üã×e^Ïé‰<àè„Ö]<Œ^ßÖ]<àÂ<å�~éÖ<JÞ‡<íŞ¦<±]<]ç×‘æ<^Ú‚ßÂæ¹]<Œ…^£]<‹jè†Ê<�}]<]‚<á]<ğ]†ÓfÚ<Üâ‚q]çi<àÂ<�â‚ß
…^ŞÏÖ]<]çfÒ…æ<äŞŞ}<�éÇje<Ý^Î<Ô×¹]<…^ŞÏÖ]<îÊæ<íÛ‘^ÃÖ]<±]<°ãqçjÚ<<ØÓè^Ú<á]<‚ÏjÃè<á^Ò<á]<‹jè†Ê<Ù‚ßé‰]…<Ù^‰

ğøñ^Î<‹jè†Ê<�†Ê<÷<Ý]<Ô×¹]<‚qæV <

Fritz               : "I hope not," 
<Ù^‰<äŞ�]<àÚ<]çe�Î]<^Ú‚ßÂæğøñ^Î<Ù‚ßé‰]…<ke^‰ <

Sapt               : "How are you feeling?" 
Rassendyll    : "Nervous, I'm not made of stone, you know." 
Sapt               : "You'll be fine. But we are an hour earlier than they expect,         
               so there'll be no one to meet us. We must send word to the         
               palace. So meanwhile;;" 
Rassendyll    : "Meanwhile, I'll have some breakfast! The King is hungry!" 

ğøñ^Î<Ù‚ßé‰]†Ö<ke^‰<ÜŠje]æV <
Sapt              : "Let's hope we're all alive tonight." 

æ<…^ŞÏÖ]<ÌÎçiæ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<á^Ò<^Ûßéeæ<sérÂæ<sér•<p‚uæ<ğ̂·�ˆÚ<xf‘]<ðî�<ØÒ<äŞvÛ×Ö<]çÖˆÞ<^Ú‚ßÂ<EÔ×¹]<D
<Ùæ^ßjèŞÚ<îÊ<å…^ŞÊ]jâæ<îÏé‰çÚ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<Ä�<äŞ�]<ÜÃ°××ãÚ<Œ^ßÖ]<Í^V <

The people at Strelsau station    : "God save the King!" 
ğøñ^Î<ke^‰<�†ÊV <

Sapt                                              : "God save both Kings!" 
<]æ]…<ÜÃŞ¹]<]æ…�^Æ<^Ú‚ßÂæíÂçÛ¥<<ğ]‡çrÂ<øq…<Üâ‚ñ^Î<á^Òæ<Üãe<géu�×Ö<]ç×‘æ<�çß¢]<àÚğøèç�<<°�^éßÖ^e<îŞÇÚ

<E�jßéÒ]�‰<Ù^�…^Ú<D<Ù‚ßé‰]†Ö<äµ‚Ïje<ke^‰<Ý^Îæ<EÔ×¹]VD <
Sapt                                             : "That is Marchal Strakencz," 

^¹]<Ý^Îæ<Ô×¹]<íévje<Ù^�…EÙ‚ßé‰]…<D„jÂ]æ<gÒç¹]<…^‰æ<ğ̂fè†Î<å]�‰<äßÓÖæ<äÖ^fÏj‰÷<ØÓè^Ú<Ñæ‚Ö]<Ýæ‚Î<Ý‚Â<àÂ<äÖ<…
<†¿Þ<^Ú‚ßÂæ<ğ̂Ó×Ú<á^Ò<çÖ<^ÛÒ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<Í†’iæ<°u†Êæ<°××ãÚ<l^Ê†�Ö]æ<Å…]ç�Ö]<îÊ<Œ^ßÖ]<ÌŞ‘]<‚ÏÖæ<<†’ÏÖ]<å^Ÿ

]<Ù‚ßé‰]…<�fÃi<�Çi<Ù‚ßé‰]…<îÊ<†¿ßÖ]<kÎ‚u<^Ú‚ßÂ<^ãßÓÖæ<íÛŠjfÚ<ì…ç~Ê<á^eçÚ<ï�<kéßèçjÞ]<ï]…<l^Ê†�Ö]<˜Ãe<±
í×ñ^Î<xé’j‰<äÞ]<äÖ<Øé}æ<äjÊ†Â<áçÓi<á]<Ù‚ßé‰]…<î�~Ê<ÜŠjf¹]<^ããqæV <

                                                "That is not the real King!" 

Chapter  � 
-����� �. �� �/ 012�) 3��4 5�6 ����� ��78 	�6 ��9����� ������ ������ � ‚ã�¹] 

<ï„Ö]æ<äßè‚Û×Ö<�ÏÊ<ðˆq<]ç×}‚è<á]<äÖ^q…<Ù^�…^¹]<†Ú]<å^rÊæ<ìˆé³<�<^²…<Ù‚ßé‰]…<ÄÎçi<^ÛÒ<kéßèçjÞ]<p‚vji<�
ğøñ^Î<Ù^�…^¹]<Ù‚ßé‰]…<Ù`ŠÊ<ØÓè^Ú<æ‚èöÚ<äßŞÏèV  

Rassendyll        : " Why have we changed our route?" 
The Marshal     : " It's better this way," 

<å�j−<Ù^�…̂¹]<á]<Ù‚ßé‰]…<‚ÏjÂ]æ<^ãñ]†ÏËÖ<kfnéÖæ<å�†Ë²<ì�ÏËÖ]<íÏŞß¹]<Ø}‚èæ<Í‡^«<á]<…†ÏÊÙÏ̂Ê<Üãe<Ðnè<äÞ]<Ù^�…^Û×ÖV <
Rassendyll        : "Tell your soldiers to ride ahead of me," "I don't need them or you.    
                  You can wait here until I've continued through the old town     
                  alone. I want the people who live here to see that their King trusts them." 

]…<ä‰]…<ˆâæ<^Ï×Î<ke^‰<]‚eæ]…<àÓÖæ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<…]†Î<^–Ê‘]<Ù‚ßé‰<†á]<‚eøÊ<^Ó×Ú<á^Ò<çÖ<äÞ]<î×Â<’jè×¹]<ØnÚ<Í†<Õç
Î<‹éÖæ<ä×Ò<gÃ�Ö]<äf¬<á]<g«æÜãßÚ<í×<Jøñ^Î<Ù‚ßé‰]…<|^’ÊV <

Rassendyll       : "Don't you understand me? Tell your soldiers go!" 
]†ÏËÖ]<àÚ<˜ÃfÖ]<äÖçÏè<á^Ò<^Ú<Ä�æ<äi^é�<^Ê‡^¥<å�†Ë²<Ù‚ßé‰]…<Ø}�<^â‚ÃeæÙ^Î<Üâ‚u^Ê<Õ^ßâ<ðV <

One of the people in the poor town : 
                      : "I'm surprised that he's on his own, but he's taller than I thought." 

 ��:�†}]-  
One of the people in the poor town  : "His skin's very white," 
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ÝøŠe<íÏŞß¹]<Ô×i<àÚ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<t†}æ<<^éÊøÊ<ì�Ú÷]<Ù‚ßé‰]…<Øe^Î<Õ^ßâæ<sèçjjÖ]<kÎæ<á^uæ<E<íße]æ<Ô×¹]<íféŞ}
äÛÂ<D<Ñæ‚Ö]<gâƒ<sèçjjÖ]<‚Ãeæ<ke^‰<íŞ}<kv¨æ<^éÞ^jè…æ…<î×Â<^Ó×Ú<Ù‚ßé‰]…<tçiæ<ØÓè^Ú<Ñæ‚Ö]<^–è]<Øe^Îæ

<Ô×¹]<íòßãjÖ<ØÓè^Ú<E<Ù‚ßé‰]…<Døñ^Î<�æ�e<äòßâæV  

Duke Michael                  : "Congratulations!" 
<Ô×¹]<t†}<ÜmEÙ‚ßé‰]…<Døñ^Î<Õ^ßâ<”^~�÷]<‚u]<Ù^‰<íßè‚¹]<Ùçu<áçÊçŞè<^Ûßéeæ<l^e†ÃÖ]<ï‚u]<îÊ<^éÊøÊ<ì�Ú÷]<ÄÚV  

One of the people in Strelsau    : "When's the wedding!" 
<Ô×¹]<±]<^éÊøÊ<ì�Ú÷]<l†¿Þ<í¿v×Ö]<Ô×i<îÊæEÙ‚ßé‰]…<Dí×ñ^ÎV <

Princess Flavia              :  "Do you know, Rudolf, you look different today? You look  
                         more tired and serious, and I think you're thinner. I can't    
                         believe that you really have changed today." 

Rassendyll (as a King)  :   "I think I want to change now that I'm King," 
Princess Flavia           :   "Perhaps you already have. I heard that you rode through the  

                          old town alone." "That surprised me. The people there must    
                           really have appreciated what you did." 

Rassendyll (as a King)   :   "I hope I'll make a good King," 
îi÷^Ò<…]ç£]<Üãßée<…]�æ<‹jè†Êæ<ke^‰æ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<Ýçß×Ö<ÄéÛ¢]<gâƒ<^â‚Ãeæ<†’ÏÖ]<±]<Ù‚ßé‰]…<�^ÂæV <

Fritz               : "That was a day to remember!" I think I'd like to be King for a day.     
                 But Rassendyll, you mustn't try too hard, I'm not sure it was a good  

               idea to ride alone through the old town. Duke Michael won't like it  
               if you became too popular with his people, you know." 

Rassendyll    :  "Well, in few hours, I'll become Rudolf Rassendyll once more," 
Sapt                :  "Only if you stay alive as long as that." "Michael's had news from      
               Zenda and he's almost certainly planning something. You must     
               leave the country as soon as you can. But you need a permit to leave the city." 
Rassendyll   :  "Who can I get a permit from?" 
Sapt               :  "The King, of course," 

†Ê<^ãÃéÎçi<Ù‚ßé‰]…<àÚ<g×�æ<ì…^Ûj‰]<ke^‰<†–u]<Ümøñ^Î<Ù‚ßé‰]…<˜ÊV <
Rassendyll   :  "Look, I can pretend to be King because I look like him," 
                          "That doesn't mean I can write like him too!" 
Sapt              :  "Oh, it's not hard to copy," 
                        "Now remember our plan. I'll go with you, Rassendyll," 
                         "Now, Fritz, you will tell everyone that the King's gone to bed and that he's  
                          not to be woken by anybody until nine o'clock tomorrow morning.  
               Do you understand, Fritz? No one." 
Fritz            :   "I understand," 
Sapt             :"Michael may try to visit, but you mustn't let him in, even if your life depends on it." 
Fritz             :   "I don't need to be told that," 
Sapt              :   "Here, put on this big coat and hat," "Now, are you ready to go?" 
Rassendyll   :   "I'm ready." 
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Ù‚ßé‰]†Ö<ke^‰<Ù^Î<^ÛãÏè†�<îÊæ<†’ÏÖ]<Ì×}<ï†‰<h^e<àÚ<Ù‚ßé‰]…æ<ke^‰<t†}æV <

Sapt                                         :   "Take your gun," You may need it to get through the                  
                         city gates. They'll all be closed at this time of day." 

ke^‰æ<äe]çfÖ]<Œ…^u<kße<°e<Õ^ßâ<…]çu<…]�<äßè‚¹]<l^e]çe<ï‚u]<ø‘æ<^Ú‚ßÂæV <

The guard's daughter  : "My father's not here, I'm afraid. He's gone to see the King," 
Sapt                                   :   "Your father should have stayed here," 
The guard's daughter  : "But he told me not to open the gate for anyone," 
Sapt                                  :  "Then you must give me the key to open it," 
                                           "Here's a form from the King himself. You can show    
                          it to your father when he returns." 

Ù‚ßé‰]†Ö<øñ^Î<äe]çfÖ]<xjÊæ<^â‚è<àÚ<|^jË¹]<„}]æ<íéÞ‚ÃÚ<í×ÛÂæ<ì…^Ûj‰÷]<å^jËÖ]<ke^‰<îŞÂ]<á]<‚ÃeæV <
Sapt                    :   "Now we must move quickly," 

Ðè†ŞÖ^Ê<oè‚u<^Ûãßée<…]�æ<íßè‚¹]<àÚ<^q†}æV <
Rassendyll      :   "What do you think the Duke knows about our plan? 
Sapt                   :    "I don't know," 

øñ^Î<ke^‰<ÌÎçi<å^rÊæ<ï†}]<ì†Ú<^Ï×ŞÞ]<Üm<íu]†×Ö<l^Þ^£]<ï‚u]<îÊ<]çËÎçi<^â‚ÃeæV <
Sapt                    :   "Listen, I can hear something." 

Ù‚ßé‰]†Ö<ke^‰<Ù^ÏÊ<Ùçé}<lç‘<^ÛãË×}<^Ã�<‚ÏÖæV <
Sapt                   : "We're lucky that the wind's blowing towards us so we can hear them. Come on!" 

øñ^Î<š…÷]<î×Â<äÞƒ]<ğ̂Ã•]æ<íÞ^’u<î×Â<àÚ<ÙˆÞæ<ke^‰<ÌÎçi<^â‚ÃeæV <
Sapt                   :   "I think there're two horses,"   "They're about two kilometers behind." 

Ú‚ßÂæke^‰<Ù^Î<^â‚ßÂæ<Ñ†�<Ñ�ËÚ<ø‘æ<^V <

Sapt                          :  "To the right's our road, to the left's the castle. Now get off your horse." 
Rassendyll              :   "Get off? But they'll catch us!" 
Sapt                         :   "Get off your horse!" 
Rassendyll             :   "Do you want to see who they are?" 
Sapt                         :   "Yes and where they're going," 

`fj}]æ<ke^‰<Ù^Î<^ÛãË×}<á^Ò<á]„×Ö]<áøq†Ö]<Ø‘æ<^Ú‚ßÂæ<…^r�÷]<°e<ke^‰æ<Ù‚ßé‰]…V <
Sapt                        :   "Here they come!" "Look, it's the Duke!" 

±^jÖ^Ò<…]çu<‹Ò^Úæ<ØÓè^Ú<°e<…]�æ<ÌÖçâ<‹Ò^Ú<í‰…^uæ<ØÓè^Ú<Ñæ‚Ö]<^Ûâ<°×q†Ö]<á]<°fiæV <
Duke Michael   :   "Which way?" 
Max Holf           :  "I think we should go to the castle where we can learn the truth," 
Duke Michael   : "Why not the hunting lodge?" 
Max Holf           : "If all's well, why go there? And if all isn't well, I fear there'll be a trap." 
Duke Michael   :   "I thought I heard something." "To Zenda then." 

^r�÷]<°e<àÚ<Ù‚ßé‰]…æ<ke^‰<t†}<Üm<íÃ×ÏÖ]<±]<‹Ò^Úæ<ØÓè^Ú<Ð×ŞÞ]æke^‰<Ù^Îæ<…V <
Sapt                   :   "So, he's had news that all is well," 
Rassendyll        :   "What does that mean?" 
Sapt                  : "I wish I knew," "It's a real puzzle." 
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‚ßé‰]†Ö<ke^‰<Ù^‰<Õ^ßâ<ø‘æ<^Ú‚ßÂæ<‚é’Ö]<ÙˆßÚ<±]<ke^‰æ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<^Ï×ŞÞ]æÙV <
Sapt                  :   "Look there!" "That's what I used to tie up the old woman. Fasten  
                the horses and let's see what's happened." 

ke^ŠÖ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<Ù^ÏÊ<^uçjËÚ<çfÏÖ]<h^e<]‚qæ<‚é’Ö]<ÙˆßÚ<ø}�<^Ú‚ßÂæV <
Rassendyll       :   "So they found the old woman," 
Sapt                   :   "I realized that when I saw the handkerchiefs," 
Rassendyll       :   "Where's Josef and the King?" 

Ìè‡çq<ínq<]æ‚qæ<Øe<Ô×¹]<]‚«<�<çfÏÖ]<ø}�<^Ú‚ßÂæV <
Rassendyll       :   "It's not good news. I'm afraid he's dead," 
Sapt                   :   "The King?" 
Rassendyll       :   "No, the body's Josef. The King is not there." 
Sapt                   :   "So, they've got the King!" 
Rassendyll       :   "That's why they said all's well. But when did they find out?" 
Sapt                  :   "Michael must've known all day," 
Rassendyll      :   "What did he think of me when he met me, then?"                  

                "He knew I was not the real King!" 
Sapt                 :  "It doesn't matter what he thought then. What matters is what he thinks now!" 
Rassendyll      :   "We must get back and collect every soldier in Strelsau." "Michael will  
                   have to be caught before the King is killed." 
Sapt                 :   "Wait, we need to think. It must've been the old woman who told      
                    them what had happened somehow. I understood now. They came     
                    here to kidnap the King and they found him in that room in the cellar.     

                 If we hadn't escaped to Strelsau, we would've been killed." 
Rassendyll    :  "So where's the King now?" 
Sapt               :  "I have no idea," "But you could see at the coronation that Duke Michael's     
               really worried. Let's think about how we can worry him a bit  more." "We'll    
                   go back to Strelsau,"  "The King will be back in the capital again tomorrow!" 
Rassendyll     :   "How is that possible if we don't know where he is?" 
Sapt                 :  "We'll go back to Strelsau and continue with the game we started.      
                  You've done a good job until now, so why not continue?" 
Rassendyll   :   "Do you mean you want me to be the King again?" 
Sapt              :    "Yes, I do!" 

Chapter  � 
<Øén³<K<“ÛÏi<îÊ<…]†Ûj‰÷]<îÊ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<Å^ßÎ]<Ùæ^¬<ke^‰æ<H‚é’Ö]<ÙˆßÚ<îÊ<ke^‰æ<Ù‚ß‰]…<ÌÖæ�æ…<K ‚ã�¹]

ke^ŠÖ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<Ù^Îæ<ï†}]<ì†Ú<Ô×¹]<…æ�V              
Rassendyll       : "You're mad!" "The plan's too dangerous!" 
Sapt                 : "Listen if you're a man, you can save the King. Go back and       

                 pretend to be him!" 
Rassendyll      : "But the Duke knows where the real King is, and all his men know!" 
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Sapt             : "Yes, but they can't say anything," "Listen! We've got them! They        
                      can't say anything without showing their guilt. They cannot say, 'This     

                   isn't the real King because we've kidnapped him and killed his servant,     
             ' Will they say that?" 

Rassendyll    : "Sapt, surely someone in Strelsau will realize I'm not the real King," 
                           "The Princess has already said she thinks the King's changed. She'll certainly realize." 
Sapt           : "Of course it's a risk, but we must have a King in Strelsau, or the city     
             will belong to Michael within twenty-four hours. You must do it, for Ruritania!" 
Rassendyll    : "What if the King's already dead?" 
Sapt           : "If the real King's already dead, then you shall stay King! But I think the   
               King's still alive, and I don't think they'll do anything to him if you're  
            in the capital. They'd know that you would stay King if they killed him!" 
Rassendyll    : "I still worry that someone will realize." 
Sapt           : "Anything is possible, but come, Rassendyll! Let's go to Strelsau. We'll  
             be caught if we stay here." 
Rassendyll     : "All right, Sapt, I'll try," 
Sapt            : "Good man!" "I'll go and get the horses." 

Ù‚ßé‰]†Ö<øñ^Î<ke^‰<�^Â<îÞ]çm<‚ÃeæV <
Sapt             : "Look out of the window." 

…æ<å„Ê^ßÖ]<àÚ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<†¿Þæ<Üã×q…]<î×Â<íŠ¸<æ]<íÃe…]æ<Ùçé¤]<î×Â<ÜãßÚ<íÃe…]<áçÚ�^Î<Ù^q†Ö]<àÚ<íÂçÛ¥<ï]
<Ìè…]çq<áç×Û¬<]çÞ^ÒæÚke^ŠÖ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<Ù^ÏÊ<Ìè‡çq<ínq<ð^Ë}÷<áçÚ�^Î<ÜãÊ<ÜãÃV <

Rassendyll     : "Sapt, we should make sure that some of those evil men join Josef." 
Sapt               : "Very well," "As a soldier, I've had a lot of fights like this; I'll      
               show you what to do." 

<ð÷öâ<î×Â<Ýçrã×Ö<ke^‰æ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<]‚Ãj‰]æÜâ‚u]<Ù^Î<^Ú‚ßÂ<Ù^q†Ö]V <
One of the Duke's men  : "Go and get the body." 

Ù‚ßé‰]†Ö<ke^‰<Ù^Î<^â‚ßÂæV <
Sapt                                : "Now!" 
<Ù^q†Ö]<°e<ìçrÊ<Ùø}<àÚ<h†�]<Ù‚ßé‰]…<Å^Şj‰]æ<ÜãßÚ<°ßm]<ØjÏè<á]<Ù‚ßé‰]…<Å^Şj‰]æ<Ù^q†Ö]<°e<Õ^fj�÷]<…]�æ

<ð^ßm]æq…<Ð×�]<äeæ†â‘]æ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<î×Â<…^ßÖ]<Ñæ‚Ö]<Ù^ke^‰<äÖ<Ù^Î<ke^Še<Ù‚ßé‰]…<Ð£<^Ú‚ßÂæ<íÃf‘]<îÊ<géV <
Sapt                     : "Well done!" "That was very brave. Do you think they saw who you were?" 
Rassendyll           : "Yes, one of the men said 'It's the King' before I pushed him off his horse." 
Sapt                     : "Good!" "That will give Michael something to worry about." 

<Ä•çe<ke^‰<Ý^Îæ<Ù‚ßé‰]…æ<ke^‰<ÌÎçi<^â‚Ãeæå�̂Û•<<î×ÂÄf‘]<Ù‚ßé‰]…<læ<h^’¹]<]ç×‘æ<îju<]çÒ†u<°uøËÖ]<‚u]<ÙˆßÚ
ÓÖ<äqæ<íéŞÇje<Ù‚ßé‰]…<Ý^ÏÊŒ†•<äè‚Ö<äÞ]<äÖ<Ù^Î<ÔÖƒ<gf‰<àÂ<|øËÖ]<äÖ^‰<^Ú‚ßÂæ<‚u]<äÊ†Ãè<÷<î<K<‚Ãeæ<ä¹öè<à‰

<±]<]æ�^Âæ<äßè‚¹]<]ç×}�<]çu]�‰]<á]†’ÏÖ]<<àÚÌ×¤]<<†×è]†Ê<†Â‚è<“~�<Õ^ßâ<á^ÒæE<Ý]‚}<‚u]kê‰<D<…]�æ…]çu<±ĵÖ̂ÒV <
Freyler           : "Is all well, sir?" 
Sapt               : "Yes, Freyler, all is well," 
Freyler           : "But the King's hurt?" 
Rassendyll     : "It's nothing," 
Sapt               : "He caught his finger in a door," 
                         "Now remember, say nothing about this. All young men like to       

                ride their horses now and then so why not the King?" 
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<Ù‚ßé‰]†Ö<ke^‰<Ù^Î<Ùçé¤]<†×è]†Ê<„}]<^Ú‚ÃeæV <
Sapt                : "Freyler's a good servant, but sometimes it's best not to trust even the best men." 

]ç×}�<á]<‚Ãeæ<‹jè†Ê<á^Ò<îË×¤]<h^fÖ]<àÚ<†’ÏÖ]<Ù^Îæ<ìˆéµ<�<Ù‚ßé‰]…<ï]…<^Ú‚ßÂæ<^Ûñ^Þ<Õ^ßâ<]�çqçÚV <
Fritz               : "My King, you're safe! I'm so pleased." 
Sapt               : "Even Fritz thinks you're the real King!" "I think we can do this." 
Fritz               : "Oh! Rassendyll?" "But what's happened to your hand? Are you hurt?" 
Rassendyll        : "It's nothing serious. What's more important is what we have to tell you." 
Fritz               : "What is it? Where's the real King?" 
Sapt               : "Be quiet, Fritz!" "Don't speak so loudly! People will hear us." 

øñ^Î<Ù‚ßé‰]…<Å]…„e<ke^‰<ÔŠÚ]<ÔÖ„Öæ<h^fÖ]<Ñ†Şè<‚u]<Õ^ßâ<á^Ò<å^rÊæV <
Sapt               : "Quick! Go into the bedroom, take your hat and boots off and climb    
               into bed. Cover yourself up so people think you're asleep." 

^‰<äf×�<^Ú<Ù‚ßé‰]…<ØÃÊæîi÷^Ò<…]çu<…]�æ<Ô×¹]<î×Â<á^ßòÛ�øÖ<Ý‚Î<ï„Ö]<^éÊøÊ<ì�Ú÷]<Ý�^}<Ñ…^ŞÖ]<á]<x–i]æ<keV <
Rassendyll       : "Send her my thanks, and tell her that I've never felt better in my life." 
Sapt              : "The King's had a good long sleep," 

Ê<Ù^Î<Üm<Ý�^¤]<gâƒæ‹jè†<ke^‰æ<Ù‚ßé‰]†ÖV <
Fritz              : "Tell me, is the King dead?" 
Rassendyll       : "We don't think so," "But Duke Michael's holding him prisoner." 
ke^‰<àÚ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<g×�<Ñ^�<Ýçè<‚Ãeæ<Ô×¹]<l^fq]æ<àÂ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<�~éÖ<l^Â^‰<pøm<ke^‰<Ñ†Çj‰]<±^jÖ]<ÝçéÖ]<îÊæ<

øñ^Î<š�Â]<‹jè†Ê<àÓÖæ<xè�Šè<á]V <
Fritz           : "Rest? No! We mustn't waste any time! Shouldn't we plan how to attack Michael?" 
Sapt           : "Let's take things slowly," 
Fritz           : "So aren't we going to do anything?" 
Sapt           : "We aren't going to do anything dangerous," 
Rassendyll   : "If people find out who I am, then I'll fight with the Duke. But at the   
             moment, let's wait to see what the Duke does." 
Fritz           : "He'll kill the King," 
Sapt            : "He won't," "If he kills the King, he knows that Rassendyll will stay   
             as King instead. And he cannot accuse Rassendyll of anything because   
             then people will know that he's kidnapped the King." 
Rassendyll    : "And we cannot accuse him in public without admitting that I'm not the real King." 
Fritz           : "So no one can do anything! It's a stalemate!" 
                       "But wait Half of Michael's Six Men are in Strelsau with the Duke." 
Sapt           : "Only half? Then that means the other half are guarding the King." 
Fritz           : "Yes, you're right," "So that means the King must be alive. If the      
              King were dead, all the Six Men would be here with the Duke." 
Rassendyll             : "Excuse me, but who are the Six Men?" 
Fritz           : "Unfortunately, I fear you'll soon be meeting them," 
                     "They're six special soldiers who Michael keeps in his house at all times.   

             They're completely loyal to him. Three are from Ruritania, one is     
             Belgian, one French and one's from your country." 
                      "They'll do whatever Michael asks them to do," 
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Rassendyll          : "Would they try to kill me?" 
Sapt                 : "Without a doubt. Which three are here in Strelsau, Fritz?" 
Fritz              : "The three foreigners: De Gautet, Bersoni and Detchard." 
Rassendyll          : "So they were not the men we saw at the hunting lodge?" 
Sapt                 : "I wish they were, because then there'd only be four and not six of them." 
<äfÃ�<àÂ<]‚éÃe<^Ó×Ú<áçÓè<÷]<…†Î<‚Ï×Ê<äŠËßÖ<äŞŞ}<˜Ãfe<ÀËj¬<á]æ<Õç×¹^Ò<Í†’jè<á]<Ù‚ßé‰]…<…†Î<å‚Ãeæ

fiè<á]<…†ÏÊâ‚éè^i<gŠÓéÖ<^éÊøÊ<ì�Ú÷]<…æˆè<á]<…†Îæ<]�nÒ<ï†^<<…]�<Õ^ßâæ<^éÊøÊ<ì�Ú÷]<†’Î<±]<‹jè†Êæ<çâ<gâ„Ê
^éÊøÊæ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<°e<oè‚uV <

Flavia         : "You have completely changed since you became King, sir," 
Rassendyll            : "You need not call me 'sir'," "For after all, we are still cousins." 
Flavia         : "I'm proud to do so, Rudolf. But I think your face has changed." 
Rassendyll             : "My brother's back in the city, I hear. He went away for a while, didn't he?" 
Flavia         : "Yes, I hear he's back in Strelsau." 
Rassendyll            : "That's good. The nearer he is to me, the better." 
Flavia         : "Do you want him to be near you so that you know what he's doing?" 
Rassendyll             : "I'd like him to be near me because he's my half-brother. We're family!" 
                                 "We need to help and support each other. Unfortunately, I've heard  
                he can't stay in Strelsau for very long." 

í×ñ^Î<Ù‚ßé‰]…<±]<ì�Ú÷]<l†¿ßÊ<^éÊøÊ<ì�Ú÷]<†’Î<±]<ØÓè^Ú<Ñæ‚Ö]<†–u<^â‚ÃeæV <
Flavia          : "It's him" "It's the Duke of Strelsau! He's coming here now." 

í×ñ^Î<å^rÊ<^éÊøÊ<lˆËÎ<îju<oè‚£]<îÊ<^éÊøÊæ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<†Ûj‰]æV <
Flavia         : "You do know that Michael will be very angry. Is that a good idea?" 
Rassendyll            : "What do you mean? How am I making him angry?"  
Flavia         : "You haven't asked him to come in. He's been waiting outside the   
                room for a long time." 
Rassendyll            : "But of course he can come in,"  
Flavia         : "How funny you are," "You know that no one can enter without your permission." 
Rassendyll        : "Of course, I'd forgotten!" 
                        "I was never very good at remembering all the rules, but I'll go and  

               get him myself at once." 
äÖ<øñ^Î<äŠËße<ØÓè^Ú<…^–u÷<Ù‚ßé‰]…<gâƒæV <

Rassendyll        : "Brother, I didn't know you were waiting otherwise I'd have asked you in sooner." 
îi÷^Ò<…]çu<…]�<ì�Ú÷]<ÄÚ<^Š×q<á]<‚ÃeæV <

Michael                 : "You've hurt your hand," 
Rassendyll             : "Yes, an animal bit me," "It'll be fine." 
Flavia        : "Is there any danger from the bite?" 
Rassendyll             : "Not from this, but if I gave him the  
                       chance to bite again, it would be different." 
Flavia        : "Did you kill the animal?" 
Rassendyll              : "No, we're waiting to see if his bite's poisonous." 
Michael                 : "And if it is?" 
Rassendyll       : "He'll be knocked on the head," 
Michael                : "But he might bite again," 
Rassendyll           : "I'm sure he'll try," 
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Ê<Åç•ç¹]<�Çè<á]<…†Î<Ý‚jvé‰<…]ç£]<á]<Ù‚ßé‰]…<‹u]<á]<‚Ãeæ<�çßq<àÚ<sèçjÖ]<ØËu<îÊ<í×ÃÊ<^Ú<î×Â<ØÓè^Ú<†Ó�
m<�]‚Â]æÔ×¹]<ØÓè^Ú<„}]<ÜEÙ‚ßé‰]…<Døñ^Î<í‰]†�<äÊ†ÃéÖV <

Michael                : "These gentlemen are the most loyal and honest of the King's servants,  
               and are my great friends." 
Rassendyll      : "I'm very pleased to meet them," 

Chapter  � 
-#��;�� '(�)� +<)"� �6��) �7
=
 �>�) 	
 ������ ������ � ‚ã�¹] 

Flavia         : "Rudolf, be careful, won't you?" 
Rassendyll        : "Be careful of what?" 
Flavia       : "I can't say. But think what your life means to the people of Ruritania," 

DÙ‚ßé‰]…EÔ×Û×Ö<h^Ş}æ<å‚è‚q<…^f}]<äÃÚ<ke^‰ ��. �� 	
 ����� ������ ������ � ‚ã�¹] 
Sapt                  : "Here's a letter for you," "From the writing, I think it's from a woman. I   

               also have some important news." 
Rassendyll           : "What is it?" 
Sapt               : "We now know that the King's at the castle of Zenda," 
Rassendyll           : "How do you know this?" 
Sapt                : "We asked where the rest of the Six Men were, and found out that they  
               are all there at the castle: Lauengram, Krafstein and young Rupert  

               Hentzau, the three biggest criminals in Ruritania." 
Rassendyll           : "Do you think the King's definitely there?" 
Sapt               : "Almost certainly. The three men are always at the castle, and people  
               say the drawbridge is nearly kept up. That is not normal. No one     

              goes into the building without the permission of Rupert or Michael." 
Rassendyll        : "Then I must go to Zenda," 
Sapt              : "That wouldn't be a good idea." 
Rassendyll         : "If not today, then soon. I must go there." 
Sapt              : "You'll probably stay there forever if you do," 

äÖ^ŠÊ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<äqæ<�fÃi<Œ…‚è<ke^‰<á]<]‚eæ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<kÓŠÊV <

Sapt                          : "What's worrying you, Rassendyll?" 
Rassendyll             : "Tell me, Sapt, why is it that wherever I go into the capital, I'm followed by six people?" 

Sapt             : "Because I've ordered them to follow you." 
Rassendyll      : "But why?" 
Sapt             : "It would be very useful for Michael if you disappeared And if you    

              disappear, the game's over." 
Rassendyll     : "I don't need such help, I can look after myself." 
Sapt             : "De Gautet, Bersoni and Detchard are in Strelsau, and any one of     
             them could catch you easily," "So, what's that letter?" 
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<Ù‚ßé‰]…<í×e^ÏÚ<äéÊ<g×Şi<ï„Ö]æ<á^eçÚ<ï�<kéßèçjÞ]<àÚ<á^Ò<‚ÏÖæ<±^Â<lç’e<å]†Îæ<h^Ş¤]<Ù‚ßé‰]…<xjÊæEÔ×¹]<D
<ÄÎçéÖ<h^Ş¤]<gjÒ<àÚ<çâ<ØÓè^Ú<á]<^Ûãé×Ò<Ô�<h^Ş¤]<ìð]†Î<Ù‚ßé‰]…<îãÞ]<á]<‚Ãeæ<äi^éu<“−<ðî�e<å…^f}÷

îi÷^Ò<…]ç£]<…]�æ<äßÚ<“×~jèæ<�Ê<îÊ<Ù‚ßé‰]…V <

Sapt             : "Yes, and Michael can also write a very good letter," 
<Ì×¤]<îÊ<]†Î<h^Ş¤]<ð^ÏÖ^e<Ù‚ßé‰]…<Ý^éÎ<‚ßÂæ"ke^‰<ØéÞçÖçÒ<Ù^‰c<îßÎ‚’i<�<á_" <

Sapt              : "What?" 
Ù‚ßé‰]…<Ù^Î<äjèçâ<h^Ş¤]<Ø‰†Ú<Ì�Ò<á]<‚ÃeæV <

Rassendyll       : "It must be Antoinette de Mauban," 
Sapt             : "How do you know? 

ke^‰<Ù^Î<^ãßÂ<äÊ†Ãè<^Ú<Ù‚ßé‰]…<äÖ<|†�<á]<‚ÃeæV <
Sapt            : "I've heard that she came to Ruritania with her servants as a guest of  
              Michael. People say she had a great argument with Michael and now  
              she's staying somewhere in Strelsau." 
Rassendyll  : "She could be useful to us," 
Sapt            : "Perhaps she would be useful if she had information about Michael.   
             However, I believe that Michael wrote that letter," 
Rassendyll  : "So do I , but I'm not certain," "I'll go to the house tonight." 
Sapt            : "No, you mustn't," "Let me go instead." 
Rassendyll  : "You can come too, but you must wait outside the gate when I go in alone." 
Sapt            : "I don't believe this woman too, and you're mad to go!" 
Rassendyll  : "I believe this woman and I'll go," 
                      "Either I go to the house or go back to England. We don't have much    

              time. Every day we leave the King imprisoned there's more danger.  
              We must move quickly," 
<†¿jÞ]<^Ûßée<îËé’Ö]<Ùˆß¹]<Ù‚ßé‰]…<Ø}�æ<á^eçÚ<ï�<kéßèçjÞ]<í×e^Ï¹<^èç‰<^fâƒ<˜–ŁÚ<î×Â<ke^‰<ÐÊ]æ<á]<‚Ãeæ

îi÷^Ò<kéßèçjÞ]æ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<°e<…]çu<…]�<îËé’Ö]<Ùˆß¹]<Ø}]�æ<íe]çfÖ]<t…^}<ke^‰V  

Antoinette    : "Shut the door," 
                      "We have little time," "Listen! I know who you are and I know you're     

              not the King. You're Mr. Rassendyll. I wrote that letter to you at    
              the Duke's orders. In twenty minutes, three men will be here to kill you."         
Rassendyll     : "Or I'll kill them! I suppose they're three of the Duke's Six Men? 
Antoinette   : "Yes, you must leave here before they arrive, so listen carefully!     
               The plan is to kill you and to take your body into the old town. It'll       

               be found and Michael will arrest Sapt and Fritz for murdering you. Then a    
                  messenger will be sent to Zenda and the real King will be murdered too.  
                  The Duke will then become King. Do you understand?" 
Rassendyll         : "Oh, yes, I understand. It's a clever plan. But why are you helping me?" 
Antoinette    : "I don't like to see people being killed. Now go. But remember, you're  

              never safe in this city. You have guards following you, don't you?   
              Well, Michael's men are following them. If you're alone, then you'll die.   

              Now go quietly this way past the summer house for about a hundred 
              metres. There you'll find a ladder against the wall. Climb it and run  

              as fast as you can." 
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Rassendyll         : "And what will you do?" 
Antoinette     : "I also have a game to play. I'll tell the Duke's men that you never   
               came. If the Duke doesn't find out what I've done, we may meet again." 
 Rassendyll        : "Thank you . You've helped the King tonight," "But before I go, tell  
                me something: Do you know where he is in the castle?" 
Antoinette      : "Yes, I do know. Inside the castle there's a door on the right, and behind  
               that____ but listen! They're here! It's too late for you to escape!" 

øñ^Î<íèˆé×¨÷^e<p‚vjè<lç‘<Ä�<^â‚Ãeæ<Ùˆß¹]<t…^}<áçËÏè<Ù^q…<pøm<ï]†Ê<Ù‚ßé‰]…<†¿ÞæV <
Detchard       : "Are you in there, Mr Rassendyll?" 
                         "We want to make you an offer," "Will you let us in?" 

ðæ‚ãe<Ù‚ßé‰]…<±]<kéßèçjÞ]<kÖ^ÏÊV <
Antoinette     : "Do not trust them," 

�…^�jè�<^f�^§<Ù‚ßé‰]…<Ù^ÏÊ<
Rassendyll          : "Stand outside and talk, I won't let you in." 
Detchard       : "That's a good idea," 
Rassendyll          : "Is that Mr Detchard?" 
Detchard        : "Our names are not important. We can offer you a safe journey to the  

                border and fifty thousand English pounds," 
Rassendyll            : "That sounds a generous offer," "Give me a minute to think." 

<àÂ<]‚éÃe<¼ñ^£]<àÚ<h†ÏÖ^e<ÌÏi<á]<á]<kéßèçjÞ]<àÚ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<g×�<^â‚ÃeækéßèçjÞ]<äjÖ^ŠÊ<h^fÖ]V <
Antoinette     : "What are you going to do?" 
Rassendyll             : "You'll see." 

<äÚ^Ú]<xf’jÖ<^ã×q…]<àÚ<íéÞ‚ãÚ<ì‚–ß²<Ù‚ßé‰]…<ÔŠÚ]<^â‚Ãeæ<EÅ…�<æ]<îÎ]çÒ<^ãÚ‚~jŠè<á]<‚è†è<DÙ^Î<ÜmV <
Rassendyll            : "Gentlemen, I'd like to accept your kind offer.  
                         Perhaps you can open the door for me." 
Detchard       : "Why don't you open the door yourself?" 
Rassendyll           : "Very well, but it opens outwards,"  
                         "You'll need to step back or the door will hit you." 

^è�^ßÚ<h^fÖ]<xjÊ<ÄéŞjŠè<÷<äÞ]<Ù‚ßé‰]…<†â^¿iæV <
Rassendyll         : "I can't open it." 
Detchard       : "Then I'll open it," 

<ì‚–ß¹]<^Ú‚~jŠÚ<�øŠÖ]<î×Â<Üâ^è]<^ŞÏŠÚ<Üâç©<Å^Ê‚Þ÷^e<Ù‚ßé‰]…<Ý^Î<h^fÖ]<xjËe<�…^�jè�<ÝçÏè<á^Ò<^Ûßéeæ
‘†Ö]<^Ï×ŞÚ<ÜãßÚ<h†â<Üm<îÎ]çÒäÖ<Ù^Î<ke^Še<Ð£<^Ú‚ßÂæ<äË×}<”^V <

Rassendyll              : "Sapt! It's me, let's go!" 
Sapt                 : "You're safe! 
Rassendyll            : "I have a fine story to tell you about a table!" 

-#?�@�� �� � A�B�� +C�� � D�  ����� �. �� 	
 ���
� ����� ���7��� � ‚ã�¹] 
Sapt               : "Some interesting things have been happening this morning." 
                         "The police report says that the Duke of Strelsau left the capital by the 

               road to Zenda. An hour later, he was followed by De Gautet, Bersoni  
               and Detchard, who had a bandage around his arm." 
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øñ^Î<ke^‰<ØÛÒ]æ<�…^�jè�<ke^‘]<äjÏ×�<á÷<äi�^Ã‰<àÂ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<�Â<‚ÏÖæV <
Sapt            : "Finally, listen to this: the people of the capital are not happy that the King   

             has yet to marry the Princess. Some people say that if they do not marry  
             soon, it would be better if the Princess married the Duke of Strelsau.  

               However, the King is having a ball tonight for the Princess." 
Rassendyll    : "I don't know anything about a ball,"." 
Fritz           : "Oh, it has all been prepared, by me." 
Sapt           : "Listen, you must ask the Princess to marry you tonight." 
Rassendyll    : "I can't do that. It wouldn't be fair to the Princess." 
<†’ÏÖ]<Ðñ]‚u<…]çœ<ì�Ç‘<íÊ†Æ<îÊ<ì�Ú÷]<ÄÚ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<‹×q<]ç×Ò]<á]<‚ÃfÊ<]‚q<xq^Þ<“Î]†Ö]<ØË£]<á^Ò<‚ÏÖæ

±^jÖ]<…]ç£]<Üãßée<…]�æV  

Flavia     : "You've been King for a few weeks now.  
                       Everyone says you've done a very good job. I'm very pleased for you." 
Rassendyll       : "You know, someone once said to me, 'a person who  
                       has a position in society has responsibilities.'  
                       Recently I've realized how true this is."  
Flavia      : "Haven't you always thought that?" 
Rassendyll           : "No, when I was younger, I didn't think I needed to  
                            worry about society. I thought that was someone else's job." 
Flavia      : "But you always knew that you would become King.  
                       How could you think that was someone else's job?" 

<íÏéÏ£]<^éÊøÊ<�−<á]<…†ÏÊ<|�^Ê<`Ş}<gÓi…]<äÞ]<Ù‚ßé‰]…<Õ…�]<^ãj¿£æ<EêÏéÏ£]<Ô×¹]<‹éÖ<äÞ]<DÙ^ÏÊV <
Rassendyll             : "Flavia, there's something you should know. I'm not really;;" 

<ØfÎæ^Ú<“~�<í×e^Ï¹<tæ†¤]<Ù‚ßé‰]…<àÚ<g×�æ<ke^‰<Üãé×Â<Ø}�<ØÛÓè<á]J <
--���� �� !" ��E
 F���7� G7
 F��(H ����� ���7��� � ‚ã�¹] 

Rassendyll     : "Do you realize, that everyone really thinks I'm the King even the Princess? 
                          " I could even arrange for the Duke and the real King to be killed."  
Sapt               : "This is true, so will you do such a thing?" 
Rassendyll         : "Of course not. I shouldn't be here, pretending to be anything. It isn't   
               fair for the people of Ruritania and it isn't fair for the Princess, either.       

               We can't wait any longer. We must go to Zenda and rescue the King." 
Sapt              : "You're a good man," 
<^ãÞ]<å�Ú÷]<äi�}]<Õ^ßâ<gâƒ<^Ú‚ßÂæ<^éßéjè…æ…<îÊ<ÌÎç¹]<ì…çŞ}<^ãÊ†ÃéÖ<<^éÊøÊ<…æˆè<á]<Ù‚ßé‰]…<…†Î<^â‚Ãeæ

äÖ<kÖ^Î<îÞ^nÖ]<h^Ş¤]<äÖ<l†ã¾]<^Ú‚ßÂæ<]‚Þ‡<ì…^èˆÖ<äéÊ<^âçÂ‚è<ï„Ö]æ<ØÓè^Ú<àÚ<^ãÚ‚u_<á^e^Ş}<kÏ×iV <
Flavia        : "I don't know who this one's from," 

àÚæ<<^Ú‚ßÂæ<äiçÂ�<ØfÏi<æ]<ØÓè^Ú<Ñ‚’i<÷]<ì�Ú÷]<àÚ<äéÊ<g×Şi<ï„Ö]æ<kéßèçjÞ]<àÚ<äÞ]<Ù‚ßé‰]…<Í†Â<¼¤]
í×ñ^Î<^éÊøÊ<äjÖ^‰<h^Ş¤]<ìð]†Î<Ù‚ßé‰]…<îãÞ]V  

Flavia       : "Why does it say 'the leader and not 'the King'?" 
Rassendyll      : "You must do as the letter says." "I'll order guards to watch you." 
Flavia       : "Do you know who sent this?" 
Rassendyll       : "A friend of mine. Today you must say you're ill so you can't go to Zenda." 
Flavia       : "So you don't mind making Michael angry?" 
Rassendyll      : "I don't mind anything if you're safe," 
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äÖ<Ù^Î<ä×e^Î<^Ú‚ßÂæ<^éÊøÊ<ì�Ú÷]<Œ†véÖ<�jßéÒ]�‰<Ù^�…^Û×Ö<gâ„è<á]<Ù‚ßé‰]…<…†Î<^â‚ÃeæV <
Rassendyll  : "I'm leaving Strelsau for a few days,"  
                       "Every evening, I'll send you a message. If you don't get a message    

              for three days, you have the authority to say that you are now the head  
              of Strelsau. You must then ask the Duke to allow you to see the King.  
              If he doesn't allow you to see the King in twenty-four hours, you must  
              say that the King's dead. Then you must tell the people of Ruritania who  
              their new ruler will be. You don't know who that will be?" 
Strackenz  : "Princess Flavia, of course." 

Chapter  � 
VVäe^éÆ<îÊ<ØÃËé‰<]ƒ^Úæ<^éÊøÊ<íè^Û�<äé‘çè<�jßéÒ]�‰<Ù^�…^Ú<ÄÚ<Ù‚ß‰]…<ÌÖæ�æ…<K<‚ã�¹] 

Rassendyll   : "You must promise that you'll protect Princess Flavia from the Duke." 
                                "As you know, his mother was not royal and he can only legally become    

               King if he marries the Princess." 
Strackenz    : "I promise." 
Rassendyll   : "Now I'll write down what I've just said. But my finger still hurts." 
Strackenz    : "Yes, sir," "The writing's a little different from your usual. I hope    
               people know it's a real order from the King." 
Rassendyll   : "I trust you." 
Strackenz    : "The Princess will be safe with me." 
<ï†}]<ì†Ú<^éÊøÊ<…æˆè<á]<…†Î<äßÓÖæ<]‚Þ‡<±]<h^â„×Ö<]‚ÃjŠè<á]<‹jè†Êæ<ke^‰<�}]æ<†’Ï×Ö<Ù‚ßé‰]…<�^Â<^â‚Ãeæ

äÖ<kÖ^ÏÊ<‚é’×Ö<h^â„×Ö<æ^Š×è�‰<…�^Çé‰<äÞ]<^â�~éÖV <
Flavia        : "So you'd prefer to hunt animals than do your duties in the capital?" 
Rassendyll       : "The thing I hunt is a very big animal," "Because I'll be hunting Michael." 
Flavia        : "This'll be dangerous!" 
Rassendyll       : "If I don't come back, you must become Queen for me." 
Flavia        : "I don't really know what's going on, but I'll do whatever is right for  
               Ruritania. If that means becoming the Queen, then so be it." 
Rassendyll       : "Thank you. Let us hope that it's not necessary." 
<‚u÷<ÙˆßÚ<îÊ<ÜéãßéÖ…^i<îÊ<]æ†ÓŠÂæ<]‚Þ‡<±]<]çãqçi<ð^èçÎ]<Ù^q…<†�Âæ<<‹jè†Êæ<ke^‰æ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<äqçi<^â‚Ãeæ

‹jè†Ê<ð^e†Î]<JÔ×¹]<ì…^èˆÖ<äÖ^q…<àÚ<ímøm<ØÓè^Ú<Ø‰…]<íÂ^Še<Ü�ç‘æ<‚ÃeæEÙ‚ßé‰]…<D<l†eæ…<Üâ<Ù^q…<pønÖ]æ
Ö<æ]ˆßâ<l�eæ…<…„jÂ]<‚ÏÖæ<°jŠéÊ]†Òæ<Ý]†rßèæ÷æ<æ]ˆßâ<‚è‚�<š†Ú<gfŠe<äÖ<ØÓè^Ú<Ù^fÏj‰]<Ý‚Â<àÂ<Ù‚ßé‰]†

îi÷^Ò<Ù‚ßé‰]…<°eæ<Üãße<…]çu<…]�æV  
Rassendyll       : "I'm sorry to hear this," "I hope my brother feels better soon." 
                        "And what of your friends De Gautet, Bersoni  
                                   and Detchard? I heard that Detchard was injured?" 
Rupert          : "You needn't worry, Detchard will be fine." 
Rassendyll         : "Good. Perhaps you would like to stay and eat with us?" 
Rupert          : "You're very kind, but unfortunately we have  
                          important duties and need to get back to at the castle." 
Rassendyll       : "Of course you do," "Thank you for coming.  
                         I look forward to seeing you all again." 
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Ù‚ßé‰]†Ö<ke^‰<Ù^Î<]æ…�^Æ<^Ú‚ßÂæV <
Sapt           : "That Rupert's the worst criminal of them all!" 

‹jè†Êæ<ke^‰<äqçi<^â‚Ãeæ<‹jè†ËÖ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<Ù^ÏÊ<^éßéjè…æ…<îÊ<äÖ<í×éÖ<Ùæ]<Ù‚ßé‰]…<^ãéÊ<î–Î<îjÖ]<íÞ^£]<±]V <
Rassendyll  : "I've been here before," 
Fritz           : "Won't they recognize you, then?" 
Rassendyll  : "Of course. Just do as I say and everything will be fine." 

îi÷^Ò<íÞ^£]<ífu^‘<íße]æ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<°e<…]çu<…]�<íÞ^£]<Ø}]�<îÊæV <
The owner's daughter : "You're the King!" "I remember you when you stayed with us 

                      I told my mother you weren't really an Englishman and that you   
                      were the King! I'm sorry if we said anything bad when you stayed with us." 

Rassendyll                           : "I'll forgive you if you promise to help us," 
The owner's daughter  : "He never comes here anymore," "He works at the castle now." 
Rassendyll                             : "But you're still friends and you must ask to see him," 
                                   "Tell him to meet you tomorrow night at ten o'clock, then bring him  

                     to our house. And tell no one that you've seen the King. Do you understand?" 
The owner's daughter   : "You won't hurt him, will you, sir?" 
Rassendyll                              : "No if he does as we ask," 

øñ^Î<ke^‰<^Ûã×e^ÏÊ<ÜéãßéÖ…^i<îÊ<îËè†Ö]<Ùˆß¹]<±]<‹jè†Êæ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<�^Â<^â‚ÃeæV <
Sapt                         : "So you're safe!" 
Rassendyll                       : "We're fine. Why shouldn't we be?" 
Sapt                   : "It seems that it's dangerous to ride in this area unless you're in a  
                 large group. One of our men, Bernenstein, went out alone in the  
                 woods today. He saw three men in the trees and one shot him. He's  
                  upstairs in bed with a bullet in his arm. The next bullet could be for you." 

<Ù‚ßé‰]…<æ]ˆßâ<l�eæ…<…]‡<^â‚Ãeæ<EÔ×¹]<Dîi÷^Ò<…]çu<^Ûãßée<…]�æ<å�†Ë²<á^Ò<ì†¹]<å„â<àÓÖæ<íéÞ^nÖ]<ì†Û×ÖV <
Rupert        : "I have a message for you,  Rassendyll," 
Rassendyll   : "If you don't know how to address the King, my brother must find    
              another messenger," 

Rupert          : "Why do you continue to pretend? We all know who you are." 
Rassendyll    : "But you can't say that in public, can you? Because then people would      
                know you've kidnapped the real King. You know the game's not finished  

              yet, and until it is, I will choose my own name," "So, what is your message?" 
Rupert         : "The Duke offers you more than I would. He offers you a safe journey   

               to the border and a million gold pieces." 
Rassendyll    : "Tell the Duke that I refuse his generous offer. How's his prisoner, by the way?" 
Rupert         : "He's still alive," 
Rassendyll   : "Good now go from here, while you can," 

îi÷]<Ù‚ßé‰]…<àÚ<g×�<l�eæ…<…�^Çè<á]<ØfÎ<àÓÖæV <
Rupert         : "Let's shake hands." 

<<ğ̂e…^â<†Êæ<äËjÒ<îÊ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<àÃŞe<l�eæ…<Ý^Î<ÔÖƒ<ØÛÂ<ð^ßm]æ<J<ÀÏéj‰]<^Ú‚ßÂæ<÷]†ËÖ]<îÊ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<‚Î…æ
øñ^Î<ì…]çœ<‹jè†Ê<‚qæ<Ù‚ßé‰]…V <
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Fritz         : "The doctor says your arm will soon be better," "And the good news is  
            that your plan has worked, for the girl's brought Johann to the house.  
            He's downstairs right now, and the strange thing is that I think Johann's  
            happy to be here," "He seems to know that if Michael's plan is successful,   

            he'll be in trouble because he knows too much." 
îi÷^Ò<á^âçqæ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<°e<…]çu<…]�æ<íÃ×ÏÖ]<°’vjÖ<ØÓè^Ú<íŞā<Üâ�}]<á^âçq<í×e^ÏÚ<‚ßÂæV <

Rassendyll  : "What if many men attacked the castle?" 
Johann         : "They have another plan," "If the castle's attacked by a large group   
              of soldiers, they would do the same thing, but one of the Six Men    
              would take the King's place. So when Michael arrived at the castle,  
              he could say that he was only keeping one of the Six Men as prisoner   
              because he'd been rude to Antoinette de Mauban. No one would believe    

              that the King was ever there." 
Sapt                       : "It's a very clever plan," "It means that if we attack the castle quietly  
              and secretly, or openly with a great army, the King will still be dead  
              before we can save him. Rassendyll, I think that this time next year,  
              you'll still be King." 
Rassendyll  : "Does the King know about Michael's plan?" 
Johann        : "Yes, and so does my brother, Max. He helped to put the pipe to the    

              prison window. It's not easy to sleep at the castle of Zenda because   
              no one feels safe. Everyone in it is a criminal, except the King." 

Rassendyll     : "Thank you Johann, you can go back to the castle now. If anyone     
              asks you who the prisoner is, do not answer. We can help you if you  

              keep your promises, otherwise you'll never be safe again." 
Ù‚ßé‰]†Ö<ke^‰<Ù^ÏÊ<íÃ×ÏÖ]<±]<^ãqçjÚ<á^âçq<…�^ÆæV  

Sapt                       : "So, what are we going to do now?" 
Rassendyll     : "There are two ways in which the King can come out of Zenda alive," 
                               "One is if we have a miracle, and the other is if one of the Duke's men betrays him." 

Chapter  � 
VÔ×¹]<‹f¦<Ø}]�<Ô×¹]<g�^−<�…^�jè�<±]<<ş̂ÃÛjŠÚ<îñ^¹]<Ñ‚ß¤]<îÊ<Ù‚ß‰]…<ÌÖæ�æ… � ‚ã�¹] 

Detchard          : "Time for your sleep," 
The real King        : "Why doesn't my brother kill me now?" 
Detchard          : "The Duke doesn't want you to die, not yet anyway. Sleep well!" 

VÙ‚ßé‰]…<Ù^q…æ<ØÓè^Ú<Ù^q…<°e<l^e^ÇÖ]<îÊ<l…]�<îjÖ]<íÒ†Ã¹]<K ‚ã�¹] 
One of Michael's men:  
                                    "They've got me, Rupert! There are seven of them. Save yourself." 
<]ƒ]<Ù‚ßé‰]…<ä�†�Ö]<‹éñ…<Ù^‰<^Ú‚ßÂæ<V�çÏË¹]<Ù‚ßé‰]…<àÂ<äÖ^ŠéÖ<DÔ×ÛÒE<Ù‚ßé‰]…<ÄÚ<ä�†�Ö]<‹éñ… � ‚ã�¹]

øñ^Î<Ù‚ßé‰]…<�…<á^eçÚ<ï�<Ý]‚Ú<Í†Ãè<á^ÒV              
Rassendyll           : "Yes, I do. I believe she and her servants were guests of Duke Michael." 
The policeman         : "I see." 
Rassendyll           : "Go back to Strelsau and tell the Ambassador what you know.   

                   I'll look into this for you." "Return in two weeks and I'll tell     
                   you what I've found." 
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Díßè‚¹]<îÊ<í�†�Ö]<�çqæ<îÊE<íe^ÇÖ]<îÊ<áøe^Ïjè<æ]ˆßâ<l†eæ…æ<Ù‚ßé‰]… � ‚ã�¹] 
Rassendyll             : "How's my brother today?" 
Rupert Hentzau       : "He's well. He hopes he'll soon be in Strelsau." 
Rassendyll             : "Rupert, you're young. Why are you doing this? If you let your  
                    prisoner free, I can help you."  "You don't have to work for my brother." 
Rupert Hentzau     : "You may be right. Attack the castle bravely. I'll tell you when.     

                   But Fritz and Sapt must die, and so must Michael and the King.   
                   That will leave two men alive: you and me. You'll stay as the   

                   King, and I'll have a reward." 
Rassendyll            : "Would you really work against Michael?" 
Rupert Hentzau   : "He's not a good man," "He makes me angry. I nearly killed     
                   him myself last night. Think carefully about my plan." 

Vä£^’Ö<‹Šrjè<á]<á^âçq<Å^ßÎ]<Ùæ^¬<Ù‚ßé‰]…<JÜéãßéÖ…^jÖ]<ÙˆßÚ<îÊ<á^âçqæ<Ù‚ßé‰]… � ‚ã�¹] 
Rassendyll          : "I'll give you fifty thousand pieces of gold if you do what I ask                

                  you tomorrow night," "I hear there are new servants at the castle.              
                  Do these servants know the King's a prisoner there?" 

Johann                             : "No, they don't know who the prisoner is," 
Rassendyll         : "So if they saw me, they'd think that I was the King?" 
Johann                             : "Yes, they would, sir." 
Rassendyll         : "Good. Tomorrow night, give this letter to Antoinette de Mauban.       

                 Then, at two o'clock in the morning, open the front door to         
                  the mansion. Ask no more questions. Now go." 

Vğøñ^Î<kéiæ^q<ï�<g�^−<]ˆßâ<l�eæ…<Ä�<íÂ^Še<Ýçr�]<ØéfÎ<îñ^¹]<Ñ‚ß¤]<îÊ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<K ‚ã�¹] 
Rupert Hentzau    : "Let's go across before they lift the drawbridge for the night," 

Chapter  � 
Ví×ñ^Î<�‚�]<‚Âç¹]<ØfÎ<�†’i<á^eçÚ<ï�<kéßèçjÞ]<Ä�<íÂ^Še<Ýçr�]<ØéfÎ<îñ^¹]<Ñ‚ß¤]<îÊ<Ù‚ßé‰]… � ‚ã�¹] 

Antoinette            : "Help! Michael, help me!" 
                               "Help, Michael! It's Rupert Hentzau!" 

æ]ˆßâæ<ØÓè^Ú<°e<…]çu<…]�<kéßèçjÞ]<íÊ†Æ<±]<á^âçqæ<ØÓè^Ú<îi]<á]<‚ÃeæV <
Rupert Hentzau     : "This woman's been writing secret letters to Rassendyll!" 
                                "She needs to be punished!" 
Duke Michael       : "She's my guest," "It's you who needs to be punished!" 

øñ^Î<l�eæ…<Ä�æ<kßèçjÞ]<íÊ†Æ<Ø}]�<ÍçéŠÖ]<Øé×‘<Ù‚ßé‰]…<Ä�<ÔÖƒ<‚ÃeæV  

Rupert Hentzau   : "That's for you, Johann!" "I know you're Rassendyll's spy!" 
Vøñ^Î<îÞç‰�e<g�^−<�…^�jè�<Ä�<kéiæ^q<ï�<ØjÎ<á]<‚Ãe<íÃ×ÏÖ]<îÊ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<K ‚ã�¹] 

Detchard                     : "We mustn't kill him yet or there'll be trouble." 
VVğøñ^Î<�…^�jè�<äéÖ]<†¿ßÊ<Ô×¹]<àr‰<Ø}]�<�…^�jè�<ÄÚ<äqçÖ<^ãqæ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<K<‚ã�¹] 

Detchard                    : "At last." 
…^f¹]<ð^ßm_æ<ÜŠq<å^Ÿ<äÃÊ�æ<íÊ†ÇÖ^e<å�çqç¹]<î‰]†ÓÖ]<‚u÷<Ô×¹]<Ø‘æ<�…^�jè�æ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<°e<l…]�<îjÖ]<ì‡

Ù‚ßé‰]†Ö<ğ̂f�^§<�…^�jè�V <
The real King               : "My cousin Rudolf!"  
Rassendyll           : "Push hard! Push against his leg!" 
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òÛ�]æ<�…^�jè�<Ù‚ßé‰]…<ØjÎ<^Ú‚Ãeæ<Ä�<t†}<�ā<Ô×¹]<á]<àl�eæ…<ğøñ^Î<Õ†vj¹]<†Š¢]<î×Â<^ËÎ]æV <
Rupert Hentzau      : "Come on, Michael! Let's fight!" 

<ØÓè^Ú<ÙˆßÚ<àÚ<t†}<ÔÖƒ<‚Ãeæ˜Ãe<¤]<Ý]‚îeçâ†Ú<<å^Ÿ<Œ‚ŠÚ<íèç’Ú<á^eçÚ<ï�<kéßèçjÞ]<ÜãË×}æ<†¿ß¹]
äÖ<í×ñ^Î<æ]ˆßâ<l�eæ…V <

Antoinette                        : "The Duke's dead, you've already killed him!" 
Rupert Hentzau        : "Dead! That's good. Then I'm your leader now. Put down your  
                     weapons and do as I say." 

Ö^Ò<…]çu<^Ûãßée<…]�æ<äe^ÇÖ]<±]<Ù‚ßé‰]…<äÃfiæ<æ]ˆßâ<h†â<ÔÖƒ<‚Ãeæ±^jV <
Rassendyll                                 : "Stop!" 
Rupert                  : "What did you do at the castle?" 
Rassendyll                                 : "I made sure that you are the last of the Six Men," 
Rupert                  : "Do you mean that you got inside the King's prison?" 
Rassendyll                                 : "I did." 
Rupert                  : "And what's happened to the King?" 
Rassendyll                                 : "He was hurt, but he's alive," 
Rupert                  : "Why didn't you follow my plan?" 
Rassendyll                                 : "Get off your horse and fight like a man." 

|†œ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<Ý^Î<^â‚Ãeæ<<kÎçÖ]<îÊ<‹jè†Ê<Ø‘æ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<ØjÏè<á]<Ô�æ<î×Â<l�eæ…<á^Ò<^Ú‚ßÂæ<å‚}<îÊ<l�eæ…
äÖ<øñ^Î<‹jè†Ê<±]<†¿Þ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<àÓÖæ<h†�]<…†Î<Üm<øé×Î<l�eæ…<†ÓËÊ<l�eæ…<å^Ÿ<ä‰‚ŠÚ<^eç’Ú<g‰^ß¹]V <

Rassendyll                               : "Go after him!" 
îi÷^Ò<…]ç£]<Üãßée<…]�æ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<ÄÚ<ð^ÏfÖ]<Ø–Ê<‹jè†Ê<àÓÖæV <

Rassendyll                            : "Is the King safe?" 
Fritz                                              : "Thanks to you, he is," "But you're injured. Here, let me help you." 

^Ûâ…]çœ<á^Òæ<øñ^Î<^ÛãéÖ]<†¿Þ<ï„Ö]æ<äÞ^’u<l�eæ…<äßÚ<„}]<ï„Ö]<îjËÖ]V <
The boy                                 : "Isn't that the King?" 

øñ^Î<îjËÖ]<^ÛãËÎæ]<�jßéÒ]�‰<Ù^�…^Úæ<^éÊøÊ<ì�Ú÷]<Ùç‘æ<‚ßÂæV <
The boy                                  : "Princess! The King's here, behind this tree!" 

îjË×Ö<øñ^Î<�jßéÒ]�‰<Ù^�…^Ú<ÙˆÞæV <
Strackenz                          : "What you say is nonsense," "The King's injured in the castle." 
The boy                                 : "No, really, he's here. He fought a man who took my horse." 

�jßéÒ]�‰<äÖ<Ù^ÏÊ<ke^‰<Ø‘æ<í¿v×Ö]<Ô×i<îÊæV <
Strackenz                    : "This boy says the King's over there behind that tree," 
Sapt                                   : "No, he's in the castle behind me," 
The boy                        : "Please, come and see if you don't believe me," 
Sapt                                  : "I'll go," 
Flavia                    : "Let me come, too," 
Sapt                                 : "Then come alone." 

<ì†r�Ö]<Ì×}<^ŠÖ^q<Ù‚ßé‰]…<å�Ú÷]<l‚qæ<ì†r�Ö]<Ô×i<±]<ø‘æ<^Ú‚ßÂæí×ñ^Î<ku^’Ê<äãqæ<î×Â<äè‚è<^Ã•]æV <
Flavia                : "It is you! Are you hurt?" 

äÖ<í×ñ^Î<ke^‰<±]<^éÊøÊ<l†¿Þ<Ù‚ßé‰]…<�†è<�<^Ú‚ßÂæV <
Flavia              : "What's this game you're playing?" 
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Sapt                               : "This is not the King," 
Flavia                : "What do you mean it's not the King?" 
Sapt                              : "This is not the King," 
Flavia                : "He is the King! It's his face! Rudolf, look at me! What's happening?" 
Rassendyll          : "Forgive me, Madame. I'm not the King." 

ÐÊ†e<ke^‰<^�<Ù^Î<ì�Ú÷]<kÛãŸ<á]<‚ÃeæV <
Sapt                             : "Come," "It's time you came into the castle. We have much to discuss." 

VØÓè^Ú<ÙˆßÚ<îÊ<Ô×¹]<íÊ†Æ<îÊ<Ô×¹]<ÄÚ<Ù‚ßé‰]… � ‚ã�¹] 
The King                : "Cousin! My friend! You're injured, too. We're always the same, you and I!" 
                                    "I want to thank you," "I hope that tomorrow, you'd come with me  
                to Strelsau and tell everyone about the brave things that you've done,  
                but Sapt tells me that this isn't possible." 
Rassendyll        : "He's right, sir. My work in your country is complete." 
The King              : "Very well, I'll return to Strelsau alone. People know that                                              

                    the King was injured, so they won't be surprised to see me  
                                       looking a little different. But you've taught me something,  
                                          cousin Rudolf. You've shown me what a true King should be," 
Rassendyll         : "I'd happily help you again, sir." 
The King               : "The Princess has asked to see you, too," "She can come in now." 
Rassendyll         : "Does she know everything?" 
The King               : "She does." 

äÖ<kÖ^ÏÊ<^â^è]<^éé¦<Ù‚ßé‰]…<^�<îß©]æ<å�Ú÷]<ki]æV <
Flavia              : "It seems you've tricked me," 
Rassendyll         : "I'd like to apologise to you for this," 
Flavia             : "You don't need to apologise. I should thank you for all you've    
                  done for Ruritania," 
Rassendyll         : "I've learned all about duties and responsibilities," 
                            "It's a lesson I'll never forget." 
Flavia             : "And we'll never forget how you've helped the King," 

ã�¹]<�}÷]<‚K<^éßéjè…æ…<àÚ<äi�çÂ<‚Ãe<‡æ…<äé}]<íqæ‡<ÄÚ<Ù‚ßé‰]…V  

Rose                 : "At least the ambassador has a job for you soon," 
                               "He now knows which country he'll be sent to." 
Rudolf              : " Where's that? 
Rose                  : " Ruritania. Sir Jacob Borrodaile is to be the British Ambassador in Strlsau." 
Rudolf               : " I don't think it'd be a good idea for me to work there," 
Rose                  : "But you promised you'd take the job!" 
Rudolf               : " You're right, but please look at this," 
Rose                  : "Yes, you look very like the King of Ruritania," "But this is just an  
                  excuse. You could have become an ambassador yourself one day!           
                  If you don't go, you'll never be anyone important!" 
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☺ His skills and education: 
        He was a twenty- nine years old rich Englishman. He was well educated. He studied 
at German school and German university. He spoke German as well as he spoke English. 
He also knew how to speak French, Italian and Spanish. He was good with a gun and a 
strong swordsman. He was also very good at riding a horse. He was an Officer in the Queen's army. 
 

☺ His similarities with the real King: 
                    Rudolf Rassendyll looked exactly like the real King. Both of them had red hair and 
straight nose. Both of them liked to have an easy life. 
    

☺ The differences between Rassendyll and the Real King: 
                            Although Rassendyll and the real King looked very alike, there were some differences 
between them. The King's mouth was less wide and Rassendyll's face was a little thinner. They 
were also different in height for a centimeter or two. 
    

☺ Rassendyll was an adventurous and risky man: 
                                     

       Although Rassendyll knew that pretending to be a King was not that easy matter, he agreed 
with Sapt to continue to be a King. He decided to meet Antoinette alone at the summer house 
although he knew it might be a trap from the Duke. Besides, he fought Rupert alone in the wood 
although Rupert was on his horse and had a sword whereas Rassendyll was on the ground and 
had only a stick. 
    

☺ Rassendyll was a good actor \ impersonator: 
                                     

          When Rassendyll agreed to impersonate the real King, he did it well. No one could 
discover that he was not the real King, except few people. He behaved as if he was born to be 
a King. He succeeded in making his people love him. He changed the picture of the distant King 
into a real King. He also managed to gain the support of people and Princess Flavia. 
    

☺ Rassendyll was a clever planner\ warrior \ fighter. 
    

          Rassendyll proved that he was a good warrior \ cunning. At the summer house, he used 
the ironed table as a shield and could escape from the Duke's men. Besides, before attacking the 
castle, he went with Sapt and Fritz to explore the castle which was well- fortified by the Duke. 
After that, he put a plan for attacking the castle. He managed to save the King from the wicked Duke. 
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☺ Rassendyll was lucky \ fortunate to escape death twice. 
          Luck helped Rassendyll to escape death twice. He was lucky that Detchard didn't have 
a gun when he faced him at the King's prison. Besides, without the real King's help, Detchard 
could have struck his sword at him. The second time, when he was with Rupert in the forest face 
to face, Rupert was about to kill him but for Fritz's arrival on time. 

 

☺ Rassendyll was a secretive man: 
     

         Rudof Rassendyll did not like to tell people where he went on his travels. 
1) He didn't tell Rose that he was going to Ruritania, instead he told her that he was going 

walking in the Alps and that he was going to write a book. 
2) He did not tell his old friends, George and Bertram that he was going to Ruritania. 
3) He did not tell Sapt or Fritz that he would wat to popular with Princess Flavia and the 

poor people. 
 

☺ Rassendyll was conscientious \ had a conscience: 
       

            Rassendyll's conscience bothered him as he didn't want to betray \ deceive Princess 
Flavia and the people of Ruritania. All the time he wanted to tell Flavia the truth that he was 
not the real King, but Sapt did not give him a chance to do that. 
 

☺ Rassendyll's life had changed after his adventure: 
      

           Rassendyll's life was simple and trivial before his adventure in Ruritania. He was careless 
and did not have responsibilities. After his adventure he learned what responsibility means and that 
everyone has a duty in society. He could also arrange to kill the Duke and the King and remain King forever. 

 

 
 

    

    
    
☺ He was the legal\ rightful King: 
         

       King Rudolf the fifth was the legal King of Ruritania as he was royal on the side of his 
mother and father unlike his half brother, Duke Michael who was half royal as his mother was 
not royal. So, Rudolf the fifth was the legal King. He is also the elder brother. He is elder than Duke Michael. 
 

☺ He preferred good food to action: 
                    Rudolf the Fifth liked to live well. He preferred eating to action. He liked hunting and the 
easy life. He spent most of his life abroad, so not many people knew what he looked like. 
 

☺ He was glutton/ insatiable: 
                    Rudolf the Fifth was glutton and that his gluttony put him in bad experience. The wicked 
Duke knew that his brother adored food so he sent him poisoned cakes on the night before coronation. 
Although he ate too much at dinner, the King's gluttony pushed him to eat the poisoned cakes. 
As a result, the Duke kidnapped him and locked him in the castle. 
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☺ The future queen of Ruritania: 
         

       Flavia was a beautiful princess and cousin of the King to whom she was engaged. The 
King should ask her for marriage after coronation. 
 

☺ She was observant \ had strong note: 
                    Flavia was an observant person. When she met Rassendyll, the pretend King, for the first 
time after the coronation, she noticed that he had changed and that he looked more tired and 
serious and he was thinner.  
 

☺ She was caring and passionate: 
                                        Flavia was caring and passionate as she sent a servant to the King ( Rassendyll) to ask 
about him after the coronation. She also was worried when she was told that the King (Rassendyll) 
was hurt while he was hunting in the woods. She asked Marshal Strakencz to take her to the 
Tarlenheim country house to make sure that the King was well. 
 

☺ She was grateful and honest: 
                                        Flavia was grateful and honest when she thanked Rassendyll for what he had done to 
save the King and Ruritania despite of the game they were playing (pretending to be the King.) 

 

 

 
 

☺ A faithful and loyal adviser to the King: (he was wise and experienced) 
         

       Colonel Sapt was a faithful and loyal adviser to King Rudolf the fifth. When the real King 
was kidnapped by the Duke, he persuaded Rassendyll to impersonate the real king to save his 
throne from the wicked Duke. He was a farsighted man and he preferred to take the matters 
slowly. Sapt was ready to sacrifice his life for the sake of his King.  
 

☺ He was a good manipulator \ persuasive \ influential: 
                    Sapt could dominate the whole game with the Duke. He exploited Rassendyll to do what 
he had planned. He manipulated most of the characters in order to save the real King. The real 
King himself was manipulated by Sapt and that was clear at the end of the story when the King 
asked Rassendyll to stay and tell everyone what had happened but he told him that Sapt thought 
it was not a good idea for Rassendyll. 
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☺ A faithful and loyal adviser to the King: (he was rush, outgoing and brave) 
         

       Fritz was a faithful and loyal adviser to King Rudolf the fifth. He was rush and always wanted 
to take things quickly unlike Sapt who was sensible and calm. He could save Rassendyll at the 
end of the story when Rassendyll was alone with Rupert in the woods. Fritz lifted his gun and 
pointed it at Rupert. Rupert, thinking that he could not fight with both Rassendyll and Fritz, 
preferred to run away. 

 

 

 

 
 

☺ Duke Michael or Black Michael: 
         

            Duke Michael was the King's half brother. He was also known as black Michael for 
his black hair and even for his black heart. He was interested in becoming a king but he couldn't 
become a king for two reasons: he was the younger brother of the King and that his mother 
was not royal. He was responsible for the land of Zenda and he was the Duke of Strelsau.  
 

☺ The Duke's mansion and the castle: 
                                            The Duke was responsible for the land of Zenda. The Duke had a mansion behind the 
castle of Zenda. The castle was very old but well built with a moat all around it. The Duke's 
mansion was reached by a wide road, but the castle could only be reached by a drawbridge 
between it and the mansion. 
 

☺ The Duke was wicked, evil, cunning, foxy, mischievous: 
                                            The Duke was very wicked and was ready to do anything to achieve his ambitions. He 
decided to get rid of his brother, King Rudolf the fifth, in order to be crowned instead of him. 
He knew that the King loved good food, so he sent him poisoned cakes to stop him from attending 
the coronation. He also kidnapped him and imprisoned him at the castle in Zenda. When he found 
out that Rassendyll was pretending to be a king, he decided to get rid of Rassendyll first. He 
also decided to kidnap Princess Flavia to force her to marry him if she refused. As he was an 
evil man, he met his end on one of his criminals' hands. Rupert killed him. 

 

☺ His plan for protecting the castle ( the fortification): 
                                            The Duke cunning on fortifying the castle against any attempt to save the King. The castle 
had two underground rooms. The Duke left the first one empty and he put the King in the second 
room in his chains. The second room had a small window which was connected with a stone 
pipe that led to the moat. If the castle was attacked by a small or large group of people, the King 
would be killed and thrown into the water throw the pipe. It was a devilish plan.  
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☺ The Duke and Antoinette: 
                                            The Duke was in love with Antoinette. She was his guest at Strelsau as he invited her to 
attend the coronation. Although, he loved Antoinette, the Duke wanted to marry Princess Flavia 
as his mother was not from the royal family. When he discovered that Antoinette worked with 
Rassendyll, he imprisoned her at his mansion. 
 

 

 
 

☺ French, rich widow: 
         

            Antoinette de Mauban was a French, rich widow. She was about thirty and was famous for 
her wealth and ambition. She was in love with Duke Michael who invited her to attend the 
coronation in Strelsau. 
 

☺ She was a jealous/ kind woman who hated evil: 
                                            Antoinette knew the Duke's ambitions. She knew that he couldn't be a King unless he 
married Princess Flavia. Consequently, she decided to help Rassendyll and warned him before 
the Duke's men came to kill him. She knew that if the Duke succeeded in killing Rassendyll and 
then the real King, he would marry Flavia and then would leave her forever. 
         

             

 

 

 
         

            They were six special soldiers working for the Duke. Three of them were Ruritanians 
and the other three were foreigners. The Ruritanians were: Rupert Hentza, Lauengram and Krafstein 
and their job was to guard the King in the castle. The three foreigners were: an English man 
called Detchard, a French man called De Gautet and a Belgian one called Bersoni. Rassendyll 
killed three of them. He killed Detchard, Bersoni and De Gautet. Rassendyll's men killed 
Lauengram and Krafstein in the fight in the woods. Rupert Hentza was the only survivor of the six men.  
 

☺ Rupert Hentzau ( cunning, sly, bloody, dare and greedy): 
                                            Rupert Hentza was the worst of the Six famous men. He was cold-blooded killer. He 
was selfish and wished to be rich and powerful. He killed Duke Michael thinking that Rassendyll 
would reward him as he thought Rassendyll would want to be king forever. He offered Rassendyll 
to help him attack the castle but the King, the Duke, Sapt and Fritz should all be killed. Rassendyll 
would be king and Rupert would take a big reward. 
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       Max Holf was Johann's brother and one of Michael's men. He guarded the castle of Zenda. 
He was killed by Rassendyll while he was sleeping in his boat during his shift in guarding the stone pipe.  

 

       Johann Holf was the Duke's servant. He was not wicked but he was weak. He was working 
with the Duke not because he loved him but because he was afraid of him. He was also a greedy 
man. He only agreed to return to the castle and spy for Rassendyll when Rassendyll promised 
to give him a fifty thousand pieces of gold. 

 

      Berninstein was one of the King's men.  He was shot by the Duke's men when he went 
alone in the woods. The bullet in his arm was a message for Rassendyll that the next bullet was for him. 

 

        Josef was the King's personal servant. He was kind and loyal to the King. He was killed 
by the Duke's men at the hunting lodge. A new servant, who had never met\seen the King 
before, took his place with Rassendyll.  

 

    
          

          The innkeeper owned an inn at Zenda where Rassendyll spent his first day in Ruritania. 
That woman believed that Duke Michael should be King instead of his brother as the Duke cared 
about them and their problems while the King was always away from them and their problem. 
      One of the innkeeper's daughters thought Rassendyll the real King when she saw him again 
at the inn. She apologized to him for being rude with him the first time. Rassendyll asked her to 
bring Johann to them and the girl agreed and brought Johann to them. 
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1. Responsibility íéÖçòŠ¹]   

                     Rassendyll stepped into the King4s shoes. He shouldered the King4s 

responsibilities. He took care of the country and prevented Black Michael from becoming 

King. Rassendyll4s life had changed after his adventure in Ruritania. He changed from a 

carefree man to a man who knows what responsibility is.  

2. Loyalty <<ð^ÊçÖ]<Kð÷çÖ]   

                 Loyalty is very important for a country. The people in the story showed their 

loyalty towards the King and country. Although Rassendyll was not citizen of Ruritania, he 

showed his loyalty to the King and country. Colonel Sapt, Fritz, the Marshal, Princess Flavia, 

Josef and the Courts Officials were loyal to the King. Even 'The Famous Six' were loyal to Black Michael. 

3. Greed  ÄÛŞÖ]  

                    Greed was also clearly shown as a theme in the story. Black Michael was only 

interested in becoming the King of Ruritania. He put his own brother (King Rudolf the Fifth) 

in prison in Zenda Castle. His greed for the throne made him do evil things. He ordered his 

men to kill Rassendyll. He also ordered his men to kill the King if any attempt was made to 

save him. Rupert of Hentzau was also greedy of power and money. He did not mind killing 

anyone to become powerful and wealthy. Both Black Michael and Rupert of Hentzau showed 

their greed. Even Johan showed greed when he refused to return to the palace to spy for 

Rassendyll. However when Rassendyll offered him 50 thousand pieces of gold to be their 

spy at the castle, Johan accepted. 

4. Gratitude  <†Ó�Ö]<K<á^ßjÚý]  

             Both the real King and princess Flavia were very grateful to Rassendyll for all what 

he had done for them and the Ruritanian people. 

5. Good versus Evil   †�Ö]<‚•<�¤] 
            Rassendyll did not have any interest in the throne. He helped Rudolf the Fifth by 

impersonating him. He did this to protect the King and the country from the evil Black Michael. 

Black Michael was interested to be the King of Ruritania and marry Princess Flavia. Rassendyll, 

Colonel Sapt and Fritz did their best to save the king and country from Black Michael. As 

good always beats evil, Rassendyll and his good men beat the bad men, the Duke and his men. 
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:أسئلة الكتاب المدرسى وإجاباتها  

Chapter  � 
Answer the following questions: 
 

1. Why doesn't Rudolf Rassendyll work? 
     	 He belongs to a rich important family and doesn�t need to work. 

2. What kind of work does Rose suggest Rudolf should do? 
     	 She wants him to take a job in an embassy, working for Sir Jacob Borrodaile. 

3. Why has the Rassendyll’s family been interested in the Elphberg family? 
   	 Countess Amelia Rassendyll married a member of the Elphberg family many years ago. Many of  
       her descendants look like the royal family of Ruritania (the Elphbergs). Rudolf looks like an Elphberg. 

4. Where does Rassendyll decide to travel to?  
    What does he tell his family about his plans? 
   	 He travels to Ruritania to see the coronation of the new king. He doesn�t tell his family that.  
       He says he is going to go walking in the Alps and write a book about social problems in the country. 
5. What does the owner of the inn think of Michael Duke of Strelsau? 
   	 She thinks he should be the King because the real King only likes hunting and good food. 

6. Why does Rassendyll decide to walk through the forest the next day? 
    	 He wants to see the forest where the King is staying. 

7. Who does Rassendyll meet in the forest? Why are they surprised to see him? 
    	 He meets Colonel Sapt and Fritz Tarlenheim, and then the King. They are surprised       
       because he looks almost exactly like the King. 

Read the quotations and answer the questions. 
 

"To a man like me, opportunities are responsibilities. " 
 

1.Who says this and when?  
  	. Rudolf Rassendyll says this while he is eating breakfast with Rose 
2. What does the person mean by this?  
 	. He means that if an opportunity comes, he takes it but he doesn�t  look for work or responsibilities. 

3. Do you think a person like this is very serious about work or life?              
	. I think a person like this should be serious about work as life is not fun and joy. 
"He's always lived in Ruritania and he cares about the people, so people like him." 

 

I. Who says this to whom?  
    	. The innkeeper (inn owner) says this to Rassendyll. 
2. Who is the person talking about?  
    	. She�s talking about Duke Michael, the Duke of Strelsau. 

3. What more does the speaker think about the person?  
   	 She wishes that he would be the King. .He�s always lived in Ruritania and he cares about  
       the people, so people like him./ 

Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 
   1. Rudolf is Lord Burlesdon. 
       Robert is Lord Burlesdon.  
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2. Rudolf sits with Antoinette on the train. 
      Rudolf doesn't sit with Antoinette on the train. 

3. A moat goes around the Duke's mansion and his castle. 
     A moat goes around the castle only. 

����������������������������������� 

Chapter Two 

Answer the following questions: 
1. Why do you think Fritz says that it is not a good  
    time for Rassendyll to visit Strelsau? How does the  
   King react to Fritz's suggestion, and what does that tell you about the King? 
  	 Perhaps Fritz thinks there will be problems with someone who looks so much like the King.  

      The King seems surprised by the suggestion (He says, .What?/) and asks Sapt what he    

      thinks. Perhaps it means that the King is not very wise, or that he depends too much on other people for advice. 

2. Why don't Fritz and Sapt eat very much?  
   What advice do they give the King? Does he listen to them? 
  	They don�t want to overeat because they have to get up early the next day. They advise    

      the King not to eat too much. He doesn�t listen to them. 

3. What happens at the end of the meal? What is the result the next day? 
  	The servant brings some cakes from the Duke. The King eats a lot of them and is poisoned.    

     He can�t be woken up the next day. 
4. Why does the Duke poison the King? 
    	 He hopes that the King will miss the coronation and that he (the Duke) will become the King instead. 

5. Is Rassendyll also poisoned? Why isn't he as sick as the King? 
  	 He is probably also poisoned because they have to throw water in his face to wake him up.  

       But he ate only one cake, so he didn't eat as much poison. The King eats more, so he receives more poison. 

6. Rassendyll tells himself that he has no choice but to pretend to be the King.  
    Do you think he has a choice? Is there something else they can do?  
    	  I don't think that Rassendyll has a choice as the time of coronation is too near and if the  

        King does go to the   coronation, the Duke will succeed in taking the crown. 

7. How and when will they get the King to Strelsau?  
   	 They will hide the King in the cellar of the lodge. At night, after the coronation, Sapt and   
       Rassendyll will come back and get the King. Sapt will take him back to the palace, and   
       Rassendyll will leave the country. 

8. Who overhears their plan? What do they do with the person? 
    	 Johann�s mother (who is a servant to the Duke) overhears the plan. They tie her up and   
       lock her in the cellar with the King. Josef will let her out later. 

9. Why do they go to the station early instead of waiting for Duke Michael’s guards? 
   	 The Duke�s guards have probably been told to kidnap or kill the King. They want to get out      
       of the lodge and be on their way to the capital before the Duke�s men come. 

10. What is the first thing they do when they reach the capital?                           
      Why aren’t the people from the palace at the station in Strelsau to meet them?  
    	 The first thing they do is eat breakfast at the train station. The palace people aren�t there  

        yet because the King (Rassendyll) arrived earlier than planned. 
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11. Why is Rassendyll afraid when he sees Antoinette de Mauban?  
    	 Her expression changes, so he thinks she recognises that he is not the real King. He is   

        afraid that she will shout out and tell others. 

Read the quotations and answer the questions. 
  

“Meanwhile, I’ll have some breakfast! The King is hungry!” 
 

1. Who says this to whom?  
   	 Rassendyll (disguised as the King) says this to Sapt and Fritz. 

2. Where and when does he say this? 
   	.  In the train station at Strelsau. They have just arrived but they are early, so Rassendyll will eat first. 

3. What does this show you about the speaker?  
    	. He is feeling a little more relaxed and acting more like the King.  

 “God save both Kings.” 
1. Who said this and where was he?  
   	 Sapt said this in the restaurant at the train station in Strelsau. 
2. What did the people say just before this?  
   	 The people said, .God save the King!/ 

3. Why does the speaker say “"both Kings”"? Who is he talking about?  
   	 He�s talking about the real King who is in the lodge at Zenda and about Rassendyll. who is 
pretending to be the King  for the coronation. He is worried about the safety of both men, the real 
King and the pretend King. 

Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 
 

1. The King invites Rassendyll to eat with him in Strelsau. 
      The King invited Rassendyll to eat with him at the hunting lodge in Zenda. 

2. It's Rassendyll's idea to pretend to be the King for the coronation. 
      It's Sapt's idea to pretend to be the King for the coronation. 
3. Michael's men will hide the King in the cellar. 
       Josef will hide the King in the cellar. 

4. Josef and Johann's mother are locked in the cellar. 
    The King and Johann's mother are locked in the cellar. 

5. Marshal Strackenz realizes that Rassendyll is not the King. 
    Marshal Strackenz doesn't realize that Rassendyll is not the King. 
6. Antoinette de Mauban calls out," That is not the real King!" 
    Antoinette de Mauban doesn't call out," That is not the real King!" 
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Chapter  � 
Answer the following questions: 
1. What kind of people live in the old part of the city?  
   What does Rassendyll do when the Marshal wants him  
    to ride through the old part of town? 
  	 The people in the old part are poor and many of them are loyal to Duke Michael. Rassendyll     

      tells the soldiers to ride ahead and behind him, not next to him, so that he can show the    

      people that he trusts them. 

2. Why is Sapt so anxious about Rassendyll's decision to ride alone through the old town? 
  	 He knows that the people in the old town support the Duke and he is afraid that Rassendyll     

      will be hurt or attacked there. 

3. Why does Duke Michael’'s face turn white when he sees “the King” (Rassendyll)? 
  	 He thought that the King was still in Zenda (because he had poisoned him), so he is        

      surprised to see the King here at the coronation. 
4. Does Michael realise that this is not the real King? How do you know? 
  	 Yes, Michael knows Rassendyll is not the real King. First, Michael knows (or thinks) that the King   

      is poisoned and still in Zenda.  And the words in the story tell us: .No one else ... seemed  

      to realise that I was not the real King./ This means Michael realised it but no other person. 

5. Does the Princess know that this is not the real King?  
   What does she say about him? 
  	 She thinks this is the real King, but she says that he has changed. He is more tired and     

      serious, and also thinner. 

6. Why do Rassendyll and Sapt need a permit to leave the city?  
   	 Michael controls the city and he has had news from Zenda, so he won�t want people to leave the city. 

7. How do they get a permit from the King? 
   	 Sapt can write like the King and he signs the paper. 

8. What does Fritz do while Sapt and Rassendyll go to Zenda?  
   	 He stays and guards the bedroom. He must not let anyone inside the room. 
9. How do Sapt and Rassendyll get out of the palace? Why do they go this way?  
  	 They go through a secret passage in the wall and out of a secret back door. They do this   

      because they don�t want anyone to see them and they want people to think that the King is in his bedroom. 

10. Who else is riding to Zenda? Which way do they go at the fork in the road?    
      Which way do Sapt and Rassendyll go?  
  	 Duke Michael and his servant Max Holf are riding to Zenda. They decide to go to the castle.  

      Sapt and Rassendyll go to the hunting lodge. 

11. What do you think the message “"all is well” means"?  
   	. It probably means that the King is captured, as that is what the Duke was planning, but   

       there may be other details that are also .well/. 

12. What do Sapt and Rassendyll find inside the lodge? 
    	 Johann�s mother and the King are gone. Josef is killed. 

13. What does Sapt want Rassendyll to do? 
    	 He wants him to continue to pretend to be the King. 
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Read the quotations and answer the questions. 
 

"Tell your soldiers to ride ahead of me. I don’t need them or you.  
You can wait here until I’ve continued through the old town alone.” 

 

1. Who says this to whom?  
    	Rassendyll says this to Marshal Strakencz. 

2. Where are they and when is this?  
   	 They are in the streets of Strelsau, going from the station to the coronation. This is before the coronation. 

3. Why does the speaker say this?  
   	 He wants to act as a king. He wants the people to know that he trusts them. 

 “You mustn’t try too hard. I’m not sure it was a good idea to ride alone through the old town.  
Duke Michael won’t like it if you become too popular with his people, you know.” 

1. Who says this to whom?  
   	 Fritz says this to Rassendyll. 
2. Where and when is this said?  
   	 They are in the King�s bedroom after the coronation. 

3. Why did the person ride alone through the old town and why won’t Duke      
     Michael like it if the person becomes too popular?  
  	 Rassendyll wanted to act like a real king and show that he wasn�t afraid of the people/show  
      that he trusted the people. Duke Michael won�t like it because if he tries to become King,   
      the people will   probably support him. But if the King/Rassendyll becomes popular, it will  
      be harder for Michael to get the support of the people. 

 

“If all’s well, why go there? And if all isn’t well, I fear there’ll be a trap.” 
1. Who says this to whom?  
  	 Max Holf says this to Duke Michael. 
2. Where are they?  
  	 They are on the road between Strelsau and Zenda.( At the fork) 

3. What is "there"”? What do you think he means by “"all’'s well"”?  
  	  .There/ means the hunting lodge.  .All�s well/ probably means that the Duke�s plan. 

 “We’ll go back to Strelsau. The King will be back in the capital again tomorrow!” 
1. Who says this to whom?  
   	 Sapt says this to Rassendyll. 

2. Where are they and what has happened?  
  	 They are in the hunting lodge near Zenda. They have found Josef dead and the King is gone. 

3. How will the King be back in the capital tomorrow?  
   	 Rassendyllwill continue to pretend to be the King. Sapt wants Rassendyll to continue to pretend to be the King. 

Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 
 

1. It's Marshal Strakencz's idea for the King to ride through the old part of town alone. 
      It's Rassendyll's idea to ride through the old part of town alone. 
2. Aِll the people smile and cheer the King. 
      Some of the people smile and cheer the king, others looked at him angrily. 
3.Fritz thinks it is a good idea for Rassendyll" the King" to become popular  with the people. 
      Rassendyll thinks it is a good idea to become popular with the people. 
4. Sapt tells Fritz that he may let Michael into the king's bedroom. 
      Sapt tells Fritz that he mustn't let Michael into the king's bedroom. 

5. Sapt and Rassendyll find Josef and Johann's mother killed in the cellar. 
      Sapt and Rassendyll find Josef killed and Johann's mother escaped. 
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Chapter  � 
Answer the following questions: 
1. What does Sapt plan to do if the real King is dead? 
   	 He plans that Rassendyll will be a king instead. 
2. Why do Michael’s men have spades?  
    What does it mean that they were going to "hide their evil work"”?  
    	They are going to bury Josef�s body so no one will know about his murder. 
3. What does Rassendyll mean that some of those evil men should join Josef?  
     	 Rassendyll means that some of them should be killed. They should join Josef in death. 
4. Why does Sapt say to the servant at the secret door "All young men like to   
     ride their horses now and then, so why not the King"?”  
    	 He wants the servant to think that the King was just out riding for fun. He doesn�t want    
        him to know anything about where they were. Sapt says it�s best not to trust people too much. 
5. Why does Rassendyll use a new servant who has never met the real King?    
     Who is the servant replacing?  
   	The new servant would be less likely to realise that Rassendyll is not the real King. The     
      servant is replacing Josef, who was killed by Michael�s men. 
6. Who are the Six Men? Where are they from? Why are only three in Strelsau?  
   	 They are six special soldiers that Duke Michael keeps in his house all the time. Three are  
       from Ruritania, one is French, one is Belgian, one is English. Sapt and Fritz assume that if  
      only three are in Strelsau, the other three must be guarding the King. 
7. Rassendyll decides to keep some of his plans secret from Sapt and Fritz.      
    What are those plans? 
  	 He plans to make himself as popular as he can, and to not say anything bad about Michael.    
     This way, if there were a fight, some of the people would support him (the King) and not     
     Michael. Michael would not become stronger this way. 
8. Why does he visit the Princess? What does he do on the way?                       

     How do these things make him more popular?  
  	 He wants to get the support of the Princess (for the King). On the way he buys some flowers    
      from a poor girl and pays with a gold coin. Giving the coin makes him look generous to the  
      people. The people like the Princess and seem to want the King to marry her, so visiting   
      her will make the people happy. 
9. Why can't Michael come into the room when the King is there?                     

     What mistake does Rassendyll make? How does he cover up his mistake?  
 	 Michael can�t come into the room without the King�s permission (because the King is royal  
     and higher than Michael). Rassendyll does not know this rule, and he makes the mistake of  
     asking why Michael will be angry (that he isn�t asked to enter the room). 
     He covers his mistake by saying that he keeps forgetting all the rules. 
10. Rassendyll says that his hand was hurt from an animal bite and that he's      
     waiting to see if the bite is poisonous. He also says that he is sure the animal       
     will try to bite again.  
    Who is he really talking about, and who understands this?  
  	  He is really talking about Michael (his poisoning and kidnapping of the King, and his      
      men�s shooting at Rassendyll), and Michael understands this. 
11. How does Rassendyll know that the Six Men also know his secret? 
    	  He knows because of the way Detchard (the Englishman) smiles at him when he is      
        presented to him. Rassendyll knows that if one of   the Six Men knows, they will all know. 
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Read the quotations and answer the questions. 
 

“You’re mad! The plan’s too dangerous!” 
1. Who says this to whom?  
  	 Rassendyll says this to Colonel Sapt. 

2. Where are they?  
  	 They are at the hunting lodge near Zenda. 

3. What is the dangerous plan?  
  	 Sapt wants Rassendyll to continue to pretend to be the King and to return to Strelsau that night. 
 

“We’ve got them! They can’t say anything without showing their guilt.” 
1. Who says this to whom?  
  	  Sapt says this to Rasendy ll. 

2. Why does he say this?  
  	 He is trying to persuade Rassendyll to continue to be the King. 
3. Who is “them”? What does the speaker mean by "We’ve got them"?  
  	 .Them/ is Duke Michael and his men. The speaker means that they have trapped the Duke    
      and his men. The Duke can�t say anything against Rassendyll because he would have to   
      admit that he is guilty of kidnapping the real King. 
 

 “Now remember, say nothing about this. All young men like to 
ride their horses now and then, so why not the King?” 

1. Who says this to whom?  
   	 Sapt says this to (Freyler,) the servant waiting for them outside the secret door to the palace. 

2. Where is the speaker coming from and who is with him?  
   	. He was coming from Zenda and Rassendyll (disguised as the King) was with him. 

3. Why does the speaker say this?  
  	 Why does the speaker say this? He doesn�t want the servant to talk about the King�s going  
      out. He wants him to think that the King was just out riding (and enjoying himself). 

Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 
 

1. The Duke's men come to the hunting lodge to kill Sapt and Rassendyll. 
      The Duke's men come to the hunting lodge to bury Josef's body. 

2. Rassendyll finds the work of being a King easy. 
      Rassendyll finds the work of being a king difficult. 

3. Rassendyll tells all of his plans to Sapt and Fritz. 
      Rassendyll doesn't tell all of his plans to Sapt and Fritz. 

4. Rassendyll wants to make Michael angry by not asking him to enter the room. 
      Rassendyll doesn't want to>>>.. 
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Chapter  � 
Answer the following questions: 
1. Rassendyll has never liked responsibilities. Now he has many.                                     
    What responsibilities does he have?  
 	 He has to act like the King. He has to run the country. He has to try to rescue the real King from Michael.  
2. Why does Rassendyll become good at pretending he has forgotten rules or    

     people he has met? How does that prevent people from noticing that he is    
     not the real King? What else do you think helps him not to be discovered?  
 	 When he makes a mistake in pretending to be the King he has to cover it up by pretending  
     that he has forgotten something or someone. In this way, people don�t notice that he�s not   
     the real King. Other things that might help him are these: people don�t expect that there is a  
     pretend King, so they don�t look for one; they see what they expect to see. He looks nearly   
     identical to the King, so this helps. Also Sapt stays close to him to tell him what to say or do.  
3. Sapt brings news of the real King. What is it?  
   	The King is at the Castle of Zenda. 
4. Why does Rassendyll want to go to Zenda? What does Sapt mean when he says,       
    "You’ll probably stay there forever if you do"”?  
  	 He wants to go to rescue the real King. Sapt means that Rassendyll will either be imprisoned  
      in Zenda or killed there if he goes. 

5. Why does Sapt have Rassendyll followed everywhere?  
    What does he mean by "If you disappear, the game’s over"”?  
 	 He has him followed to protect him from Michael�s men. If they can kill or kidnap Rassendyll,  
     they will kill the real King and make Michael the King. Rassendyll�s game of pretending to   
     be King would be over. 

6. Who writes a letter to Rassendyll and what does it say?  
    Who does he suspect really wrote it? 
   	 Antoinette de Mauban writes a letter. It tells him to come to a certain place in a summer   
      house in a garden late at night. He suspects that Michael wrote the letter (or at least dictated it to her). 

7. When Rassendyll talks to Detchard at the summer house, what does Detchard   
       offer him? Why doesn't Rassendyll accept it?  
    	 Detchard offers to give Rassendyll 50,000 English pounds and a safe journey to the border.     
           He doesn't accept it because he doesn't trust them. 

8. How does Rassendyll come out of the summer house alive?  
    	 He holds the iron table in front of him to protect him (like a shield) and he rushes out 

9. Why have they prepared a ball for the Princess?  
   	They want to make the people happy and make them think that the King wants to marry the Princess.  
      They want Rassendyll to ask the Princess to marry him. Some people think that if the King  
      doesn�t marry her soon, she should marry Duke Michael. 

10. Rassendyll tells the Princess that when he was younger, he thought he         
      didn’t need to worry about society. Why does he say this?  

     How does the Princess react? Why is it a mistake for him to say this?  
   	 He says it because he is forgetting to act like the King. He is thinking that he is himself, Rassendyll.   
     The Princess is surprised because the King must have always known that he was going to   
     become the King one day. This is a mistake by Rassendyll because he almost uncovers the  
     truth about who he is. 
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11. The day after the ball, the Princess receives two letters. What are they and  
     who are they from?   
  	 One is an invitation from Michael for her to visit him in Zenda. The other is a warning not to  

        accept any invitations from Michael and not to go anywhere without many guards. It is from 
         Antoinette de Mauban (although the Princess doesn�t know this). 

12. What does Rassendyll do when he hears of these letters? Who does he go to?  
   	 He orders a guard for the Princess. He goes to Marshal Strakencz and gives him some orders. 

13. What does Rassendyll tell Marshal Strakencz to do?  
    	 He tells him to guard the Princess and not allow Michael or his men sea her. .He also tells the  

           Marshal that he is leaving Strelsau for a few days and he will send a message to him every evening.  
       If he doesn�t get a message for three days, he has the authority to say that he is now the  
       head of Strelsau. He must then ask the Duke to allow him to see the King. If he doesn�t    
       see the King in twenty-four hours, he must say that the King�s dead then he must tell the  
       people of Ruritania that their new ruler will be Princess Flavia. 

Read the quotations and answer the questions. 
 

“It would be very useful for Michael if you disappeared.  
And if you disappear, the game’s over.” 

 

1. Who says this to whom?  
   	 Sapt says this to Rassendyll. 

2. Why does the speaker say this?  
   	 Because Rassendyll complained that there are always men following him. (The men were ordered by Sapt to do so.) 

3. What game would be over if the person disappeared? Explain.  
   	 The game of who is King. Michael would also kill the real King and then make himself King. 
 

“I also have a game to play. I’ll tell the Duke’s men that you never came.  
If the Duke doesn’t find out what I’ve done, we may meet again.” 

 

1. Who says this to whom?  
  	 Antoinette de Mauban says this to Rassendyll. 

2. Where are they?  
  	 They are in a summer house in a garden in Strelsau. 

3. What has the speaker done that the Duke shouldn’t find out?  
  	 She has warned Rassendyll that they are trying to kill him, and has told him how to escape. 

 “But you always knew that you would become King. 
How could you think that was someone else’s job?” 

 

1. Who says this to whom?     
   	 Princess Flavia says this to .King/ Rassendyll. 
2. Where are they?  
  	 They are at the ball in the palace. 
3. This was said in reaction to the other person’s words. What did the other      
    person say before this?  
  	 He said that when he was younger he didn�t think he had any responsibilities to society. 
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 “Every evening, I’ll send you a message. If you don’t get a message for three days, you 
have the authority to say that you are now the head of Strelsau.” 

 

1. Who says this to whom?  
   	  .King/ Rassendyll says this to Marshal Strakencz. 
2. When is this said?  
   	 This is said the day after the ball, before Rassendyll goes to Zenda After the Duke invites  
      the Princess to Zenda and Antoinette warns her to stay away. 
3. What other orders does the speaker give?  
  	 The Marshal must guard the Princess and not let Michael or his men near her. If the Marshal       
      becomes the head of Strelsau, he must then go to the Duke and demand to see the King. If  
      he doesn�t see the King in twenty-four hours, he must tell the people that the King is dead  
      and make Princess Flavia the new ruler of Ruritania. 
 

Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 
 

1. Rassendyll is sad to say goodbye to Duke Michael and his men. 
      Rassendyll is sad to say goodbye to Princess Flavia. 

2. The letter tells the King to come to the summer house with a friend. 
      The letter tells the King to come to the summer house alone. 
3. Rassendyll tells Sapt he can come but he must wait outside the summer house. 
      Rassendyll tells Sapt he can come but he must wait outside the gate. 
4. Detchard is wounded in the leg by Rassendyll's bullet. 
      Detchard is wounded in the arm by Rassendyll's bullet. 
5. At the ball, Rassendyll tells the Princess that he is not the real King. 
      At the ball, Rassendyll doesn't tell the Princess>>>>.. 

Chapter  � 
Answer the following questions: 
1. Rassendyll's writing is different from the King's. What reason does Rassendyll give?        
   Why might this difference be a problem for Marshal Strakencz?  
  	 Rassendyll says it is because of his injured finger. It might be a problem for Strakencz      

      because people might think the order from the King is not a real one. 

2. What reason does Rassendyll give Princess Flavia for leaving Strelsau?       
     What does he ask her to do if he doesn't come back?    
   	 He tells her he is going to hunt a big animal C Michael. He tells her she must become     
      Queen if he doesn�t return. 

3. Where do Rassendyll and his men stay for their hunting trip? 
    Where is it and who does it belong to?  
   	 They stay in a country house called Tarlenheim. It belongs to a relative of Fritz. It is on a   
       hill on the opposite side of the town of Zenda from the castle. 

4. What reason does Duke Michael give for not visiting King Rassendyll or    
     inviting him to his castle?  
   	 He says that he and some servants have a serious sickness.  

5. Why do Rassendyll and Fritz go to the inn at Zenda?  
    Who do they talk to there and what do they say?  
   	 They go to meet Johann (or someone who can contact him). They talk to the innkeeper�s  
       daughter and ask her to have Johann meet them the next night. 
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6. What happens to Bernenstein while Fritz and Rassendyll are out?  
   	 He is shot in the arm while he is out in the woods. 

7. What message does Rupert Hentzau bring the next day?  
    How does Rassendyll reply? What happens when Rupert is leaving?  
   	 The Duke offers Rassendyll a safe journey to the border and a million gold pieces.             
         Rassendyll refuses. As Rupert is leaving, he stabs Rassendyll in the shoulder with a knife. 

8. What do they learn from Johann?  
  	They learn where the King is being kept in the castle and the Duke�s plans. 

9. Describe the room and the pipe where the real King is being kept.  
  	  There is an outer room with no windows. It is always guarded by three of the Six Men. The  

         King is kept in chains in the next room. Its window has a large pipe that leads to the castle moat. 

10. What is the plan if they are attacked? How will they kill the King and what     
     will they do with the body?  
   	 They will kill the King and then put him into the pipe. The chains will keep the body under  
       the water of the moat. The guards can then go out the same pipe and swim across the moat to escape. 

11. Why do they send Johann back to the castle?  
    	 The Duke would look for him if he were missing. They also hope they can trust him and   
       get more information from him. 

 Read the quotations and answer the questions. 
 

“The writing’s a little different from your usual. 
 I hope people know it’s a real order from the King.” 

 

1. Who says this to Rassendyll (the King)?  
   	 Marshal Strakencz says this. 
2. What does he think is the reason that the handwriting is different?  
    What is the real reason?  
  	  He thinks it is different because the King has injured his hand. The real reason is that      
      Rassendyll is not the real King. 
3. Why is it important that the handwriting be the same?  
 	 So that people will know that it is a real order from the King. 
 

 “So you’d prefer to hunt animals than do your duties in the capital?” 
 

1. Who says this to Rassendyll?  
  	  Flavia . 
2. When does the person say this?  
  	  When Rassendyll tells her that he is going hunting. 
3. What “animal” is Rassendyll going to hunt?  
   	 Rassendyll is going to hunt Michael. 
 

“If you do not know how to address the King, my brother must find another messenger.” 
 

1. Who does Rassendyll say this to?  
  	  To Rupert Hentzau. 
2. Where are they?  
  	  They are at the Tarlenheim house. 
3. Why does he say this?  
  	 Because Rupert calls him Rassendyll. He should call him King. 
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"Rassendyll, I think that this time next year, you’ll still be King.” 
 

1. Who says this?  
  	 Colonel Sapt. 
2. What has he just heard?  
  	 He has just heard the Duke�s plan for killing the King and hiding the body. 
3. Why does he think Rassendyll will still be King after a year?  
  	 Because the Duke�s plan is very clever and he will kill the King whether he is attacked by a  
     small group or a large one. 

Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 
 

1. The Ruritanian Six Men visit Rassendyll at Tarlenheim. 
    The Ruritanian Three Men visit Rassendyll at Tarlenheim. 

Chapter  � 

Answer the following questions: 

1. What three pieces of news arrive at Tarlenheim the next day?  
  	 The people of Strelsau heard that the King was badly injured while hunting. The Duke thought  
      he was badly injured. The Princess ordered Marshall Strakencz to take her to Tarlenheim to see the King. 
2. Why do Rassendyll and the others go to the castle at night? 
 	 They want to see it so that they can make plans to rescue the King. 
3. Why does Rassendyll kill Max Holf?  
   	 He is guarding the King�s prison. Rassendyll kills him because this is a war for the King's  
      life and Max is working for the enemy. 
4. Why do the seven gentlemen go with Rassendyll, Sapt and Fritz to the castle?    
    What do they do?  
  	 They go to protect the horses and the others in case the Duke�s men attack They fight with  
      the Duke�s men (and three of them are killed). 
5. Who gets killed in the fight in the woods? Who gets away?  
  	 Two of the Duke�s Six Men get killed, Lauengram and Krafstein. Three of Rassendyll�s men  
      get killed also. Rupert Hentzau escapes. 
6. Why were Rassendyll's bags found at a train station near Zenda?                   

    Why is the Chief of Police looking for Mr Rassendyll?  
   	 Rassendyll had sent the bags ahead to the station on the morning of the day he met the   
       King in the woods. He never went to the station to get them because he was pretending to    
       be the King. The Chief of Police is looking for Rassendyll because he has disappeared.          
       (His family has not heard from him.) 
7. Rassendyll meets Rupert the next day while they are out riding. What plan  
    does Rupert offer to Rassendyll?  
   	 He offers to help him attack the castle. But Sapt, Fritz, Michael and the King must all die.  
       Then Rassendyll can stay as King and Rupert will be given a reward (money). 
8. Why is Antoinette de Mauban being kept as a prisoner of the Duke?  
   	 He discovered that she helped Rassendyll in the summer house. He cannot trust her now.  

9. A doctor has been brought to see the real King in his prison. Why doesn't     
    Duke Michael let the doctor leave?  
  	 Because the doctor would tell people that the King is a prisoner. 
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10. Why does Rassendyll ask Antoinette de Mauban to cry out for help at two   
       o’clock in the morning?  
   	 So the Duke will go to help her. At the same time Johann will open the front door to let in   
      Sapt and Fritz with their men. 
11. Why does Rupert Hentzau swim across the moat to go back to the mansion?  
     Why doesn’t he use the drawbridge?  
   	 The drawbridge has been pulled up for the night. He is doing something secret, so he     
       does not use the bridge. 

Read the quotations and answer the questions. 
 

“Go back to Strelsau and tell the Ambassador what you know. I’ll look into this for you.” 
 

1. Who does Rassendyll say this to? 
   	 Rassendyll says this to the Chief of Police of Strelsau. 
2. What is it that Rassendyll will look into? 
   	 Rassendyll will look into the case of the missing Englishman Mr. Rassendyll. 

3. Why doesn’t he want the Chief of Police to investigate about the missing man? 
  	 Because he might find out that Rassendyll is pretending to be the King. 
 

“I hear there are new servants at the castle.  
Do these servants know the King’s a prisoner there?” 

 

1. Who says this to Johann? 
   	 Rassendyll says it. 
2. What does Johann answer? 
   	 He answers that the servants do not know that the prisoner is the King. 

3. Why is that important? 
 	  Rassendyll wants to know if the servants will think he is the King (and obey him or                           

     surrender to him when he attacks the castle). 

 “He makes me angry. I nearly killed him myself last night. Think carefully about my plan.” 
 

1. Who says this to Rassendyll? 
   	 Rupert Hentzau says this. 
2. Who is the person talking about? 
   	 He is talking about Duke Michael. 
3. What is the person’s plan? 
   	 He will help Rassendyll attack the castle. Hentzau will decide the time. But Sapt, Fritz,     
      Michael and the real King must all die. Then Rassendyll will remain King and Hentzau will  
      have a reward (and escape). 

Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 
 

1. Max Holf sees Rassendyll near the pipe. 
    �  Max Holf doesn't see Rassendyll near the Pipe. 
2. One of Rassendyll's men calls out," They've got me, Rupert!" 
    �  One of the Duke's men calls out>>>>.. 
3. Two of Rassendyll's men are killed. 
    �  Three of Rassendyll's men are killed. 
4. Rassendyll tells Johann to open the front door of the mansion at midnight. 
    �  Rassendyll tells Johann to open the front door of the mansion at two o'clock in the morning. 
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Chapter  
 

Answer the following questions: 

1. Where does Rassendyll wait for it to be two o’clock?  
   	 He waits by the drawbridge gate next to the castle. 

2. Rassendyll has asked Antoinette to cry for help at two o’clock. Why does  she do it earlier?  
  	 Because she is being attacked by Rupert. He wants to punish her for writing to Rassendyll. 

3. Why does Rassendyll kill De Gautet with a sword and not with a gun? 
   	 Because he doesn�t want to make any noise and attract other people. 

4. How does Rassendyll get the keys to the King's prison?  
   	 He takes them from De Gautet�s clothes after he kills him. 
5. Who gets killed in the first room of the King's prison?  
    Who gets killed in the room where the King is? Who gets wounded?   
 	 Bersoni gets killed in the first room. In the room where the King is, the doctor is killed by     

     Detchard, and Detchard is killed by Rassendyll. The King and Rassendyll are both wounded. 

6. Why doesn't the King fight Detchard directly? How does he help Rassendyll?  
   	The King is weak from illness and in chains. He can�t move much because of the chains.   
      He helps Rassendyll by pushing a chair into Detchard as he is fighting. (This makes him   
      lose his balance and fall over the doctor�s body. Then it is easy for Rassendyll to kill him.) 
7. Who kills the Duke?  
   	 Rupert Hentzau. 

8. Why does Rupert ride away instead of fighting Rassendyll?  
  	 Because Fritz comes with a gun and Rupert knows he can�t fight both of them. (A gun can  
      kill from a distance. Fritz can kill Rupert from a distance before Rupert can kill Rassendyll with a sword.) 
9. How does the boy make a problem for Sapt, Fritz and Rassendyll?  
    Why does Sapt tell the Princess to come alone to see the King behind the tree?  
   	 The boy runs out and says the King is behind the tree, but Strakencz and the Princess     
       think that the King is in the castle. Sapt has a problem to explain this. He asks the         
       Princess to come alone because he doesn�t want Marshal Strakencz to know about Rassendyll. 
10. Why does Sapt have the real King taken from his prison with his face covered?  
     What do Sapt’s men and the servants think happened to the King and to the prisoner?  
     Why does Rassendyll wait in the forest until dark to go to the castle?  
  	. Sapt doesn�t want his men or the servants to see who the prisoner really is.  
   	. They think that the King was wounded in the fight to rescue the prisoner, and that the      
       prisoner went after Rupert Hentzau.                  
   	. Rassendyll waits until he can go into the castle under the cover of dark. He doesn�t want anyone to see him. 
11. How does Rassendyll teach the King how to be a real king?  
  	 He takes his responsibilities as King seriously and tries to run the country well. He risks his  
      own life to rescue the King, could have remained King. 
12. What does Rassendyll mean when he writes “Nobody knew where Rupert had  
      disappeared to, and the thought of the man who had almost beaten me still  
      makes my heart beat louder in my chest”?  
  	 It means when he thinks of Rupert he gets excited or angry. He wishes he could find him and fight him. 

13. Do you think Rassendyll was right to pretend to be the King for the coronation?   
     Was he right to continue to pretend to be the King for so long?  
  	 Yes, because nobility and chivalry had pushed him to do so. 
14. Why doesn't Rassendyll remain the King? If he was a wiser and better ruler     
       than the real King, would it be wrong for him to remain King?  
  	 Because it was not his right to do so, it is the people's will. 
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15. What does Rassendyll learn from his adventures?  
   	 He learns responsibility and honour. 

Read the quotations and answer the questions. 
 

“This woman’s been writing secret letters to Rassendyll! She needs to be punished!” 
 

1. Who says this to whom? 
   	  Rupert Hentzau says this to Duke Michael. 
2. Who is “this woman”? 
    	  .This woman/ is Antoinette de Mauban. 
3. What is the speaker doing while saying this? 
    	  He is attacking Antoinette and fighting with Duke Michael. 

“Dead! That’s good. Then I’m your leader now. Put down your weapons and do as I say.” 
 

1. Who says this to whom? 
   	  Rupert Hentzau says this to the Duke�s servants (standing near the door of the mansion). 
2. Where is the speaker? 
   	  He is standing on the drawbridge (between the mansion and castle). 
3. Do the people obey him? What happens? 
  	  No, they don�t obey him. They let Madame de Mauban try to shoot him. 

 “Why didn’t you follow my plan? We could have worked well together.” 
1. Who says this to whom? 
   	  Rupert Hentzau says this to Rassendyll. 

2.  Where are they and what has just happened? 
  	  They are in the forest near the castle. Rupert has killed the Duke; Rassendyll has killed the      
      others of the Six Men and rescued the King. 
3. What was the plan that wasn't followed? 
  	  Rassendyll would attack when Rupert said to. The King, the Duke, Sapt, and Fritz would all die.    
      Rassendyll would remain the King and Hentzau would be rewarded. 
 

 “I hoped that tomorrow, you’d come with me to Strelsau and tell everyone about the brave things that 
you’ve done, but Sapt tells me that this isn’t possible.” 

1. Who says this to whom? 
   	  The (real) King says this to Rassendyll. 
2. Where are they? 
   	  They are in a bedroom in the mansion. 

3. What do these words tell you about the speaker’s character and the speaker’s     

     relationship with Sapt? 
  	  The speaker perhaps does not have good judgment. He depends a lot on Sapt. He needs Sapt to give him advice.  

Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 
 

1. Antoinette calls for help at the appointed time. 
    �  Antoinette calls for help earlier than the appointed time. 
2. When Rassendyll enters the prison, De Gautet and Hentzau are there. 
    �  When Rassendyll enters the prison, De Gautet and the doctor are there. 
3. Rassendyll does not wound Rupert before he escapes. 
    �  Rassendyll wounds Rupert before he escapes. 

4. Rassendyll spends the day in the mansion in the room with the King. 
    �  Rassendyll spends the day in the castle where the king is imprisoned. 

5. Back home, Rassendyll agrees to work with Sir Jaccob Borrodaile. 
    �  Back home, Rassendyll refuses to work with Sir>> 
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Practice Test 1 
 

A) Answer the following questions: 
 

1- What is the setting (time and place) of The Prisoner of Zenda? 
  	  The setting is Europe in the 19th century. 
2- How old is Rudolf when the events of the story start?  
  	  Rudolf is 29 years old. 
3- According to Rose, how is Rudolf Rassendyll different from his brother Robert? 

  	  Rudolf is different because he does not take his duties to society seriously. He doesn4t work. 
4- Mention three skills that Rudolf Rassendyll has.  
  	  He can speak several languages (German, French, Spanish, Italian), he can ride a   

       horse and he can fight with a sword. 
 

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions: 
 

"Why should I do anything? I have nearly enough money to do anything I want to (no one ever has quite enough 
money to do that, of course), and I enjoy an important position in society." 

1- Who said this?   
   	  Rudolf Rassendyll said this. 
2- To whom was it said?   
  	  It was said to Rose Rassendyll / his sister-in-law. 
3- Do you agree that people who have a lot of money should do nothing?                
    Explain your point of view. 
  	  No, everyone should have something to do because work makes man an important person. 
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 
1- Rudolf Rassendyll told Rose he was going to go walking in the West Indies. 

    	  Rudolf Rassendyll told Rose he was going to go walking in the Alps. 
2- The King invited Rassendyll to stay with his family in Strelsau. 
   	  Johann invited Rassendyll to stay with his family in Strelsau.  
   	  The King invited Rassendyll to have dinner with him in the hunting lodge. 

 

Practice Test 2 
 

A) Answer the following questions: 
 

1- Why wasn't Rassendyll as sick as the King was? 

  	  He only ate one cake so he ate less poison./ ...didn4t eat much poison. 
2- Why did Fritz and Sapt lock up Johann's mother with the King? 
  	  They locked her up so that she wouldn4t tell Michael4s men that Rassendyll was   
     pretending to be the King at the coronation. 
3- Why was Rassendyll afraid when he saw Antoinette de Mauban on the balcony? 

   	  He was afraid that she would recognise him and say that he wasn4t the real King. 
4- According to Flavia, how has Rassendyll (the King) changed in his appearance? 

  	  She says that his face is thinner and he acts more serious. 
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B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions: 
 

"I heard that you rode through the old town alone. That surprised me.  
The people there must really have appreciated what you did." 

 

1- Who said this?   
  	  Princess Flavia said this. 
2- To whom was it said?  
  	  It was said to the Rassendyll / the pretend King. 
3- Why did the people appreciate this action? 
 	  It showed the people that the King cared about them and trusted them. 
 

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 
1- The rich people who had always lived well would support the Duke. 
  	  The rich people who had always lived well would support the King. 
2- Sapt and Fritz believed that Rassendyll had poisoned the King. 
  	  Sapt and Fritz believed that Duke Michael had poisoned the King. 

Practice Test 3 
A) Answer the following questions: 
1- Why couldn't the Duke say anything about Rassendyll even though he knew        
        Rassendyll was not the King? 
 	  He couldn4t say anything because he would have to admit that he had kidnapped the real King. 
2- How did Sapt explain Rassendyll's injured finger to Freyler? 

  	  Sapt told Freyler that Rassendyll had caught his finger in a door. 
3- Why was Rassendyll keen on getting the people of Ruritania to like him more    
     than they liked the Duke? 
 	  He thought that if there was a fight between him and the Duke, the people would  
    support him (the LKingM). 
4- Why couldn't the Duke ever become King unless he married Flavia? 
  	  The Duke4s mother wasn4t royal, so by law/legally he couldn4t become King         
        unless he married Princess Flavia. 

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions: 
 

"You do know that Michael will be very angry. Is that a good idea?" 
1- Who said this?   
  	  Princess Flavia said this. 
2- To whom was it said?   
 	  It was said to Rassendyll (the King). 
3- What was it that would make Michael very angry? 
 	  Rassendyll didn4t ask Michael to come into the room and he can4t enter without   
    the King4s permission. 
 

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 
1- Freyler was Sapt's farmer.   
  	  Freyler was Sapt4s servant. 
2- Rassendyll was worried when the French prince asked him a question which       

     he could not answer. 
 	  Rassendyll was worried when the French ambassador asked him a question which  
    he could not answer. 
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Practice Test 4 
A) Answer the following questions: 
1- Rassendyll has never liked responsibilities. Now he has many. What responsibilities  
    does he have?  

 	  He has to run the country and rescue the real King. 
2- Why does Rassendyll become good at pretending he has forgotten rules or           
     people he has met? 

 	  He has to do this so that people will still think he is the real King. 
3- Rassendyll tells the Princess that when he was younger, he thought he didn't     
    need to worry about society.  Why does he say this?  

	  He is forgetting to pretend to be the King. He is thinking of his own youth. 
4- How does the Princess react to Rassendyll's recalling that he thought he had     
     no need to worry about society? 
 	  She is surprised because he always knew he would be King, so he should expect to  
    have responsibilities. 
B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions: 

 

"It would be very useful for Michael if you disappeared. And if you disappear, the game's over." 
 

1- Who says this?  

 	  Colonel Sapt says this. 
2- Why does the speaker say this? 

  	  He is explaining why he has men guarding Rassendyll everywhere he goes. 
3- What game would be over if the person disappeared? Explain. 
 	  The game is Rassendyll pretending to be King. If he disappeared, Duke Michael   
    would kill the real King and make himself King. 
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 
1- No one goes into the castle without Michael's or Sapt's permission. 
 	  No one goes into the castle without Michael4s or Rupert4s permission. 
2- The letter from Antoinette tells the King to come to the summer house with a friend. 
 	  The letter from Antoinette tells the King to come to the summer house alone. 

 

Practice Test 5 
 

A) Answer the following questions: 
1- What is the reason Rassendyll claims is the cause of his handwriting being        
 different from the King's? 
 	  He claims that his hand still hurts from his injury so he can4t write as well as before. 
2-"The thing I hunt is a very big animal," Rassendyll explains. What is Rassendyll really hunting? 
  	  He is really hunting Duke Michael. 
3- To whom did the large, modern country house called Tarlenheim belong? 
   	  It belonged to a relative of Fritz. 
4- Rassendyll, Sapt and Fritz took ten brave and strong gentlemen that they           
     trusted to hunt down Michael. What reason did they give to the gentlemen? 
 	  They told the gentlemen that Duke Michael was holding a friend of the King as a prisoner. 
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B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions: 
 

"As you know, his mother was not royal and he can only legally become King if he 
marries the Princess." 

1- Who said this?  

  	  Rassendyll (pretending to be the King) said this. 
2- To whom was it said?  

  	  It was said to Marshal Strakencz. 
3- Who cannot become King unless he marries the Princess?  

 	  Duke Michael / The Duke of Strelsau cannot become King unless he marries the Princess. 
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 
1- The owner's wife at the inn thought that Rassendyll was the King.  

  	  The owner4s daughter at the inn thought that Rassendyll was the King. 
2- Of the Six Men, four of them were Ruritanians. 

 	  Of the Six Men, three of them were Ruritanians. 

Practice Test 6 
 

A) Answer the following questions: 
1- What did Johann tell Rassendyll about the real King's condition?  
  	  He told him the King was ill and weak. 
2- Why does Rassendyll say he was forced to stab Max Holf to death? 
  	  It was war. He had to do it to rescue the King. 
3- What did the Chief of Police in Strelsau tell Rassendyll (the King) about what     
     they had learned about the real Rassendyll? 
  	  They had found his bags at the train station and they thought he was travelling    
     with Madame de Mauban. 
4- Why was Michael keeping Madame de Mauban as a prisoner in his castle? 

  	  Because he knew that she had warned Rassendyll at the summer house. 
 

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions: 
 

"He's not a good man. He makes me angry. 
 I nearly killed him myself last night. Think carefully about my plan." 

1- Who said this?  
  	  Rupert Hentzau said this. 
2- To whom was it said?   
 	  It was said to Rassendyll. 
3- What is the speaker's plan? 
  	  He will help Rassendyll attack the castle. But Sapt, Fritz, the King and the Duke  
    must die. Rassendyll will remain King and Rupert will get a reward. 
 

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 
1- Max Holf is Johann's uncle.  
   	  Max Holf is Johann4s brother. 
2- Mr Featherly from Paris believed Rudolph Rassendyll was travelling with Flavia. 
   	  Mr Featherly from Paris believed Rudolf Rassendyll was travelling with         
     Antoinette de Mauban. 
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Review AReview AReview AReview A 

 

Answer the following questions: 
 

1. Why was Rose angry with Rudolf at breakfast? 
    � She was angry because Rudolf didn’t want to work or have any responsibilities. 
2. Why did Rassendyll decide to go to Ruritania? 
  � He wanted to see the coronation of the new King of Ruritania. 

3. Why did the innkeeper like Duke Michael more than the King?  

   �  Duke Michael had always lived in Ruritania and cared about the people.  
      The King had lived abroad and the people didn’t know him. 
4. How could the old castle of Zenda be reached? How could the mansion be reached? 
   � The old castle could be reached only by a drawbridge. The mansion could be reached by a road. 
 

Read the following quotation, then answer the questions: 
 

“The King likes to live well. Let’s say he prefers eating to action, but he’s a kind 
man and he’s our King. We’d do anything for him.” 

 

1. Who does Fritz say this to? 
   � Fritz to Rassendyll. 
2. In what way is the King like the listener? 
  � They both like to live well and not to work. 
3. How does the King’s character cause a problem for him that night? 
  � He likes to eat too much and he ate a lot of the poisoned cakes the Duke Michael sent. 
 

Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 
 

1. George Featherly took the same train as Rassendyll from Paris to Ruritania. 
   �  Antoinette de Mauban took the same train as Rassendyll from Paris to Ruritania. 
2. Fritz’'s brother was Lord Burlesdon. 
    � Rassendyll’s brother was Lord Burlesdon. 

Review BReview BReview BReview B    
Answer the following questions: 
 

1. Why did Duke Michael poison the King? 
    � He didn’t want him to be crowned King the next day. / He wanted to         
     prevent him from going to the coronation. 
2. How long did Rassendyll expect to pretend to be the King? 
    �  He expected to pretend to be the King for one day / until midnight. 
3. Why was Sapt anxious when Rassendyll rode through the old part of town alone? 
    � Sapt thought the people in the old part of town might hurt him because they didn’t like the King. 
4. How did Rassendyll and Sapt get a permit to leave the city? 
    �  Sapt was able to copy the King’s signature onto a form. 
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Read the following quotation, then answer the questions: 
 

“Nervous. I’m not made of stone, you know.” 
 

1. Who said this to whom? 
   �  Rassendyll to Sapt. 
2. Where were they when this was said?  
   �  They were in/near Strelsau. / They were approaching the train station in Strelsau. 
3. Why was the speaker nervous? 
   �  He was afraid people would realise that he was not the real King. 
Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 
 

1. Rassendyll had to go to Dresden and pretend to be the King. 
    �  Rassendyll had to go to Strelsau and pretend to be the King. 
2. Rassendyll found the dead body of the King in the hunting lodge cellar. 
    �  Rassendyll found the dead body of Josef in the hunting lodge cellar. 

Review CReview CReview CReview C    
Answer the following questions: 
 

1. How did Duke Michael know that Rassendyll was not the real King? 
   � Duke Michael knew that the real King had been poisoned and was at the    
      hunting lodge. / His men (must have) sent him a message that the King    
      was asleep at the hunting lodge. 
2. Why did the men who came to the lodge have spades with them? 
   � They had spades because they were going to bury Josef’s body. 
3. Why did Rassendyll continue to pretend to be the King after the coronation day? 
   �  Because the real King was missing from the lodge/taken by Michael’s men. 
4. Who is Detchard? 
   � Detchard is an Englishman who is one of Duke Michael’s special soldiers/Six Men. 
 

Read the following quotation, then answer the questions: 
 

“Brother, I’m so sorry. I didn’t know you were waiting, otherwise I’d have asked you in sooner.” 
 

1. Where were they when Rassendyll said this to Michael? 
  �  They were at Princess Flavia’s palace. 
2. Why didn’t Michael go into the room before he was asked? 
    �  He couldn’t go into the room without the King’s permission . 
3. Why didn’t Rassendyll ask him to come into the room sooner?  
   � He didn’t know that Michael needed the King’s permission.  
     (He pretended to the Princess that he had forgotten the rule.) 
Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:  
 

1. Fritz and Rassendyll rode to the palace to see Madame Antoinette. 
   � Fritz and Rassendyll rode to the palace to see Princess Flavia. 
2. Rassendyll and Josef rode from Strelsau to the hunting lodge to get the King. 
    � Rassendyll and Sapt rode from Strelsau to the hunting lodge to get the King. 
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Review DReview DReview DReview D    
 Answer the following questions: 
1. Why did Rassendyll remember Rose's words about responsibilities when he       
     left Princess Flavia’s palace? 
  � Because he suddenly realised that he had always wanted a quiet life but        

      now he had many responsibilities and he wondered how he had got into that situation. 
2. What did Antoinette tell Rassendyll when he went to the summer house? 
  � She told him that Michael’s men were planning to kill him there and that he   
     must leave before they came. 
3. How did Sapt react when Rassendyll almost told Princess Flavia the truth of who he was? 
  � Sapt’s face was angry but he calmly told Rassendyll that someone was waiting to see him.   
4. What did Sapt want Rassendyll to do at the ball? 
  � Sapt wanted Rassendyll to propose to Princess Flavia. 
Read the following quotation, then answer the questions: 
 

“You do not know me, but I do not want you to fall into the power of the Duke.” 
1. Who wrote these words in a letter? 
    � Antoinette de Mauban wrote these words. 
2. Who was the letter addressed to? 
   � The letter was addressed to Princess Flavia. 
3. What advice did the letter give? 
   � The letter said that she should not accept any invitation from Duke                
      Michael and that she should not go anywhere without many guards. 
 

Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 
 

1. The Duke spoke to Rassendyll through the summer house door. 
  � Detchard spoke to Rassendyll through the summer house door. 
2. Rassendyll asked Marshal Strelsau to protect Princess Flavia from the Duke. 
  � Rassendyll asked Marshal Strankencz to protect Princess Flavia from the Duke. 

Review EReview EReview EReview E    
Answer the following questions: 
1. Where was Bernenstein when he was shot? 
   � Bernenstein was alone in the woods near the house at Tarlenheim. 
2. Why did the King's prison have a large stone pipe leading to the moat? 
     �  If the Duke killed the King, he would put his body into the moat through the pipe. 
3. Why do you think Johann was willing to act as a spy for Rassendyll? 
   � Because he didn’t like the Duke. / Because he was paid a lot of money.   
4. What happened at the house at Tarlenheim on the night Rassendyll’'s  men   attacked the castle? 
  � There was music and bright lights so that it looked like there was a ball. 
Read the following quotation, then answer the questions: 

 

“That will leave two men alive: you and me. You’ll stay as the King and I’ll have a reward.” 
1. Who said this to Rassendyll? 
  � Rupert Hentzau said this. 
2. What was the plan that the person suggested?  

  � He suggested that he set the time for an attack on the castle, but Sapt,               
     Fritz, the King and the Duke must all die.  
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3. Why do you think Rassendyll refused this plan? 
  � Because he knew this was morally wrong. / Because he had a duty to           
     rescue the King. / Because he knew he couldn’t trust Rupert. 
Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:  

1. Detchard stabbed Rassendyll in the shoulder. 
  � Hentzau stabbed Rassendyll in the shoulder. 
2. When the King was sick in his prison, Princess Flavia helped to take care of him. 
   � When the King was sick in his prison, Antoinette de Mauban helped to take care of him. 

        Review FReview FReview FReview F    
 Answer the following questions: 
1. Why did Rupert attack Antoinette? 
 � Rupert attacked Antoinette because he learnt that she had been writing to Rassendyll. 
2. What two people were with the King when Rassendyll entered the King's prison room? 
  � Detchard and the doctor were with the King. 
3. Why do you think Michael’'s servants did not put down their weapons           

     when Rupert told them to? 
 � They were loyal to the Duke, who had just been killed. / They knew that Rupert  
    was not their boss. / They were angry that Rupert had killed the Duke. 
4. Why did Rassendyll stay in the woods after the fight at the castle? 
  � He didn’t want anyone to see him because they would think he was the King. 
Read the following quotation, then answer the questions: 

“You could have become an ambassador yourself one day! If you don’t go, you’ll never be anyone important!” 
1. Who said this to Rassendyll?  
 � His sister-in-law Rose said this. 
2. Where did the person want him to go and why? 
 � She wanted him to go to Ruritania to be the assistant to the new British ambassador. 
3. Why didn’t Rassendyll want to do what the person wanted? 
 � He didn’t want to be an ambassador because he had already been a king. / He knew it                 

     would cause problems for him to be in Ruritania because he looked so much like the King. 
Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it: 

1. The King had seen the Princess with Sapt, and Rupert Hentzau returned to Strelsau.  
 � The King had seen the Princess with Sapt, and Marshal Strakencz returned to Strelsau.    
2. Max was helping the Duke, so he could not open the door for Sapt and his men. 
 � Johann was helping the Duke, so he could not open the door for Sapt and his men. 
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1- Rose is a very persuasive \ influential character \ person. Illustrate. 
   Rose has a way of asking people to do things which is impossible to refuse. She could   
  persuade Rassendyll to accept the new job as an attaché with the sir Jacob Borrodaile. 
 

 

2- Although they are brothers Rudolf Rassendyll and Robert Rassendyll have         
    different personalities\ They are not alike. Discuss. 
    Rudolf Rassendyll has red hair and straight nose while his brother Rubert hasn't. Rudolf    
   hasn't a position and as a result he hasn't has responsibilities.  
 

3- What are the strengths and weakness of Rudolf Rassendyll? 
    His strengths are: well- educated, intelligent, nobleman, compassionate,                        

                              kind, brave warrior, honourable and trustworthy. 
    His weaknesses are: lack of ambition, dependent on his family wealth. 
 

4- What features of Elphberg were possessed by Rudolf Rassendyll? 
      Red hair and straight nose. 

 

5- Although they are brothers Rudolf the fifth and Duke Michael, have different    

    personalities. \ They are not alike. Illustrate. 
    Rudolf the fifth has red hair whereas the Duke has black hair. Rudolf the fifth prefers    
   hunting and good food whereas the Duke likes actions and has ambitions to be King. 
 

6- What are the similarities and the differences between the real King  
    ( Rudolf Elphberg) and  the pretend King ( Rudolf Rassendyll )? 
    Both of them have red hair and they both prefer the easy life. 
    Rassendyll is clever and adventures whereas the real King is lazy and naïve. 
 

7- Sapt is very influential\dominant on the real King. Discuss. 
    The real king is very dependent on Sapt. Illustrate. 
   The real King can't make any decision without returning to Sapt. When they met Rassendyll in  
  the forest for the first time the King accepted Sapt's opinion that Rassendyll mustn't go to  
  Strelsau because of the great resemblance between them. Even at the end of the story the real    
  King hoped that Rassendyll would go to Strelsau to tell the people the truth but Sapt Refused. 
 

8- The King was gluttonous\ insatiable. How? 
    The real king's gluttony for food put him in critical situation. How? 
   Although the real King ate too much at dinner, he ate the poisoned cakes that were sent  
  by the Duke hungrily and that made him ill and he was about to lose his throne but for Rassendyll. 
 

9- Fate helped the real King in keeping his throne. Illustrate. 
     Fate played an important role in the real King's life. Illustrate. 
   The fate pushed Rassendyll to go to Zenda to visit the old castle and then to the forest to  
   meet the real King. Rassendyll looked exactly like the real King. That resemblance     
   helped Rassendyll to impersonate the real King when he was poisoned by the Duke. 
 

10- Rassendyll succeeded in correcting the picture of the real King in the Ruritanian        
      people's minds. How? 
  Rassendyll could make himself popular with the Ruritanian people when he entered the   
 old part of town alone to gain the trust of the poor who lived there. Also Rassendyll never   
 was a distant king. He cared about his people and their problems. 
 

Questions for the toppers 
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11- Rassendyll visited Princess Flavia twice in her house. Each time he made a big\  
     gross mistake. What were they? 
  The first time he visited her was after the coronation and on that time he made a big mistake  

                when he didn't allow the Duke to enter the room and he kept him waiting for so long. 
  The second time was at the ball which was arranged to ask Flavia for marriage. There he        

                told Flavia that he when he was younger, he didn't think he needed to       

                worry about society and that was someone else's job. 
 

12- The Duke sent Rassendyll two offers\proposals to stop pretending to be a king.     
      With whom were the two offers sent and what were they? 
   The first offer was with Detchard at the summer house. In that offer the Duke offered   
                 Rassendyll 50,000 English pounds and a safe journey to the border. 
   The second offer was with Rubert Henztau at Tarlenheim. In that offer the Duke offered    
                 Rassendyll one million pieces of gold and a safe journey to the border. 

                           Rassendyll refused both offers. 
 

13- Rassendyll owned his life to the iron table. Illustrate. 
     Rassendyll had a fine story with the iron table. Illustrate. 
     At the summer house when the Duke's men attacked Rassendyll to kill him, Rassendyll    
   used an ironed table as shield to protect himself from the Duke's men's bullets. Besides,  
   he used that table to push them all on the stairs and he could escape death. 
 

14- Rupert made an offer with Rassendyll to help him attack the castle. What was it? 
     What was the only condition that could make Rupert help Rassendyll attack the castle? 
     Rupert offered to help Raasendyll attack the castle but the King, the Duke, Sapt and Fritz  
   must be killed. Rassendyll would be King forever and Rupert would take a big reward. 

 

15- Rassendyll made an offer with Johann to make him work as a spy. What was it? 

    He offered him 50, 000 pieces of gold. 
 

16-  Princess Flavia received two letters. From whom ? And about what were they? 
   The first letter was from Duke Michael. In that letter Michael invited Flavia to visit Zenda. 
   The second letter was from Antointte de Mauban. In that letter Antoinette warned Flavia     
                  not to accept the Duke's invitation to visit Zenda. 
 

17- Why was the dispute\ war between Rassendyll and the Duke strange? 
      It was strange that the King's brother (Miacheal) wanted to kill his brother and a stranger  
    (Rassendyll) wanted to save the King.  

 

18- What were Antoinette's, Johann's and Sapt's roles in Rassendyll's plan for attacking the castle? 
    How could Rassendyll draw the attention away from the castle at the night of the attack? 
   Antoinettee would cry out at two o'clock in the morning asking Duke Michael for help.  
   Johan would open the main gate of the mansion for Rassendyll and his men. Sapt would  
   enter the mansion and attack the servants and the Duke there. 
 

19- What was the camouflage Rassendyll made at the night of the attack? 
   The house at Tarlenheim was to be filled with lights and music so that people believed they   
  were having a ball. 
 

20- Sapt and Fritz had two different characters. Illustrate. 
    Sapt was wise and well-organised whereas Fritz was rush and outgoing. 
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21- How could Rassendyll revenge on Rupert's ? 
   - How could Rassendyll leave a mark\remembrance to Rupert that he would never forget? 
      When Rassendyll ran after Rupert at the end of the story, he attacked Rupert and he      
     could cut his cheek. 

 

22- Luck helped Rassendyll twice to escape death in Zenda. Illustrate. 
    The first time was at the real King's prison when Detchard was about to kill him         
                   but for Detchard's falling over the doctor's body. 
     The second time was at the forest when Rupert was about to kill him but for Fritz's     
                    arrival at the right time. 
 

 

23- Rupert Hentzau proved to be cunning, foxy, sneaky, bloody, and catty. Illustrate. 
    - Rupert proved to be sly\cunning\furtive whereas Rassendyll proved to be naïve. Illustrate. 
   When he met Rassendyll at the Tarlenheim house, Rupert tricked Rassendyll by asking   
  him that he wanted to shake hands with him. When Rassendyll allowed him to do that,   
  Rupert stabbed Rassendyll in his shoulder and ran away. 

 

24- Rupert visited Rassendyll at the Tarlenheim house twice.  
- What was the message of\in each visit? What was the purpose of each visit? 

   The first visit was an apology visit. The Duke sent Rupert to apologize to the King for not     
               visiting him or inviting him to the castle because the Duke and most of his   
               men had dangerous illness. 
  The second visit was an offer visit. The Duke sent Rupert to offer Rassendyll a safe         

               journey to the border and a million pieces of gold to leave Ruritania. 
  

25- What was Micheal's plan to get rid of Rassendyll, Sapt, Fritz and the real King? 
At the summer house where Michael's men could kill Rassendyll. Then Rassendyll's 
body would be taken to the old town where it would be found. Sapt and Fritz would be 
arrested for murdering Rassendyll, finally a messenger would be sent to castle to tell 
the Duke's men to kill the King. However, Rassendyll could escape from that trap. 
 

26- What precautions did Michael take to fortify\ protect the castle from any attack? 
He put the real King chained in a far room underground. Tat room had a small window 
that was connected with a stone pipe. The pipe led down to the moat. If the castle was 
attacked by small or large group of people, Detchard would kill the King and the body 
would be put down the moat and the chains would keep the body down water. 
 

27- What was Michael's plan for getting rid of the King after killing him? 
If the castle was attacked by small or large group of people, Detchard would go and 
kill the King, then the body of the dead King would be put down into the moat. The 
weight of the King's chains takes the body to the bottom of the moat. 

 

28-  Micheal's invitations were false\ tricks\traps. Illustrate\ Give examples. 

All Michael's invitations were tricks. His invitation to his brother, the real King, to the 
hunting lodge was merely a trap to kidnap\abduct the King. His invitation to Antoinette 
to visit the castle was also a trap to imprison her there and not to move because he 
discovered that she helped Rassendyll at the summer house. In addition, his invitation 
to Princess Flavia to visit the castle was also a trick to kidnap her to force her to marry him. 
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29- Who wanted all lost all\had nothing. How did these words match with Michael? 
Michael wanted everything, he wanted to be crowned a King instead of his brother, he 
wanted also to marry Flavia because his mother was not royal. He also wanted to keep 
Antoinette with him even if he married Flavia. He wanted power, love;etc but at the 
end he died on the hand of one of his men, Rupert, without achieving anything. 
 

30- In which situation did Sapt think of killing Michael? What stopped him? 
  - Sapt was about to shoot Michael. When and what stopped him? 

At the fork in Zenda while Sapt and Rassendyll were hiding in the trees waiting to 
Michael and Max decide which way to take. When the Duke thought that he heard 
something, Sapt prepared his gun to shoot if they were discovered. 
Sapt realized that it would not have helped the King at that moment so he put his gun away. 
 

31- In which situation did Rassendyll prove that he was acting his role as a King          

     skillfully\ that no one could recognize him even the closest friends? 
When he and Sapt returned back from Zenda to the King's palace, Fritz was sleeping 
guarding the King's bedroom. When Fritz woke up he could not recognize Rassendyll 
and he thought him the real King. 
 

32- Why do you think Sapt told the King that Rassendyll could go to Strelsau and  
       tell the people about the brave things he did, was not possible? 

Sapt wanted to benefit from the good picture; Rassendyll had drawn in the people's 
minds. He wanted to give these merits to the real King. 

 

33- Rassendyll told Rose that he was going to write a book about social problems  
      in the country, but he didn't, what did Rudolf Rassendyll really write about? 

He wrote about his adventures in Ruritania. 
 

34-  Duke Micheal was not clever at hiding his feelings. Give two examples? 
When the Duke saw Rassendyll (as a King) at the coronation, his face became white. 
When he went to congratulate Rassendyll (as a King), he congratulated him coldly. 
When Rassendyll forgot to allow him to enter when they were at Flavia's palace, the 
Duke couldn't hide his anger. 
 

35- Wars have no morals\have no mercy. Illustrate. 
Rassendyll had to kill Max Holf when he saw him sleeping in a boat, guarding the 
stone pipe. He killed him unwillingly because in wars either to kill or to be killed. 
 

36- How could Rassendyll make Sapt agree to meet Antoinette at the summer house? 
    - What made Sapt agree reluctantly to let Rassendyll meet Antoinette at the summer house? 

Rassendyll threatened either to go and meet Antoinette or go back to England and stop 
pretending to be the King. 
 

37- What did Rassendyll insist on doing and Sapt agree reluctantly? 
Rassendyll insisted on going to meet Antoinette at the summer house as she told him in 
her letter to him. Rassendyll threatened either to go and meet Antoinette or go back to 
England and stop pretending to be the King. 
 

38- What did Rassendyll tell his brave men about their mission in Zenda? 
He told them that the Duke had kidnapped one of his friends and kept him prisoner in 
the castle and that their mission was to rescue\set that friend free. 
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39- Why did Rassendyll think\ say that they need a miracle to get the King alive   
      out of the castle? 

Because Johann told them about the Duke's plan for fortifying the castle. If the castle 
was attacked by small or large group of people, the King would be killed and drown 
into the moat through the stone pipe. 
 

40- Which character in the story do you like most\best? Why? 
     I like Princess Flavia. She is very beautiful and charming. She is intelligent and observant  
    as she could recognize some differences between Rudolf Rassendyll and the real King.  
    Besides her people loved her very much which meant she was popular with her people. 

 

41- Rassendyll saved the King's life and the vice versa. Illustrate. 
       Rassendyll could attack the castle and killed the Duke's men who were there and saved  
    the King's life. The King also saved Rassendyll's life when they were inside the prison  
    and while Detchard was about to strike Rassendyll with his sword, the King pushed a  
    chair against Detchard's legs. 
 

42- Why did Detchard smile on cutting Rassendyll's arm during their fight inside   
       the King's prison? 

Because Rassendyll had shot Detchard before on his arm at the summer house so 
Detchard was happy to take his revenge. 

 

43- Both Michael and Antoinette had something in common, what was it? 
Both of them were ambitious\had ambitions. 
 

44- How did Antoinette know about the Duke's ambitions to be King? 
The Duke's servants told Antoinette's servants about the Duke's ambitions and 
Antoinette's servants told her about that. 
 

45- Johann proved to be coward. Illustrate. 
Johann worked with the Duke because he was afraid of him. 
 

46- In which situation was Rassendyll about to tell Flavia about his identity? 
At the ball when Rassendyll made a big mistake when he told Flavia that when he was 
young, he didn't care about society. Instead of correcting his mistake, Rassendyll 
decided to tell Flavia that he was not the King. But Sapt stopped him from doing so. 
 

47- In which situation did Rassendyll really feel sorry for the Duke? 
When the innkeeper told him that the Duke was better than his brother and that the 
Duke should be their King instead. Rassendyll felt sorry for the Duke but it was right 
that the elder brother should be the King. 
 

48- Flavia was of great importance in Michael's plan to be a King. Why? 
      Without marrying Flavia, the Duke couldn't be a King. Why? 

The Duke's mother was not royal so in order to be legally King, the Duke must marry Flavia. 
 

49- Why was Rassendyll's conscience always bothering him? 
       Rassendyll was a man of principles. Illustrate. 

Rassendyll thought that it was not fair to deceive the people of Ruritania and Flavia by 
pretending to be their King. He always wanted to tell them the truth (he was not the real King) 
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50- What favour did Johann do for Rassendyll when they first met? 
Johann invited Rassendyll to stay with his sister and her husband in Strelsau on the coronation day. 
 

51- On his way to Flavia's, in the narrowest streets of the old town, what deed did    
      Rassendyll do that attracted the attention of hundreds of people? 

Rassendyll bought some flowers from a poor girl and he gave her a gold coin. 
 

52- The Ruritanians cared so much about Princess Flavia. Illustrate. 
The Ruritarian people always asked the King to marry the Princess. They were very 
angry when this marriage didn't happy directly after the coronation. 
 

53- As an officer, where did Rassendyll work before? 
He worked as an officer for the Queen's army (the Queen of Britain). 
 

54- Give two reasons for Rassendyll's refusal to work with sir Jaccob in Strelsau? 
The first reason was that he looked exactly like the King of Ruritania. The second reason was 
that he had worked as a King before and he would not accept any job less than that. 

 

55- What did Rassendyll learn from his adventures in Ruritania? 
He learned everything about responsibility and duty. He learnt how to run a country. 

 

56- What did Rassendyll teach the real King? 
He taught him what a true King should be. 
 

57- What moral do we learn from reading the Prisoner of Zenda? 
    We learn that we all have a duty to help other people when we can, and we all become   
   better people for doing so. 
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General Questions 
1- What did Rose blame\scold Rudolf for?  
   She blamed him for being 29 years old and not doing anything useful. 
  

2-How did Rudolf Rassendyll account for his being idle (unemployed)? 
   He said that rich families like the Rassendylls didn't need to do things. He  said he had enough        
  money to do anything he wanted. He had an important    position in society . 
 

3- Despite being jobless\idle, Rudolf was boastful. Discuss. 
He said that he enjoyed an important position in society as his brother was Lord Burlesdon and his 
sister-in-law was a countess. 
  

4-What did Rudolf Rassendyll admit to Rose? How did he justify that? 
      He admitted being lazy. He said the Rassendylls who were rich didn't need  to do things. 
 

5- Why was Rose annoyed when Rudolf was talking about his family? 
 Although Rose's family were rich, they were less important than the Rassendylls. 
 

6- According to Rose, how was Rudolf Rassendyll different from Robert?   
     Besides Rudolf's red hair She said that Robert realised that his position in society had              
   responsibilities, but Rudolf only saw opportunities in his position. 
 

7- Rudolf Rassendyll's family always has an interest in Ruritania. Illustrate. 
   In 1733 Countess Amelia Rassendyll married a member of the Ruritanian 
   royal family, the Elphbergs who had red hair and straight noses. 
 

 8-Whose paintings did Robert (Lord Burlesdon) have on his walls? 
   He had paintings of Countess Amelia Rassendyll and her descendants . 
 

 9- How did the marriage\ affinity of Amelia affect the appearance of Rudolf Rassendyll?  
    Rudolf Rassendyll  was the latest one to have the appearance of the Ruritanian royal family. He had  
  red hair and a straight nose. 
  

10- What was William Rassendyll's advice to anyone passing through Paris? 
     He always said that no one could pass through Paris without spending 24 hours there. 
 

11-Who did Rassendyll call on\visit in Paris? What did they do?  
 He called on his old two friends, George Featherly, who worked at the embassy, and Bertram                 
Bertrand, who was a famous journalist in Paris. 
 

12- Why did the guards at the Ruritanian borders look surprised\amazed when they saw Rassendyll? 
 Because Rassendyll looked exactly as the new King of Ruritania. 
 

13- What do you know about Zenda? 
  Zenda was a Ruritanian city which was 80 kilometres from the capital (Strelsau ) and about 10        
 kilometres from the border .It had hills and a famous castle. 
 

14 – Why did the old woman think the Duke and the king weren't good friends? 
     Because of their competition about the throne as Duke Michael wanted to be king, too. 
 

15- What did Rassendyll's reaction on hearing that Michael wanted to be the king? 
    He felt quite sorry for Michael but it was right that the older brother became the king. 
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16- According to the innkeeper, why was Duke Michael popular with many people in Ruritania unlike his brother? 
   a) Michael always lived in Ruritania and he cared about the people so people loved him 
   b) As for the King, he was almost a stranger. He had been abroad for most of his life and not many   
     people even knew what he looked like.  
   c) He was staying in a hunting lodge in the forest as he liked hunting and good food. 
 

17- Mr. Rudolf has a sense of satisfaction to be lazy sometimes, why? 
   May be because he nearly has enough money to do anything he wants and because that he enjoys  
  an important position in society. 
 

18- Why was Rassendyll covered in water when he woke up? 
    Because Sapt and Fritz threw water over him as it was the only way to wake him up. 
 

19- When did Rassendyll make sure that the king was poisoned? 
      When he bent down and felt the king's pulse which was very weak and slow. 
 

20- Why was the guard at Zenda station surprised when he saw Rassendyll (as a King)? 
       How could Sapt comfort him? What did he tell him? 
      Because the King (Rassendyll) and his men were earlier an hour than the appointed time. Sapt told   
     the guard that the King had changed their plan. 
 

21- What did they do with Johann's mother who was watching them? 
   Johann's mother was watching them when they were hiding the king so they locked her in the         
   cellar with the king and told Josef to let her out later. 
 

22- How did this gap between the rich and the poor affect the new king? 
    The rich would support the new king because they knew that nothing would change. The poor didn't  
   like the new king so they would support Duke Michael. 
 

23- Why did the poor people support Duke Michael? 
    As he told them he wanted things to be different and gave them hope for better future. 
 

24- What did Rassendyll realize about that poor area of the city? 
      He knew that this area wouldn't be safe for the future king. 
 

25-What did Rassendyll think when the Marshal said to him "It's better this way." 
     He thought that was the Marshall's plan to test him. 
 

26- To what extent was Rassendyll brave in facing the Marshal's plan? 
    He told the Marshal to tell his soldiers to ride ahead of him (Rassendyll) and he didn't need them or  
   him ( the Marshal ) Rassendyll continued through the old town alone.  
  
27- Give two reasons for Rassendyll's insistence to ride alone in the old part? 
     a) Rassendyll wanted to succeed in the Marshal's test. 
     b) Rassendyll wanted the poor people to see that their king trusted them. 
 

28- What was the effect of this decision (going alone in the old part) on Colonel Sapt? 
    Colonel Sapt looked worried and shook his head. He thought it was a very bad idea. 
 

29-How did the people have different\contradicted feelings when they saw Rassendyll? 
     Although some people smiled and cheered, others were quiet and looked at him angrily. 
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30-Why did Rassendyll make that risk (going alone in the old part of the city)? 
     He thought if he were to be a king, he decided to act like a king. And he wanted all the people to like  
    him, not just a few. He wanted to gain popularity for the future king.  

 

31- How far was the Duke popular with the poor people? 
      The poor people put the Duke's paintings in their windows as they supported him .Rassendyll saw   
     Duke Michael with his red cheeks, dark eyes and dark hair. 
 

32- How was Duke Michael when he congratulated the king? 
     Duke's Michael's hands shook with anger when he took his hand in Rassendyll's hand . 
 

33- What was Duke Michael’s reaction as soon as he saw Rudolf Rassendyll before the coronation? 
     His face became white. 
 

34- Show that the Princess was a good observant\had a strong note? 
      She told Rassendyll that he looked different; he looked more tired, serious and thinner. 
 

35-Why couldn't Lord Topham recognize Rassendyll on the coronation day? 
     Because his eyes were so poor. \ He had a poor eyesight. 
 

36-To what extent, Fritz had orders to prevent Michael from visiting the king? 
     Sapt ordered not to let Michael in even if Fritz's life depended on it." 
 

37 -Why did Sapt got off the horse and put his ear to the ground on their way to the hunting lodge? 
     He did that in order to know the number and the distance of the horses behind them Sapt said that  
    they were two horses and they were about two kilometres behind.  
 

38- Where did the roads at the fork lead to? 
    - To the right was the way to the hunting lodge, to the left was the way to the castle.  
 

39- What did Sapt order Rassendyll at the fork? 
    Sapt ordered Rassendyll to get off his horse and they went into the dark trees to watch the road     
   but they couldn't be seen by the two people coming.  
 

40- At the fork, which way did Max Holf suggest going to? 
      Max Holf suggested going to the castle of Zenda to learn the truth. 
 

41 –Why did Max Holf didn't go to the hunting lodge? 
      He said "If all's well, why go there, And if all isn't well, I fear there will be a trap." 
 

42-How did Sapt encourage him to continue pretending to be the king? 
    He told Rassendyll if he was a man, he could save the king .And told him that The Duke couldn't say   
   anything without showing their guilt as they kidnapped the king. 
 

43- Show that Sapt was persuasive, cunning and wit.  
   a)  His plan to save the king was a success. 
   b) He managed to persuade Rassendyll to complete the game (impersonating the king). 
   c) He handled every problem easily, intelligently and with great knowledge. 
 

44-What would happen if the real king was already dead? 
      Rassendyll would stay king forever. 
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45-Why would the presence of Rassendyll in Strelsau save the king's life? 
     Michael knew that if he killed the king, He would allow Rassendyll to stay king forever. 
 

46-How did Rassendyll see Sapt's second plan to continue pretending as a king? 
    He saw that it was madder than the first plan which had been a success. But after listening to        
   Colonel Sapt , he saw that it could work. 
 

47- Sapt and Rassendyll were very brave in the hunting Lodge. Illustrate 
    Although Sapt and Rassendyll were only two, they decided to attack Michael's men. 
 

48- How did Rassendyll escape from the men who were going to trap him at the hunting lodge? 
    Rassendyll rode quickly through the gap between the men towards the forest. 
 

49- Why were the Duke's men carrying spades? 
     Because they were going to bury Josef's body. 
 

50-What did Sapt tell Freyler about the king's finger? 
    The king caught his finger in a door and told Freyler to say nothing about that. 
 

51-How did they return to inside the palace? 
    Sapt put the key to the secret door and down the passage to the king's room 
 

52-Why did Fritz bow to Rassendyll when he saw him back in the palace after returning from Zenda? 
    He thought that the real king came back. Sapt laughed and said they could do it 
 

53-Who replaced Josef to work with the King? 
    A new servant was chosen who had never seen the King before. 
 

54- According to Sapt, Why couldn't Michael kill the real king? 
   If Michael killed the real king, Rassendyll would stay as king instead. 
 

55- Why couldn't Michael accuse Rassendyll of pretending to be a king? 
    Michael couldn't accuse Rassendyll of anything because then people would know that he kidnapped the real king. 
 

56-Who were the six men? 
     They were six special soldiers who Michael kept at his house at all times. They were completely      
    loyal to Michael. They would do whatever Michael asked them to do. Three were from Ruritania and  
   a Belgian, French and an English man. 
 

57- What was the bold and wise decision Rassendyll make? 
      Rassendyll decided to act as all real kings did – by keeping some secrets even from the people     
     who could trust the most. 
 

58- How did he decide not to be a distant king? 
    He decided to be seen among his people to make them realise that he cared about them 
59- What plans did Rassendyll decide not to tell Sapt or Fritz? 
      Rassendyll decided to popular with the Ruritanian people and to gain the support of Princess Flavia  
     and not to say anything bad about the Duke. 
 

60- Why did Rassendyll stop while riding through the narrowest and oldest streets? 
      To buy flowers from a poor young girl with a gold coin 
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61- What effect did that action have on the people? 
    That action attracted a lot of interest and soon hundreds of people were following him on his way to  
   the home of Princess Flavia. 
 

62- " The nearer he is to me, the better." Has two different meanings. Discuss. 
     The Princess thought that the king ( Rassendyll )wanted to know what Michael was doing. 
    Rassendyll told her that Michael was his half brother and they needed to help and support each     
    other. The princess looked at Rassendyll (the king ) strangely. 
 

63- How did Rassendyll unknowingly make Michael angry? 
     When Michael came to visit the princess, Rassendyll expected him to enter at once but Michael      
    waited at the door to get the king's permission. 
 

64- What did Rassendyll realise when he made Michael wait outside the door? 
     Rassendyll thought that he made a terrible mistake as he forgot some of the king's rules. 
 

65- What did Rassendyll tell Princess Flavia and Michael about his injured hand? 
    He told them that an animal ( Michael ) had bitten him  and he added that if he gave him another      
   chance to bite , it would be different. 
 

66- What did Rassendyll say when the Princess asked why didn't he kill the animal? 
     He told her that they were waiting to see if his bite was poisonous.  
 

67 – What would happen if the animal was poisonous? 
        Rassendyll said that he would be knocked on the head. 
 

68-  Why couldn't the Duke and his men say that Rassendyll wasn't the real King? 
      Because they couldn't say anything without showing their guilt. 
 

69- What was the guilt that the Duke and his men committed? 
      They kidnapped the real King and imprisoned him at the castle in Zenda. 
 

70- What was Rassendyll's justification \ account for covering his face when they were in the farm? 
 He said that he had a bad tooth. 
 

71- Why did Rassendyll use a new servant who had never met the King? 
  Because the new servant would not be able to recognize that Rassendyll was not the real King. 
 

72- How was Rassendyll's life changed in Ruritania? 
      Rassendyll always wanted to have a quiet life but he suddenly realised how many responsibilities  
    he had in Ruritania. 
 

73- How did Rassendyll act when he made mistakes? What was his excuse when he made mistakes? 
      He pretended that he had forgotten rules or people that he had met. 
 

74- Rassendyll was intelligent to use the iron table as a shield. Illustrate. 
      He used it to defend himself against their guns. He also hit them with it so all the three men fell  
    down the steps. Rassendyll ran away firing his gun behind him. 
 

75- When did Rassendyll know that Rose's words were true? 
     When Rassendyll pretended to be the king, he realised that position in society had responsibilities  
    as Rose said before. 
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76- What mistake did Rassendyll make when he was talking to the Princess at the ball? 
        He told her that when he was younger, he didn't think he needed to worry about society, he         
     thought that it was someone else's job. 
 

77- How did Rassendyll plan the future of Ruritania if he failed to rescue the king? 
    a) The Marshall would have the authority to say that he was the head of Strelsau. 
    b) If the Duke didn't allow the Marshall to see the king in 24 hours, the Marshall would say that the  
     king was dead. 
   c) The Marshall had to tell the people that Princess Flavia would be the ruler of Ruritania. 
 

78- When could Duke Michael legally become King? Why? 
      He could only legally become King if he married Princess Flavia because his mother was not royal. 

 

79- Why would Johann be in trouble if Michael's plan to kill the King succeeded? 
     He would be in trouble because he knew too much. 
 

80- According to Johann, why did he work for Michael? 
     He worked for Michael because he was afraid of him not because he liked him. 
 

81- Where was the King kept at the Castle of Zenda? 
      The King was kept in chains in a room with a small window. 
 

82- What would happen if some people attacked the Castle? 
     Detchard would kill the King and the body would be put down the pipe and the weight of his        
    chains would keep the body under water. 

 

83- What would happen if the Castle was attacked by a large group of soldiers? 
         Michael's men would kill the King and put him down the pipe leading to the moat. One of         
       Michael's men would take the King's place. So, it would seem that Michael was keeping one of  

       the Six Men as a prisoner because he had been rude to Antoinette.  No one would believe that  
       the King was ever there. 
 

84- According to Rassendyll, there were two ways in which the King could come out of Zenda alive. Illustrate. 
      One way was to have a miracle and the other way was if one of the Duke’s men betrayed him. 
 

85- What reason did Duke Michael give for not visiting King Rassendyll or inviting him to his castle? 
       He told them that he (the Duke) and his men had a dangerous illness. 
 

86- Why did Rassendyll kill Max Holf although it was against his will?  
      He was guarding the king's prison. Rassendyll killed him because this was a war for the king's life  
    and Max was working for the enemy. 
 

87- Why were Rassendyll's bags found at a train station near Zenda?  
     Rassendyll had sent the bags to the station on the morning of the day he met the king in the      
    woods. He never went to the station to get them because he was pretending to be the king. 
 

88- Why was the Chief of Police looking for Rassendyll?  
     Because he had disappeared. His family had not heard from him. The British ambassador had     
   reported Rassendyll missing. 

 

89- Why was Antoinette being kept as a prisoner of the Duke?  
      The Duke discovered that she had helped Rassendyll in the summer house, so he couldn't trust her.  
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90- A doctor had been brought to see the real king in his prison. Why didn't Duke Michael  
     let the doctor leave?  
     Because the doctor would tell the people that the king was a prisoner.  
 

91- Why did Rassendyll ask Antoinette to cry out for help at two o'clock in the morning?  
     So that the Duke would go to help her. At the same time, Johann would open the front door to    
    let in Sapt and Fritz with their men. 
 

92- What did Rupert Hentzau think of Michael?  
     He thought that Michael was not a good man. Michael made him angry and Rupert nearly killed him.  
 

93- How did the king's absence from Strelsau affect the people there?  
        The people in Strelsau didn't like the fact that the king had been away  from them for so long.  
 

94- How did the people in Strelsau react\ respond when Rassendyll and Flavia arranged a date for their wedding?  
      They were very happy.  
 

95- Who was helping the doctor to look after the king at the castle?  
     Antoinette de Mauban.  
 

96- Why did Rassendyll and his men pay Johann well?  
      They paid him well to go back to the castle and act as their spy.  
 

97- What did Rassendyll promise to give Johann if he did what he was asked to do?  
       He promised to give him fifty thousand pieces of gold.  
 

98- What was Rassendyll's plan to break into the castle and rescue the king?  
      Sapt would take some men to the front door of the mansion. When Johan opened the door, they  

     would quickly enter and tie up the servants if they didn't want to help the King. At the same time, 
     Antoinette would cry out for help. The Duke would come to see what was happening. They would  
     kill him. Then they would go to the   King's room and rescue him. 

 

99- Why was the house at Tarlenheim filled with lights and music?  
       So that people believed that Rassendyll and his men were having a ball. 

 

100- How was Rassendyll risky when he fought Rupert in the forest? 
      Because Rassendyll had only a stick whereas Rupert had a sword. Besides Rassendyll was on    
     the ground and Rupert was on his horse. 
 

101- How did Rassendyll get the keys to the King's prison? 
       He took them from De Gautet’s clothes after he killed him. 
 

102-How did the King help Rassendyll in the fight against Detchard? 
      He helped Rassendyll by pushing a chair into Detchard as he was fighting. This made him lose his  
    balance and fall over the doctor’s body. Then it was easy for Rassendyll to kill him. 
 

103-Why did Sapt tell the Princess to come alone to see the King behind the tree? 
         He asked the Princess to come alone because he didn't want Marshal Strakencz to know about Rassendyll. 
 

104- Why did Sapt have the real King taken from his prison with his face covered?  
       Sapt didn't want his men or the servants to see who the prisoner really was.  
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105- What did Sapt's men and the servants think happened to the King and to the prisoner?  
      They think that the King was wounded in the fight to rescue the prisoner, and that the prisoner   
    went after Rupert Hentzau.  
 

106-Why did Rassendyll wait in the forest until dark to go to the castle? 
     Rassendyll waited until he could go into the castle under the cover of dark. He didn't want anyone to see him. 
 

107-How did Rassendyll teach the King how to be a real king? 
      He took his responsibilities as King seriously and tried to run the country well. He risked his own  
    life to rescue the King. He could have remained King. 
 

108- Why did Rassendyll refuse to work for Sir Jacob? 
       Sir Jacob was going to be the Ambassador to Ruritania and there would be problems as           
     Rassendyll looked like the King. 
 

109- Why did Rupert and Michael fight each other? 
       They fought each other because Rupert wanted to punish Antoinette as she sent secret letters to Rassendyll. 
 

110- What did the doctor do to save the King's life? 
       He held Detchard for some time. He was too weak, so Detchard broke free and killed the doctor  
     with his sword. 
 

111- What did the Duke do when he found out that Antoinette had warned Rassendyll in Strelsau? 
      He tricked her by inviting her and her servants to his castle. Once she was there, he didn't let     
     her leave in order to stop her telling anyone about his plan. 
 

112- How could Antoinette continue to send letters to Rassendyll although she was locked in the castle? 
      She could do that with the help of Johann who worked as a spy for Rassendyll. 
 

113- Why couldn't Johann open the door for Sapt and his men as planned? 
         He was helping the Duke in his fight with Rupert. 
 

114-According to Rassendyll, what was the thing that Rupert could not understand? 
      He could not understand that Rassendyll was pretending to be the King for the good of Ruritania. 
 

115- What were the people of Strelsau told to justify the King's injury and Michael's death? 
    They were told that the brave King had fought with his brother because he had kept a prisoner in  
   Zenda who was a friend of the King. The Duke had tried to kill the King, who was injured, but the evil Duke had died. 
 

116- Who did the people of Strelsau think Rassendyll could be? 
     They thought he could be an English friend of the King's who heard about the Duke's plans, so the  
    Duke had locked him up to stop him from speaking to the King. 
 

117- Why was the King very grateful to Rassendyll? 
      Because he saved his life and taught him how to be a real King. He also helped to stop people      
     thinking badly about the King. 
 

118- Why was the Princess grateful to Rassendyll? 
      She was grateful to him for all he had done for Ruritania and the King. 
 

119- Why did Rose feel very disappointed with Rassendyll? 
      She was disappointed because he had not written a book and he refused to work with Sir Jacob. 
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Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and write them correctly: 
1. Dresden was the capital city of Ruritania. 

2. Robert Rassendyll believed that taking photographs was the best way to get into politics. 

3. Johann Holf was the Duke of Strelsau. 

4. Bertram Bertrand was a banker in Paris. 

5. In 1733, Countess Rose Rassendyll married a member of the Ruritanian royal family. 

6. Duke Michael was in Strelsau to make preparation for the king's wedding. 

7. Johann Holf offered Rudolf Rassendyll to stay at his nephew's house during his stay in Strelsau. 

8. The owner of the inn wished Colonel Sapt would become the king and not his brother. 

9.  All the hotels in Strelsau were full with people who came to attend the king's funeral. 

10. Sir Jacob Borrodaile was going to become a prime minister in six months' time. 

11. Michael Elphberg was the half-cousin of the King of Ruritania. 

12. The Castle of Zenda could only be reached by a flyover between it and the mansion. 

13. Rudolf Rassendyll got his red hair from one of his descendants. 

14. Lord Burlesdon was responsible for the land around Zenda and its castle. 

15. It was said that Rudolf Elphberg was his father4s favourite son. 

16. Although Rudolf Rassendyll and the King look like identical twins, they have different activities. 

17. On his way to Ruritania, Rudolf spent a day in New York where he met some old friends. 
18. Antoinette de Mauban remained on the train for its journey to Strelsau, but Rudolf   

   Rassendyll got off the train at London. 

19. It is not common to see someone with black eyes in Ruritania unless they are part of  
    the King4s family, the Elphbergs. 

20. The old castle was surrounded by a lake round it 

21. Rudolf Rassendyll and the King of Ruritania looked like different twins. 

22. Rassendyll was in his early forties. 

23. Rassendyll could speak French as well as English. 

24. Rassendyll decided to spend his holiday in Paris. 

25. Antoinette de Mauban was famous for her wealth and greed. 

26. Rassendyll and the real King had identical personalities. 

27. Duke Michael was the brother of Rudolf the Fifth. 

28. Rassendyll always told people where he went on his travels. 

29. The king and Rassendyll were twins. 

30. Rassendyll spent some time with the king in Strelsau. 

31. The king preferred action to eating. 

32. Antoinette was the Duke's host in Strelsau. 
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33. The people in the Old Town strongly supported the king. 

34. Rudolf the fifth spent most of his life in Strelsau. 

35. The Duke couldn't legally become King because his mother was not loyal. 

36. The King was poisoned by the cakes which were sent by Flavia. 

37. A bullet injured Rassendyll4s right leg in Zenda. 

38. Black Michael4s Famous Six were good men. 

39. The king was held as a prisoner in Strelsau by the Duke. 

40..funeral. The people looked forward to the royal 04 

41. Twenty brave were chosen to go to Zenda with Rassendyll. 

42. Marshall Strakenez received special instructions from Colonel Sapt. 

43. The Tarlenheim house belonged to a relative to Sapt. 

44.. Black Michael was willing to pay Rassendyll to stay in Ruritania. 

45. The king was held captive in the New Castle in Zenda. 

46. Rassendyll murdered Detchard while he was asleep. 

47. Rassendyll stabbed Max Holf to death willingly. 

48. The Duke's men went to the hunting lodge to bury the King's body. 

49. Rassendyll killed five of the Duke's six men. 

50. Rupert of Hentzau was loyal to the Duke. 

51. Black Duke and Rupert of Henztau quarrelled over Princess Flavia. 

52. The Marshal did not allow the king to ride his horse alone in the Old Town. 

53. Rassendyll was hurt when Bernenstein stabbed him on his left shoulder. 

54. Detchard was the worst criminal of the Duke's Six Men. 

55. Rassendyll offered Johann fifty thousand pieces of gold to kill Duke Michael. 

56. Duke Michael was also known as red Michael. 

57. Rassendyll was one of the Elphbergs' ancestors. 

58. The King's mouth was wider than Rassendyll's and Rassendyll's face was a little thinner. 
59. To frustrate the Duke's plans, Colonel Sapt suggested that Rassendyll could go to     

    Strelsau to kill Duke Michael. 

60. Colonel Sapt, Fritz and Rassendyll realised that they were being watched by Josef, so  

      they locked him in the cellar with the King. 
61. When Rassendyll was having his breakfast at the station restaurant, he heard some noises   

    and people shouting "God take the King!" 

62. Colonel Sapt found 5 or 6 torn and dirty handkerchiefs on the ground which he used to tie up the dog. 

63.  Rudolf Rassendyll expected Antoinette de Mauban to tell everyone that she was going to marry him. 
64. At the fork in the road, Duke Michael and Max Holf decided to go to the right to reach the hunting lodge. 
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65. Sapt and Rudolf Rassendyll left the palace secretly through a window. 

66. Rassendyll compared the Duke to a gentleman when they met at Flavia's. 

67. Michael's men came to the lodge with guns to bury Josef's body. 

68. All the famous six were foreigners. 
69. Wherever he went in the capital, Rassendyll was followed by six people who were assigned by the Duke. 

70. At the summer house, Rassendyll used a wooden chair as a shield. 

71. Rassendyll got the prison keys from Bersoni after killing him. 

72. Rassendyll managed to cut Rupert Hentzau's arm. 

73. Detchard was the only survivor of the Duke's Six Men. 

74. The King thanked Rassendyll for killing the Duke. 

75. Sir Jacob Borodaile will be an ambassador in Korea. 
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